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european space agency

agence spatia le europeenne

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and took
over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier European
Space Organisations: the European Space Research
Organisation (ESRO) and the European Organisation for
the Development and Construction of Space Vehicle
Launchers (ELDO) , The Member States are Belgium ,
Uenmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
Austria and Norway are Associate Members of the Agency.
Canada is a Cooperating State.

L 'Agence Spatiale Europeenne est issue des deux
Organisations spatiales europeennes qui J'ont precedee J'Organisation europeenne de recherches spatiales (CERS)
et J' Organisation europeenne pour la mise au point et la
construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux (CECLES) dont elle a repris les droits et obligations. Les Etats membres
en sont: J' Allemagne, la Belgique, le oanemark, J' Espagne,
la France, J'lrlande, l'italie, les Pays-Bas, le Royaume-Uni, la
Suede et la Suisse. L' Autriche et la Norvege sont membres
associes de l 'Agence. Le Canada bf!m!ficie d ' un statut
d' Etat cooperant.

In the words of the Conventio,,: The purpose of the Agency
shall be to provide for and to promote, for exclusively
peaceful purposes, co-operation among European States in
space research and lechnology and their space applications, with a view to their being used for scientific
purposes and for operational space applications systems,

Selon les termes de la Convention: L 'Agence a pour mission
d' assurer et de developper, il des fins exclusivement
pacifiques, la cooperation entre Etats europeens dans les
domaines de la recherche et de la technologie spatiales et
de leurs applications spatiales, en vue de leur utilisation a
des fins scientifiques et pour des systemes spatiaux
operationnels d'applications:

(a)

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

by elaborating and implementing a long-term
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the Member States, and by concerting
the policies of the Member States with respect to other
national and international organisations and
institutions;
by elaborating and implementing activities and programmes in Ihe space field ;
by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible into
the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellites;
by elaborating and implementing the industrial policy
appropriate to its programme and by recommending
a coherent industrial policy to the Member States.

en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre une politique
spatiale europeenne long terme, en recommandant
aux Etats membres des objectlfs en matiere spatiale
et en concertant les politiques des Etats membres a
J'egard d'autres organisations et institutions nationales et interna tionales;
en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre des actlvites et
des programmes dans le domaine spatial;
en coordonnant le programme spatial europeen et
les programmes nationaux, et en mtegrant ces
derniers progressivement et aussi completement que
possible dans le programme spallal europeen,
notamment en ce qui concerne le developpement de
satellites d'applications;
en elaborant et en met/ant en oeuvre la politlque
son programme et en
industrielle appropnee
recommandant aux Etats membres une poiltique
industrielle cohf!rente.

a

(b)
(c)

(d)

a

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States. The Director General is
the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative.

L 'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compose de reprf!r
sentants des Etats membres. Le oirecteur general est le
fonctionnaire executif superieur de J' Agence et la represente
dans tous ses actes

The Directorate of Ihe Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director of Scientific
Programmes; the Director of the Earth Observation and
Microgravlty
Programme;
the
Director
of
the
Telecommunications Programme; the Director of Space
Transportation Systems; the Director of the Columbus
Programme; the Director of ESTEC; the Director of
Operations and the Director of Administration.

Le olfectolfe de J'Agence est compose du olfecteur general;
de I'Inspecteur general; du oirecteur des Programmes
sClentlflques; du oirecteur des Programmes d ' Observallon
de la Terre et de MlcrograVlte; du olfecteur du Programme
de Telecommunications; du olfecteur des Systemes de
Transport spatial; du olfecteur du Programme Columbus;
du oirecteur de J'ESTEC; du oirecteur des Operations et du
oirecteur de J' Administration.

The ESA HEADOUARTERS are in Paris.

Le SIEGE de J' ESA est

The major establishments of ESA are:

Les pnnclpaux Etablissements de J'ESA sont:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk, Netherlands.

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPA TlALES (ESTEC), Noordwijk, Pays-Bas.

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany.

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN o 'OPERA TlONS
(ESOC), oarmstadt, Allemagne.

ESRIN, Frascati, Italy.

ESRIN, Frascatl, ita lie.

Chairman of the Councit: Dr. H.H. Atkinson.

President du Conseil: Dr. H.H. Atkinson.

Director General: Prof. R. Lus!.

oirecteur general: Prof. R. Lust.
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The Eureca Design Concept
W Ne//essen, Columbus System and Projects Department,
ESA Space Station and Platforms Directorate, ESTEC,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

As a first step in its Space lab Followon Programme towards Space Station
design and utilisation , at the end of
1984 ESA began development of the
European Retrievable Carrier
(Eureca). This carrier project will
provide the Agency with valuable
early experience in the development,
utilisation , and operation of
unmanned, automated platforms in
low Earth orbits.
Scheduled for launch in March 1988,
Eureca will be delivered by the Space
Shuttle to an orbital altitude of
296 km , will ascend to an operational
altitude of about 500 km , and will
return to the lower orbit after six to
nine months to be retrieved by the
Shuttle. A major objective of the first
Eureca mission is to perform
material-science experiments, but to
demonstrate its flexibility the first
payload also includes experiments in
the fields of solar and astrophysics,
as well as technical demonstrations
of a European Radio Ionisation
Thruster Assembly (RITA)* and direct
Inter-Orbit Communication with the
Agency 's European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC) in Damstadt, Germany,
via the Olympus satellite" .

• See ESA Bulletin No. 45. pp. 24- 33.
•• See pp. 29-31 , this issue.

Introduction
Well ahead of the first flight of Spacelab
in NovemberlDecember 1983, ESA
identified the need for a free-flying carrier
system that would allow retrieval by the
Shuttle after flight durations beyond the
7 to 10 days envisaged for Spacelab.
Early studies of th is system , now known
as Eureca, were very much influenced by
the thought that such a new system
should be more economical to build and
operate than the 'classical '
nonrecoverable satellite system in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO). It was also realised
that its size should meet European
experimenters' needs for the 1988-1993
time frame, and that it should enable
Europe to accumulate the technological
and operational experience needed to
develop and operate larger, autonomous
European platform systems in LEO for
both commercial and research
applications.
The Eureca system is at present in its
design and development phase, the first
mission being planned for 1988. An
attempt will be made here to highlight
the principal design and cost
considerations for the system's sizing,
development, operation and utilisation.

The overall Eureca concept
Eureca, shown in flight configuration in
Figure 1, is a re-usable platform to be
launched and retrieved by the Space
Shuttle (STS). After deployment by the
Shuttle, it will perform its missions in a
free-flying mode for initial durations of six
to nine months. After retrieval by the
Shuttle and return to its integration
centre, Eureca will be refurbished and re-

equipped for its next mission . A typical
Eureca mission sequence is shown in
Figure 2.
The platform's lifetime is envisaged as
enabling it to perform five missions in ten
years. This resulted from the fact that
available financial resources should allow
one mission every two years, and that
experimenters need sufficient time
between reflights to tune their
experimental facilities.
Eureca has been devised to be as 'user
friendly ' as possible. Like Spacelab, it
accommodates the users via
standardised structural attachments as
well as standardised power and data
interfaces. Unlike Spacelab, however, the
Data Handling Subsystem (OHS) is
'decentralised '. Th is allows the various
users of the OHS to pre-process their
data on their own subsystem or
experiment facilities before interfacing
with the main Eureca OHS. This
approach provides greater flexibility to
the users, and since less effort is
required for integrating the individual
user into the system , integration costs
and times are reduced. In addition , the
OHS interfaces are designed to
commercial standards (IEEE 488) , so that
the users can employ commercially
available checkout equipment. This also
allows the users to re-use their
equipment software at the next higher
integration level without the need for reprogramming. These measures will help
the users to reduce their costs while at
the same time providing greater flexibility
during the payload-integration
process.
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Figure 1 - Eureca system capabilities
and resources
Figure 2 -

Eureca mission scenario

EURECA PAYLOAO AREA
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eureca design concept
Figure 3 layout

Eureca payload module

For most missions Eureca is intended to
be shipped as a fully integrated system ,
requiring only the minimum of Shuttleinterface and safety checks at the launch
site - the so-called 'ship-and-shoot'
concept. In flight, the Shuttle will control
only the platform deployment and
retrieval operations. Free-flight control will
be conducted from ESOC via a single
ground station. Flight control during
times of noncontact with the ground
station will be provided by the on board
data-handling subsystem, which is
designed for autonomous spacecraft
operation for periods of up to 48 h.

be used to provide operational data-relay
services via a geostationary satellite. This
will significantly enhance real-time data
coverage, with transmission rates of up to
2 MbiUs.
The overall configuration of the Eureca
platform has been determined primarily
by four factors:
(a)
(b)

(c)
An Inter-Orbit Communication (IOC) datarelay package will be flown on an
experimental basis on Eureca's first flight.
If successful , on subsequent flights it will

(d)

maximisation of available payload
volume
optimisation of the length-to-mass
ratio, to minimise the Shuttlelaunch charges
direct attachment in the Shuttle
cargo bay via a three-point
attachment system
mounting flexibility throughout the
length of the Shuttle's cargo bay.

NASA's pricing policy favours relatively
short payloads that can be inserted
easily anywhere in the cargo bay. This
means that, to stay within the loadcarrying capability throughout the Shuttle
bay, Eureca should not weigh more than
about 4000 kg. This, in turn, limits its
length to about 2.35 m. As shown in
Figure 3, Eureca fulfils these conditions in
an ideal manner, whilst still retaining
50 % of its volume available for payload
use.
One further point worth mentioning is
that for its first mission Eureca has to
serve particularly the material- and lifescience communities, and residual carrier
accelerations during the operating period
must therefore not exceed 10 -5 g. This
constraint dictated a cold-gas-assisted

ORBITER ENVELOPE

(

' PRIMARY PAYLOAD MODULES

-y

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT
ENVELOPE

+y

DIRECT ATIACHMENT

9
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Figure 4 - Eureca baseline mission
profile, including contingency
Figure 5 -

magnetic attitude-control system with
torque levels well below 0.3 Nm. It also
makes it necessary to raise Eureca to an
orbital altitude of about 500 km to reduce
residual decelerations resulting from
aerodynamic drag. The higher orbit also
helps to minimise consumables' use for
altitude maintenance. A typical mission
profile for a six-month Eureca mission is
shown in Figure 4.

Eureca primary structure
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km

NOMINAL
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------~ ~
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-
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-

-

-

-

-
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400

The platform concept
All of Eureca's subsystems are housed
within the framework of the structure.
They include the Thermal Control
Subsystem (TCS) , the Electrical Power
Subsystem (EPS) including the Solar
Array (SA), the Attitude and Orbit Control
Subsystem (AOCS) including its Orbital
Transfer Assembly (OTA) and Reaction
Control Assembly (RCA), the Telemetry
and Telecommand (HC) subsystem, the
on-board Data Handling Subsystem (OHS),
the Microgravity Measurement Subsystem
(MMS), and the experimental Inter-Orbit
Communication (IOC) assembly.
Structure
To keep development costs low whilst at
the same time providing payload growth
potential , flexibility in reconfiguration, and
standard interfaces to the users, the
Eureca structure is made from highstrength carbon-fibre struts and titanium
interconnectors (nodal points). This
concept has been derived from the MBB
SPAS spacecraft, which flew very
successfully in June 1983. As shown in
Figure 5, the trusses and nodal points
are joined together to form a framework
3
of 70x70x70 cm . This framework
provides relatively high thermal and
alignment accuracies, is simple to
maintain and repair, and requires no
special jigs for its assembly. Payloads
weighing less than 30 kg can be
integrated off line onto standard
Equipment Support Panels (ESPs), which
can be integrated with the primary
structure as one unit.
Thermal control
Thermal control is accomplished by a
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eureca design concept
Figure 6 - Concept of the active thermal
control loop

combination of active and passive heat
transfer and radiation. Active heat transfer
for payload facilities with heat dissipation
needs of up to 1 kW, such as the
material-science furnaces, is provided by
a Spacelab-type liquid-freon cooling loop
which dissipates heat to space through
two radiator panels. The passive system
employs well-proven multilayer insulation
blankets in combination with resistance
heaters. The entire Eureca system is such
that, if the active thermal loop should fail ,
all essential subsystems will remain
functional and the spacecraft can be
returned safely to Earth (Fig. 6).
Electrical power
The electrical power subsystem
generates, stores, conditions and
distributes power to all subsystems and
payloads. Two deployable and retractable
solar arrays with a combined raw power
output of about 5000 W, in conjunction
with four nickel-cadmium batteries of
40 Ah each, provide the payload with
1000 W of continuous power (24-28 V
DC), with peak power capabilities of up
to 1500 W for several minutes.
Safety considerations dictate that the
power system not be operational during
the Shuttle launch and retrieval
operations and that critical operations like
propulsion operations near the Shuttle be
inhibited by proper switching protections.
On the other hand, essential functions to
guarantee Eureca's survival during its
mission must remain powered.
Consequently, the fusing concept for the
platform is designed such that equipment
failures cannot propagate upstream and
therefore do not jeopardise the power
subsystem. Electromagnetic interference
aboard the platform is minimised by
employing single-point grounding
techniques.
To provide heater power for the thermal
conditioning of the hydrazine subsystem,
and to maintain very sensitive experiment
samples within temperature limits during
the Shuttle-attached flight periods, the
Shuttle provides 200 W of electrical

power to Eureca via a re-connectable
umbilical. This power is distributed via a
completely separate distribution system
from the main Eureca power subsystem,
to avoid inadvertent activation of the latter
while the platform is in the Shuttle's
cargo bay.
Attitude and orbit control
Attitude determination, spacecraft
orientation and stabilisation during all
flight operations, as well as orbit-control
manoeuvres, are performed by a
Modular Attitude Control Subsystem
(MACS). This subsystem has its own
computer and data bus and has been
designed for a maximum of autonomy,
so that mission requ irements will be
fulfilled even in the case of severe onboard failures, such as prolonged outage
of the on-board data-handling subsystem.
In an emergency, the MACS subsystem
is capable of switching into a Sunpointing mode to maintain sufficient
power until the ground station can regain
control of the spacecraft. The MACS
system can be adapted to different
mission modes simply by changing the
on-board software, which is structured
into several independent modules.
Additional attitude-control sensors and
actuators can be connected directly to

the MACS bus without modifying the
basic system architecture.
The first Eureca mission, being dedicated
mainly to microgravity· experiments,
requires only coarse Sun-pointing to
provide maximum power. The attitudedetermination requirements for this
mission mode could therefore be satisfied
with a relatively simple and cost-effective
Earth-sensorISun-sensor combination
supported by a gyro reference package
for eclipse operations. This system makes
it possible to keep the spacecraft Sunpointed with an accuracy of ± 1 0 and to
determine its attitude with an accuracy of
±0.25 ~ which is sufficient for controlling
the necessary orbital-change and Shuttlerendezvous manoeuvres.
To reach its operating altitude of about
500 km. and to return .to the 300 km
retrieval orbit, Eureca uses an Orbital
Transfer Assembly (OTA) with a capacity
of 620 kg of helium-gas-pressurised
hydrazine (sufficient for an in-orbit stay of
up to nine months) and two redundant
sets of four 20 N thrusters. To provide
growth potential for future missons, two
additional tanks can be accommodated
within the present spacecraft
structure.
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Figure 7 scenario

Eureca communications

During its normal operations in orbit,
Eureca will be three-axis-stabilised by
magnetorquers, assisted by a nitrogen
Reaction Control Assembly (RCA). This
combination was selected because its
control accelerations are well below the
10 - 5 g microgravity constraint. The RCA
cold-gas system can also be used during
deployment and retrieval operations,
because it does not constitute a hazard
to the Shuttle and can be operated in
close proximity to it or even when Eureca
is attached to the Shuttle's Remote
Manipulator System (RMS).
Commun ications and data handling
As shown in Figure 7, Eureca uses
S-band communications for the up- and
downlinks. The uplink operates at 2 kbiUs,
while the downlink may be operated in a
low-speed (2 kbiUs) or a high-speed
(256 kbit/s) mode. Uplink and low-speed
downlink capabilities are compatible with
the Shuttle, which will be used for data

relay during safety-critical proximity
operations. The high-speed mode will be
used for telemetry data dumping and
real-time communications during ground
contacts. The experimental
communications package to be carried
on the first mission, which will relay
Eureca data at up to 2 MbiUs (Ka-band)
directly to ESOC via Olympus, if proved
successful , will be used operationally on
the subsequent Eureca missions. This will
ensure better real-time contact, whilst at
the same time reducing the size of the
ground-station network needed. Two-way
Doppler tracking from the ground will be
used for orbit determination for the
platform.
Particular attention has been paid to the
design of the Eureca Data-Handling
Subsystem (OHS). Starting from the
premise that future space platforms in
LEO will be required to control more
complex operations than previous

satellites, and taking into account that
state-of-the-art technology should be
used for retrievable and groundmaintainable spacecraft, the platform's
OHS has a hierarchically organised
architecture, with decentralised
processing and control functions.
Figure 8 shows the organisation of the
OHS and its principal interfaces. Potential
growth capabilities are also indicated.
The Monitoring and Reconfiguration Unit
(MRU) acts as communication front-end
processor, provides operator override
capabilities, initialises the remainder of
the OHS, and supervises the PPU
(Powerful Processing Unit), which hosts
the system-management function ,
including the software that controls
autonomous spacecraft operations.
The Magnetic Bubble Memory (MBM)
provides a non-volatile storage capability
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Figure 8 - Organisation of Eureca's
Data-Handling Subsystem (OHS) and the
principal interfaces
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will be made up of scientific and
technological experiments.

controlled heat- and mass-transfer
conditions.

The Remote Acquisition Unit (RAU) bus
developed for Spacelab has been
selected as the Eureca system bus. As
peripherals, RAUs and Payload Interface
Adapters (PIAs) also developed for
Spacelab will be employed to provide
standard interfaces.

An important feature of the space
environment offered by Eureca for
investigations involving fluids is the near
absence of gravitational accelerations.
This has a number of specific
advantages, including:
greatly reduced gravity-driven
convection
negligible sedimentation and
buoyancy
negligible hydrostatic pressure
possibility of containerless
positioning , handling and 'shaping'
of liquids.

At present, ground-based crystal-growth
processes have to be optimised
empirically, as existing theories mainly
relate to situations that cannot be
achieved experimentally. Microgravity
experiments can contribute significantly
to the bridging of this gap between
theory and experiment, thereby
facilitating both process optimisation and
progress in theoretical understanding.

The High-Rate Multiplexer (HRM) and
High-Digital-Rate Recorders (HORRs)
indicated as growth capabilities can
handle data rates of up to 50 and
32 Mbit/s, respectively.

The first mission
The first Eureca mission will be dedicated
mainly to research projects that require a
controlled microgravity environment.
These will occupy about three quarters of
the avairable payload and the remainder

Even for systems with large thermal and
concentration gradients, stable conditions
can be achieved within the fluids. This
facilitates the study of solidification and
processing under largely diffusion-

Such topics as thermodynamic properties
at the liquidlvapour or liquid/liquid critical
points, molten state, homogeneous
nucleation , and glass fining can be
investigated. Physical and physicochemical parameters such as diffusion
and segregation coefficients can be
determined much more precisely in a
microgravity environment.
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Figure 9 - Eureca multi-user facilities for
microgravity research

EXPERIMENT
MODULE

Figure 10 - Tentative flight schedule for
Eureca vis-a-vis the Columbus platform

It is also expected to be possible to
produce single protein crystals of the size
and degree of crystall ine perfection
required to perform advanced X-ray and
neutron-diffraction studies. Such studies
should help determine the threedimensional structu re of the enzyme
protein molecules, which is very
important for the understanding of the
biochemistry of enzyme action.
Eureca will also offer the opportunity for
long-duration exposu re of biological and
other materials of terrestrial origin to the
space environment, or selected aspects
of it; for example:

GRID WIRE
SUPPORT STR.

the radiation environment with
electromagnetic radiation and highenergy charged particles
space vacuum
extreme temperatures
microgravity conditions.
This will enhance research opportunities
in several areas of exo-biological and
radio-biological significance, such as:
chemical and pre-biotic evolution
under exposure to solar radiation
formation and stability of organic
molecules in cosmic matter
biological mechanisms of resistance
to environmental extremes
interplanetary transfer of life
effects of cosmic-ray particles on
biological matter
consequences of the combined
actions of cosmic radiation and
microgravity.
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Figure 9 shows two of the major
microgravity research facilities planned
for the first missions which are currently
under development as part of the ESAfunded Eureca Programme.

Future missions
Work is currently in progress to assess
the platform's substantial adaptability to
other types of missions. First studies
demonstrating the flexibility of the Eureca
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concept have prompted the astronomy
and solar-physics science communities to
define a more refined model payload for
detailed accommodation studies on
Eureca. In addition , two more missions
are planned in the field of microgravity
research . Figure 10 shows the current

tentative flight schedule for the first
Eureca mission based on these early
accommodation studies.
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The ESA Data-Relay Satellite
Programme
E.W Ashford & DL. Brown, Communications Satellite
Department, ESA Telecommunications Directorate, ESTEC,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
K.G . Lenhart, Systems & Project Support Department,
ESA Directorate of Operations, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

A Data-Relay Satellite System (DRSS)
improves the return on investment for
low-earth-orbiting systems such as
earth-observation satellites and
manned Space-Station elements by
dramatically increasing the real-time
communications capability per orbit
with the ground. An Agency
Preparatory Programme on Data-Relay
Satellites (DRS) has been started and,
in parallel , an inter-orbit
communications experiment is being
prepared to test data-relay-type
communications and tracking
between the Agency 's low-earthorbiting Eureca re-usable platform
and the geostationary
communications satellite Olympus.
The development schedule being
assumed for DRS foresees
commissioning of the operational
system in the ·mid-1990s.

Introduction
The DRS is positioned in a synchronous
geostationary orbit which allows up to
70 % coverage of the total orbital
trajectory of a satellite at an altitude of
1000 km . The NASA Tracki ng and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) has
amply demonstrated the operational
advantages fo r low-earth-orbit satellite
and Space-Shuttle management.
The use of a Data-Relay Satellite (DRS)
will allow the efficiency of ESA's
conventional tracking and dataacquisition network to be greatly
enhanced . It will also provide an
important insurance agai nst bu lk datastorage medium fai lure on earthobservation satellites, as well as enabling
very quick data processing where quasitemporal effects are being observed and
need reacting to.
An internal DRS effort has been started
by ESA with the objective of preparing a
systems performance specification and
the requisite Invitation-to:render
documentation for major industrial study
contracts planned to be sent out to
industry in 1986, as part of the DataRelay Satellite Preparatory Programme
(DRPP). Use is being made of data from
a number of smaller external studies
perjormed in industry, as well as ESAgenerated mission requirements obtained
from discussions with potential users.
In parallel , an inter-orbit communications
experiment is being prepared to test
data-relay communications and tracking
between ESA's low-earth-orbiting Eureca
re-usable platform and its Olympus

communications satellite. This experiment,
which is planned to commence with the
first flight of Eureca in 1988, uses the
frequencies of 18 and 28 GHz and a
prog ramme track mode of one of the
Olympus antennas. It is expected to yield
interesting data for the future DRS,
especially with the refinement of
operational search-and-track procedures.
Studies performed in ESA and in
European Industry over the past two
years have pointed to the conclusion that
a two-satellite DRS system, orbited at
44 DW and 61 DE, respectively, would
provide very adequate coverage for
Europe's mission requi rements (Fig. 1).
Such satellites will have to provide
reliable service over a ten-year period ,
including the eclipse periods.
The development schedule being
assumed for DRS at present foresees a
first launch for the operational system in
the third quarter of 1994, leading to the
beginning of operations, per se, in the
first half of 1995. This assumption wi ll
however, be re-assessed and possibly
modified on the basis of studies within
the DRPp, in concert with the
development schedule for potential user
programmes.
Decisions will be taken on a specific
configuration for the DRS space segment
after the planned industrial studies, on
the basis of analyses and trade-off
studies made during the DRPP
Potential customers for a DRSS
system
Generally speaking , all activities going on
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Figure 1 - Schematic of typical
Data-Relay Satellite (DRS) caverages for
satellites at 44 °W and 61°f
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in space which need some sort of
connection with the ground, either for
data acquisition, commanding or
tracking, can benefit from a DRS.
Missions that produce very large
amounts of data and need very long
coverage arcs benefit particularly.
Within the programmes foreseen in
Europe for the next 15 years, prime
candidates as DRS users include:
- the European elements of the
Columbus programme participating in
the NASA Space-Station project,
including polar-platform and infrastructure
capabilities such as rendezvous and
docking (several hundred MbiUs)
- the remote-sensing programmes, in
particular the advanced land-observation
mission , with very high data rates
(several hundred Mbitls)
- Ariane-5 and Hermes operations,
including data acquisition and tracking .
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Mission-specific benefits
There are three principal reasons why a
mission may wish to utilise the DRS's
services:
- acceptable time delay between data
acquisition and operational use is very
short
- data quantity is too high for on-board
storage
- coverage gaps would exist with
conventional ground-station networks.
Operational benefits
Since a spacecraft can, via the relay, be
in very frequent or near-continuous
contact with the ground, on-board logic
can be much simpler and hence more
reliable. The spacecraft needs less
autonomy or capability to survive in the
event of extended periods of no contact
with the Control Centre, and it also needs
a less sophisticated on-board processor
and memory. Scheduling can be done
more safely and in a more flexible
manner from the ground, where more
resources and expertise exist. Also, on-

90

board mass data storage) may not be
required (except for the case of a single
DRS and the need to acquire low-speed
oceanic data from the other side of the
globe).
The operation of remote-sensing
missions, including scheduling of the
requisite observation passes, orbit
adjustment, attitude and housekeeping
data monitoring and control can be
made considerably simpler and safer,
since much longer and more frequent
periods of contact with the spacecraft are
possible. Consequently, even near-realtime changes in the observation
schedule can be arranged , e.g. in case
of an exceptional need for observation of
a rapidly varying phenomenon. Due to
the more frequent monitoring possibilities,
spacecraft status and health can be
better supervised and unacceptable
trends in behaviour can be more quickly
resolved . Remedial operations can be
started faster, resulting in an overall
increase in the useful mission time.

esa's data-relay satellite programme

Due to the fact that housekeeping and
payload data can be transmitted to one
central place, consistent data quality and
optimum sensor settings and calibration
can be ensured. This applies equally to
the raw, preprocessed, and final data,
because identical procedures can be
applied.
The problems of data distribution to the
final users can also be eased, and the
long delays often inherent in data
transport from remote overseas
acquisition stations can be avoided.
Economic benefits
Due to the extended coverage provided
by a DRS system, it will not be necessary
to expand , operate and maintain a large
network of ground stations. If one aimed
to cover the globe completely, including
land masses and oceans, for a datagathering satellite at an altitude of about
800 km one would need a theoretical
network of 41 stations with partially
overlapping coverage, or a theoretical
network of 22 stations (e.g. 8 stations at
the equator, 2 x 6 at approximately 45 0
latitude and 2 stations at the polar caps)
to cover 84 % of the Earth's surface.
Clearly, the cost of operating and
maintaining such a network is very high ,
the actual figures varying in the range of
several million dollars per year per
station, depending on the type of
hardware implemented, the manpower
involved, the degree of processing
foreseen and the geographical location.
Since in the conventional approach data
are recorded at a par!icular ground
station, transportation costs (and delays)
to the central archive and distribution
facility are also involved. Obviously, these
costs can also be reduced with a DRS
system, but probably more important is
the availability of global data within a
very short time at a central location with
adequate infrastructure and efficient
communication c(lannels.
Since at least preprocessing and the first
stages of further processing could be

done in a central facility or at a smaller
number of powerful installations,
considerable overall savings could also
accrue due to more efficient use of
hardware, software and human
resources.
To compare the cost of the European
DRS with other available services, such
as the TORS system , one must also
consider the high charges that would
accrue for use of a single access service.
For example, for continuous support of a
high-data-rate mission such as
Columbus, one would be faced with a
charge of 128 $ per minute for delivery
of data to the White Sands Facility in the
USA. Including data transmission to
Europe in near-real-time, a minimum
yearly cost of ca. 65 M$ for TORS use
plus 10 M$ for data transmission would
result.

The objectives of the CRS
programme
The basic objective of the overall DRS
programme is to provide a cost-effective
infrastructure, in space and on the
ground, to support future European
space programmes, which will provide
users with the following near-continuous
services:
- transfer of data to and from low-earthorbiting spacecraft and launchers for
users and ground controllers
- communications between low-earthorbiting spacecraft and their ground
control stations
- provision of telemetry and
telecommand links between ground
controllers and spacecraft in orbit
- the ability to carry out ranging
operations for orbit and position
determination for spacecraft in orbit and,
possibly, launchers during ascent.
The particular objectives, within the
context of these overall objectives, of the
DRPP are to:

- establish and define in detail , the
configuration of the necessary DRS
space and ground segments to provide
cost-effective data relay, information
transmission , telemetry, telecommand
and ranging services to foreseen
European space programmes, including,
in particular, Columbus, Ariane-5, Hermes
and advanced earth-observation satellites
- investigate the feasibility, and
determine the costs versus benefits, of
incorporating the European DRS system
into a possible global data-relay satellite
system, in cooperation with other national
bodies
- study, during the course of the
programme, technology elements that
require development activities, and initiate
these to ensure their timely availability in
support of the overall programme

- obtain, by the end of the programme,
a detailed technical baseline for the
space and ground segments that will
need to be developed, implemented and
operated in subsequent phases, along
with detailed cost and schedule
assessments for these.
Contents of the DRPP
In order to satisfy the objectives of the
DR PP as set out above, the programme
will contain three basic elements:
in

system definition studies
supporting studies on selected topics
initiation of technology developments
key areas.

System definition studies
The system definition studies will
encompass those activities necessary to
establish the preferred system
configuration, to detailed subsystem level ,
for the future operational European Data
Relay Satellite System, and to obtain
reliable estimates of the cost and
schedule associated with the
development and implementation of such
a system.
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The system-definition studies will begin
by addressing mission, space-segment,
and ground-segment aspects of a DRS
system, and determining the interrelationships between them. Detailed
trade-offs can then be performed in order
to arrive at a preferred overall system
approach that best meets foreseen
needs in the most cost-effective manner.
Mission aspects covered will include
refinements of previous studies in order
to arrive at firm and well-substantiated
estimates of the probable user
requirements, including:
- data-rate requirements for various
users (in both the forward and return
directions)
- the number of users as a function of
time
- the required access times/durations of
users (and any particular locations in
orbit at which specific users might
require contact)
- the types of user orbits most likely to
be serviced
- user availability requirements
- system security requirements.
Another major mission-level topic that will
be addressed is a determination of the
cost/benefit ratio of developing a system
that is partially or completely compatible
with other data-relay satellites, notably the
American TORS, and that being planned
by Japan.
Space-segment configuration studies will
be carried out which will provide
estimates of the size, mass, power and
costs of both geostationary-orbit and
user-terminal payloads in order to provide
selected capacities at certain frequencies,
resulting from the above mission
investigations.
Ground-segment aspects must also be
addressed in detail as part of the overall
system-definition process. A major cost of
any DRS system is associated with the
hardware and software needed in the
ground segment to control the DRS
system operations, to schedule the usage
of the system by many users, and to
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receive, process, disseminate, and
archive the data received through the
DRS satellites. These must be assessed
and compared, in particular for both
centralised and de-centralised datadistribution approaches.
Supporting studies
During the course of the system-definition
studies, a number of specialised topics
will undoubtedly be identified which will
need to be pursued in greater depth
than will be possible within the main
studies themselves. These will be
undertaken in supporting studies, whose
timing will be phased to be compatible
with that of the definition studies proper.

The number and content of these
supporting studies can only be fully
determined once the system-definition
studies are underway.
Typical studij3s so far identified concern:
-

modulation and coding techniques
multiple access at S-band
analysis and comparison of large
S-band antenna technologies
- array antenna software
- S-band telemetry
- optical systems.
Initiation of technology developments in
key areas
The system-definition studies are also
expected to identify areas in which
specific technology developments must
take place in order to be available when
needed for the development and
implementation of the overall DRS
system. A number of key technology
areas have, however, already been
identified for which development activities
must commence early, to reduce
programme risk by ensuring the
availability of sufficiently. proven
technologies:

-

DRS Tracking Antenna

The antenna subsystem on the DataRelay Satellite will be a key component

whose performance directly affects the
overall system efficiency. Contractors will
evaluate a number of design alternatives
from which the most promising will be
taken through to the design stage, with
some critical components possibly being
breadboarded.
-

High Speed Codec (coder/decoder)

A high-speed forward error correcting
coder for the low-Earth-orbiting
spacecraft, and a decoder for the
ground terminal, are required to support
high channel data rates. Contractors will
examine alternative design approaches
and identify the technologies to be used.
After selection of a preferred approach,
the contractors will proceed to complete
the required design.
-

Optical Transmitter/Receiver

It is envisaged to embark an optical
tracking transmitter/receiver on the DRS.
This will use either diode or laser
technology.
-

Solid-State Ka-Band Power Amplifier

The forward link (DRS to LEO spacecraft)
at 25 GHz requires an RF power level of
3-5 Watts, depending on the final data
and code rates selected. An attractive
alternative to a Travelling Wave Tube
Amplifier (TWTA) would be a FET (FieldEffect Transistor) amplifier. Contractors
will, in parallel, review the latest devices
on the market and proceed through
alternative design trade-offs, leading up
to a preferred design approach,
including a plan for any special device
qualification required.
-

User Terminal Developments

The user terminal (for the RF solution)
would consist of the following elements:
o Antenna, which may be of the low-,
medium- or high-gain type, functioning at
either S-band or Ka-band or both.
o RF communications unit or transceiver,
with the option of various frequencies,

esa's data-relay satellite programme
Figure 2 -

Artist's concept of a DRS

power levels, and receiver configurations
to match the required antenna option.
o Modem. The user-terminal modem is
the unit that interconnects the user RF
communications unit and the telemetry,
tracking and command and payload
data-handling system.
The S-band modem must be able to
operate with either spread-spectrum
access or single-channel-per-carrier
access, depending on the particular
mission to be supported. The Ka-band
modem will be either single or multiple
channel type. The user-terminal modem
will also contain the intelligence to
operate the user terminal, e.g. for
acquisition and tracking instructions.
o Deployable/Retractable Boom
Mechanisms. Many users will wish to
deploy the DRS antenna away from the
body of their satellite (where it is normally
stowed during launch) to minimise
shadowing effects and thus increase the
useful field of view and increase contact
times with the DRS satellites in
geostationary orbit. The mechanisms
required for such a boom, to latch it
during launch, release and deploy it
once in orbit and, for some users, to
retract and re-latch it, can be designed
to be suitable for a wide range of
applications. The definition and design of
such mechanisms is expected to be a
relatively protracted process, and the
designs themselves will be required as
inputs to the configuration studies later in
the DRPP Initial development activities
are therefore planned in this area at an
early stage.
Industrial policy
In order to reap the benefits
of competitive bids for the later
development phase of the DRSS
programme, the system-definition studies
will be carried out by two different
industrial groups in parallel. Likewise, the
initial technology developments will
each be carried out under two parallel
contracts, at least to the point where

competitive binding offers can be
obtained for further development and for
procurement of future flight hardware.
The supporting studies, on the other
hand, are expected to be specific in
nature and to not, in general, lead to
direct follow-on studies or hardware
procurement. These studies can therefore
each be carried out under single
contracts, without parallel studies being
required.
In-house studies
An in-house study has been performed
on the configuration of the space
segment to serve as a basis for
comparison with alternative configurations
that will be generated in the DRPP The
study resulted in a concept with the
following characteristics:
- Maximise the number of single
accesses on each spacecraft; this
improves the economic viability and
reduces the risk of outages due to
jamming.
- Base the spacecraft procurement on a
proven bus design which has already
been qualified to reduce the nonrecurring investment.
- Reduce launch costs with a compact
design and the lowest possible
geostationary transfer orbit mass.

- Baseline a 10 year spacecraft mission
lifetime.
- Simplify payload design and embark
adequate redundancy.
- Compatability with TDRSS in S-band.
- A competitive spacecraft procurement.
- Low-cost operation using the minimum
number of personnel.
- Operate the system in decentralised
manner in order to get the data to the
user with the minimum of delay and at
the lowest cost.
The concept envisages a spacecraft of
the half-Ariane/Spelda class with a
microwave payload operating both at
S-band (2x5 M bit/s) , compatible with
TDRSS, and at Ka-band (2x500 Mbitls)
for the high-data-rate services. It is
designed to be compatible with any
position in the geostationary orbital arc
and to be able to scan up to plus or
minus 10 0 about the nadir, which
corresponds to being able to track lowearth-orbiting spacecraft to 1000 km
altitude.
The conceptual spacecraft design is
depicted in Figure 2, a key point being
the two large deployed reflectors which,
together with their associated feed
systems, must provide high gain
performance bver the scan angle
mentioned above in both frequency
bands simultaneously with the minimum
of blinding effects. The communications
transponder envisaged is of the
transparent frequency translating type
receiving up to four channels of 86 MHz
bandwidth per access, each channel
being capable of supporting an
information transmission rate of
125 Mbitls (Fig. 3).
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Figure 4 - Tentative overall time scale
for the DRS programme

Figure 3 - Frequency plan for
ground - DRS - low-Earth-orbit
communications

A very important design requirement for
the reference system concept was to
reduce the cost of operations, the
objective being to run the system with a
remotely operated ground station and
low control-centre manning at ESOC
similar to that for the Agency's Meteosat
system.
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Conclusions
The first phase of the ESA DRS
programme, the DRPp' is expected to
result in competitive proposals from the
two groups performing the system
definition studies for the detailed design,
programme planning , and subsequent
development of the space segment of
the system . Given the approval for full
development of the DRS system at that
time, it is envisaged that two parallel
contracts for the final definition phase
might then be awarded on the basis of
these proposals, each lasting
approximately one year. These would
result in updated proposals for the
detailed development and implementation
phases (Phase-CID) , from which a choice
of one of the two competing groups
would be made for execution of that
phase (Fig. 4).

In addition , the DRPP will result in a
definition of DRS ground-segment
requirements, which will be used to
initiate procurement actions for the
necessary ground-station and controlcentre hardware and software.
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satellite development and information dissemination

Satellite Systems Development
in Europe and the
Opportunities for Information
Dissemination
J. Chaplin, ESA Directorate of Telecommunications, ESTEC,
No 0 rdwijk, The Netherlands

Two distinct types of satellite will
provide the supply of transponders
for applications featuring point-tomulti point links to small earth
terminals between now and the end
of the decade, but it is difficult to be
certain which of the two types any
particular application might use in a
future regulatory environment. It is
evident that a mismatch between the
supply and demand of satellite
capacity must have a significant
impact on the way that satellitedelivered information will develop in
Europe. The time may now be right
for information dissemination to the
home and to businesses to be given
greater priority and ESA's Olympus
satellite (Fig. 1) can play a
fundamental role in the
demonstration and evolution of these
new applications of communication
satellites.

Contrast between 'Iow-power' and
DBS satellites
' Low-power' telecommun ication
satellites
In 1986 the only satellites serving small
fixed earth terminals in Europe operate in
the FSS (fixed satellite service) bands,
particularly 10.95 to 11.7 GHz for the
downlink, and use a modest transmit
power around 20 W per channel i.e. per
transponder. Limited satellite capacity is
also avai lable in the 12.5 to 12.75 GHz
band. These bands are foreseen to be
used for professional or business
services to earth terminals with a
minimum cost of 500 AU*. The terminals
are manufactured by about 50 European
companies of small and medium size. In
most countries the PIT has the
monopoly to install and operate the
equipment, although there are signs of
deregulation for TV reception by hotels,
apartments etc. in a number of countries.
The economics of these satellite systems
makes them suitable fo r point-tomultipoint applications with hundreds or
thousands of receivers; this implies that
the users will be professionals,
businesses or 'closed' user groups of a
limited size, e.g. subscribers to a financial
advisory service.
'High-power' direct-broadcast satellites
1987 will see the launching of the first
DBS satellites, which will all operate in
the BSS (broadcast-satellite service)
frequency band between 11.7 and
12.5 GHz. Channel powers of around
200 W will be the norm for these

'1 AU = US$ 0.73

satellites, and much smaller cheaper
earth terminals will be possible. With their
lower unit cost - less than 25% of the
cost of the FSS receivers - they will be
affordable by the general public and
manufactured in quantities of millions
rather than the thousands of the more
professional FSS receivers.
DBS receivers will be an item of
consumer electronics obtainable via a
highly organised network of shops and
dealers. A handful of manufacturers will
make most of these receivers, although
many others will produce special
receivers in smaller quantities. The
economics of these DBS systems means
that they are mainly suitable in the long
term for the broadcasting of TV or
information to the general public, with
hundreds of thousands or millions of
receivers, or to large groups perhaps
paying individual subscriptions to receive
the signals.

Progress and planning with 'Iowpower' satellite systems
At the time of writing, more than 30
transponders are available on the
Eutelsat, Intelsat and Telecom-1 satellites.
The first two international organisations
will launch more satellites in the future.
They will be joined by the Copernicus
satellites of the Deutsche Bundespost in
1988. By then the number of
transponders will have risen to nearly
100.
European and trans-Atlantic projects
Most publicity has been accorded to the
the government of Luxembourg's project
to launch a satellite system to provide
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pan-European TV distribution. At the start
in 1982, Coronet, an operating company
partly controlled by American interests,
was involved, but in 1985 the wholly
European Societe Europeenne des
Satellites (SES) was granted the operating
franchise. The project currently foresees
16-channel American-bu ilt satellites
serving the whole of Europe.
The Reagan Adm inistration has given
International Satellite Inc. (lSI) approval to
provide two 16-transponder satellites
linking the USA and Europe and to
compete with Intelsat. Some restrictions
are placed on ISI , such as getting the
cooperation of a 'foreign authority ',
meaning the permission of a European
Government to land signals, but at least
four European Governments have already
shown interest.
British Telecom and the French PH were
actually the first to file plans with the ITU
to launch 'trans-Atlantic' satellites. More
recently, the government of Ireland has
also been active, having announced its
intention to grant a licence to Atlantic
Satellites who propose to operate a
satellite at 31 °W longitude. This could
provide both DBS capacity and FSS
European services plus trans-Atlantic
links, and would be built by Hughes.
British Telecom has been studying the
British requirements and plan to acquire
a satellite of the Eutelsat second
generation.
Growth in total satellite capacity
Other potential operators have also
obtained US Government approval , and if
all these embryonic ventures survive
there could be a total of over 150 FSS
transponders serving Western Europe in
whole or in part by 1990 (Fig . 2). In any
case, the satellites currently in
manufacture will provide nearly 100
transponders when launched. While there
are now only three European
communication satellites in orbit, thirty
broadly similar satellites now provide
domestic services in the USA, with a total
of over 500 transponders.

Figure 2 - Growth in low-power
European satellite capacity (Transponders
suitable for TV distribution and other
services to small terminals in Western
Europe)

Figure 3 - Comparison of 'maximum'
projected growths of 'Ku-band ' satellites
in Europe and the USA (Excludes 614
GHz, 30120 GHz FSS and mobile)

By 1990, it is projected that over 500
transponders will be provided by
American satellites operating in the 10.7
to 11 .7 GHz bands (Ku-band) in addition
to several hundred more in the 4 GHz
bands (C-band) .

regulatory and cultural differences in
these two geographically and
economically similar regions of the world.

Figure 3 illustrates the contrast between
the European and American situations.
This large disparity in the application of
satellite communications technology can
only be explained by examining political ,

Progress and planning with DBS
satellite systems
1987 - An historic year
The beginning of 1987 should see the
start of DBS in Europe, and by 1990
there sh?uld be four systems providing a
total of 12 DBS channels serving various
parts of our continent (Fig . 4). At this
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Figure 4 - Growth of European DBS
satellite capacity
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CHANNELS

Government has since reviewed its
options and has instructed the
Independent Broadcasting Authority to
seek operators for a three-channel
system once again. This time, however,
the rules will be relaxed to improve the
prospects of economic viability for the
service. It is hoped to select a
programme contractor and satellite
supplier by the end of this year.

,UK AND
IRELAND?

J TDF-2
10

In Ireland negotiations are continuing
between the Government and the
prospective franchise holder, Atlantic
Satellites.

TDF-1

TV-SAT

1987

1988

time the Agency is waiting a little like an
expectant father. ESA has seen a
promising future for DBS since 1972. The
launch year of the heavy communications
satellite H-Sat, the very first European
DBS, was to have been 1981, but this
was abandoned and all its successors
have suffered delays. It was only in 1981
that the decision to replace H-Sat by
Olympus (formerly L-Sat) was taken .
Germany and France
In 1987, Germany and France will launch
TV-Sat (Fig. 5) and TDF-1, respectively.
Each will carry four channels covering
their respective countries and large areas
of neighbouring countries. It has recently
been announced that two channels on
TDF-1 will be operated by private TV
enterprises with Italian and British
elements. One of the other two channels
seems likely to be used by public-service
broadcasters. The German 'LaMer' are
still discussing who will use TV-Sat, but
this also seems likely to be a mixture of
public-service broadcasters and private
TV companies. Germany has also long
been interested in high-quality sound
radio broadcasting via DBS, but this is
the only current example of imaginative
use of such possibilities afforded by the
new DBS transmission standards.
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1989

1990

1991

Sweden
In early 1988, Sweden will launch its
Tele-X satellite, carrying two channels
intended for TV broadcasting , the use of
which is currently being debated by
Scandinavian public broadcasters. There
will also be Tele-X channels for the
demonstration of business services. A
pool of earth stations has already been
procured to support these
demonstrations and this is the most
exciting aspect of the Tele-X project.
The United Kingdom and Ireland
The British and Irish DBS initiatives
illustrate some of the problems and
solutions in a fully commercial operation.
Both Governments have made it clear
that, unlike other DBS systems described
above, no public subsidy will be
available. The approach adopted by both
the UK and Ireland is the same in that a
mixture of DBS and FSS channels was
foreseen to be carried on the same
satellite.
In the UK case, the Unisat organisation
was clearly the Government-preferred
vehicle, but the British broadcasting
corporations felt the business risk was
too great to proceed , irrespective of the
choice of satellite. The British

Satellite capacity supply and demand
Supply
The available satellite capacity will rise
from around 30 transponders in 1985 to
between 100 and 200 at the beginning
of the 1990s. 10% of these will be on
DBS satellites, but the majority will be
low-power transponders of the kind
available today, plus some with a little
higher power. It is interesting to speculate
what the demand for capacity on this
basis might be for the rest of this
decade.
Demand for TV distribution
To date, all the transponders on the six
satellites already in orbit have been
allocated to small terminal services, but
the situation is confused since some
transponders are actually idle. The
largest group of users are the 15- 20
companies distributing TV to cable
networks. This group is growing, but the
slow expansion of modern high-capacity
cable networks and the fragile econom ics
of the business suggests that no more
than 40 channels will be required in
Europe for TV distribution to cable
networks by 1990, including the more
agressive American organisations. By
comparison, over 100 transponders are
already used in the USA to distribute
nearly 50 programmes.
The allocation by Eutelsat of
transponders on the next ECS (see ESA
Bulletin No. 41 , pp. 28- 35) suggests that

satellite development and information dissemination
Figure 5 - Europe's first high-power OBS
satellite TV-Sat, which will be in orbit in
early 1981

publ ic-service broadcasters are
beginning to use satellites for the national
distribution of TV programmes. If half the
22 member states of the Council of
Europe used two transponders for this
purpose and the other half used one,
more than thirty transponders would be
required .
Where cable networks exist, experience
has shown that there is a minority
demand for 'foreign TV', both from
immigrant workers and viewers seeking a
wider choice. Only the problem of artists'
rights seems to slow this trend. It should
be noted that in the Benelux countries,
cable networks have actually been
created because of the ease of picking
up TV from neighbouring states. This
suggests that the availability of satellitedelivered programming is perhaps a precondition to cable-network development,
not the reverse.
Demand for business services
The development of satellite business
services in Europe has been
disappointing, due to a number of
factors, not least the lack of awareness of
the end business user regarding the
potential of satellite distribution. However,
the tariff policies of PTIs do little to
encourage development of business
services. There has been much talk in
the past of 'roof-top' or 'car-park' earth
terminals, but few PTIs will permit this
even if they own the terminals. The result
is that the satellite service must also pay
the price of the 'last mile' via a
terrestrial link, and this makes a big
difference.

A recent study for ESA has revealed that
companies in the USA are halving their
telecommunications costs by using
satellite links to 'roof-top' earth terminals.
Differences in tariff and network
struct~res between the USA and Europe
could, however, mean that this sort of
advantages may not necessarily be
realised in Europe.

In contrast, in the USA there has been
explosive growth in the use of micro
earth te~minals and the broadcast data
services they bring. The idle time of
transponders on European satellites now
in orbit could readily support a network
of privately-owned micro earth terminals,
but the PTIs are likely to oblige such
services to use ISDN , with all its
limitations of capacity, coverage and slow
speed of development.

Opportunities for the introduction of
information services
Telecommunication satellites
The problem of the 'Iow-power'
telecommunication satellites is that there
will simply not be enough television to fill
all the transponders likely to be available.
The constraint is not the creativeness of
the writers nor the disposable income of
the viewer. There will simply not be more
hours in the day to watch more TV. No

doubt many specialist programmes will
emerge, but it seems unlikely that the
gestation period of such fare will be short
enough .
The result will probably be a temporary
excess of supply over demand for
satellite capacity. This will hopefully
produce a lowering of tariffs and thereby
a climate which will encourage the
emergence of new information and
business services which recent ESA
studies have identified as promising.
However, some degree of relaxation of
the restrictions on earth-terminal siting
and ownership is essential. This should
follow logically from the very limited
capability of terrestrial systems to carry
these point-to-multipoint services over a
wide coverage area, but it may take a
while for this to be appreciated.
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satellite development and information dissemination
Figure 6 - Coverages for 'fair-quality'
reception of TV for various European
countries by 45 cm (inner contour) and
90 cm (outer contour) diameter individual
antennas. ('Fair-quality' is CCIR Grade 3,
and assumes MAC video transmission)

Direct-broadcast satell ites
The DBS systems have a rather different
problem, namely to reduce the risk of
launching the service, i.e. to reduce the
'abort' costs that have to be met if the
service should fail to reach maturity. DBS
carries high operating costs associated
firstly with the high-power satellites
required to reduce the cost and size of
the home receiver to an attractive
enough level, and secondly with the
programmes that have to be good
enough for the home owner to take the
trouble to acquire one of these small
receivers. In the long term, advertising
revenue can be confidently estimated to
cover these costs, but at the start of the
service there are few receivers and so
advertising revenue is correspondingly
small.
From European cable TV experience,
Pay-TV looks an ever greater risk at this
stage, since the average European
viewer already receives TV 'free', or after
paying a modest receiver licence fee.
The rate of growth of the number of DBS
receivers and the resultant advertising
revenue can be estimated from historical
data on the introduction of colour:rV sets
and videorecorders, but the negative
cash flow in the early years is alarmingly
high. Information services to relatively
small user groups could provide a
steady, predictable and significant level of
revenue that could build up quickly in
the early years and offset the high fixed
costs of the satellite system. These users
could be businesses or closed user
groups that use the system in the hours
in which entertainment TV is unlikely to
be transmitted.
Service demonstrations
Some of these information services could
benefit from demonstrations or pilot trials
before being introduced operationally. It
is hoped that ad-hoc leasing of spare
telecommunications satellite capacity
could be arranged to support such trials.
DBS is more difficult, since the total
capacity will be much more limited, but
the Agency's Olympus satellite is a

convenient vehicle with which to prove
the value of some applications before
commercial capacity on national or panEuropean satellites becomes available.
What are the problems of the
development of new services and why
are service demonstrations useful? Who
will they help and why? In some cases
technical feasibility is in doubt, but
satellite communications itself must now
have proved its technical feasibility even
to the most sceptical. In other cases
commercial-service providers need a
demonstration of an experimental system
to encourage them to invest in the
establishment of the more complex
operational system. Equipment
manufacturers need the chance to test
their products and the market demand
for them, as is the case also with the
service providers and their services. End
users need hands-on experience or just
the chance to observe others
participating in a demonstration, without
any commitment. They want to find out
what the proposed service might do for
them. Does it really work? What are the
costs of this practical demonstration
system and will they differ with an
operational follow-on? Prospective
financial backers of the full-scale
operational service want to know the
reactions of all concerned, the service
providers, equipment makers and end
users.
Finally, an experimental service
demonstration can draw attention to the
need for regulatory and legal reform
much more effectively than a mountain of
documents. The pace of technical and
business development does seem to be
greater than the speed of reform in
regulatory matters. Something has to be
done to permit advances that are seen to
be desirable, but are inbibited by the law
as it now stands. This is particularly true
in the case of pan-European services
and the European Commission drew
attention to this in a 'green paper' in
1984 and recently published a draft
directive intended to ease the constraints

on transnational broadcasting.

The role of ESA's Olympus satellite
Olympus objectives
The Olympus programme has as its
major objectives the development of a
large multipurpose satellite platform
design, of greater capacity than TDF-1,
the development of key elements of
satellite payload technology and the inorbit operation of their payloads in a
comprehensive test demonstration and
utilisation programme.
Olympus payloads
Olympus will carry two high-power DBS
channels, one covering Italy and the
second covering most of the rest of
Europe. Four medium power 'specialisedservice' channels are provided by a
second payload with features that permit
the coverage of most of Europe with a
signal strength similar to that provided by
Telecom-1 over only France and the
immediately adjacent territory. It thus
represents the generation of satellite
technology to follow that used by the
satellites now in orbit. A third limitedcapacity payload using the millimetre
waveband will also permit videoconferencing and various technical
experiments to be carried out'.
Status of demonstration planning
ESA has already concluded agreements
with the Italian public broadcaster RAI
and the European Broadcasting Union
(EBU) regarding the prime-time use of
the DBS channels. EBU has delegated
its interest to Europa TV, an initiative of a
group of European public broadcasters.
This pan-European TV channel started
broadcasting in October 1985, via a
Eutelsat ECS transponder, to cable
networks and terrestrial transmitters. An
application from the Dutch media
company VNU to demonstrate a 'home
. information service' has also been
accepted in principle by ESA. However, it
• Further details are to be found in the
Olympus Users' Guide, ESA Document
CCF/38776/sed, April 1985
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is not anticipated that these organisations
will use all the satellite capacity 24 h per
day. It is also desirable to mount many
other demonstrations to get maximum
benefit from the large investment in
Olympus.
ThusESA is inviting proposals for
demonstrations using Olympus. Full
details are given in the Users' Guide, but
essentially applicants are advised to
contact ESA informally and discuss their
ideas with their Government's Delegation
to ESA, before making a formal proposal.
The Agency will evaluate all the
proposals submitted, decide which are
acceptable and prepare annual utilisation
plans for the satellite. It is anticipated that
some flexibility will be necessary in weekby-week routine operation.

Examples of new information-service
applications
Recent studies conducted for ESA of
'Information Dissemination by Satellite'
identified a number of interesting
possibilities and enabled first contacts to
be made with prospective users. These
studies showed that corporate video
could be a major user of satellite
capacity, but this is already starting and
may need no further demonstration. A
commercial service is now available on
Eutelsat ECS. The remote printing of
newspapers at multiple and seasonal
sites is another candidate long studied,
and this looks likely to be carried by ECS
within the context of the Apollo project, a
joint venture between ESA, the European
Commission and Eutelsat.
Distance learning, direct marketing and
'electronic newspapers' all look
promising, but many individual
applications or users would need only a
fraction of a satellite transponder. Various
ways need to be fouM to overcome this
difficulty of 'small' users. One sample
solution that the Agency is currently
investigating concerns education and
training . The study mentioned above
showed that most organisations involved
in distance teaching individually lacked
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the resources to exploit satellite
technology. Either they failed to
appreciate its potential, found difficulties
in using this 'big' new technology, or
simply needed only a very limited
amount of satellite transmission time. An
association for these potential users of
satellites could be the answer in this
particular sector and a study of the
European Satellite Users' Association
(EUSA) is being made to get a measure
of the interest of the educational community.
With many image and data services, the
same problem applies in that the
packaging of a large number of
applications looks to be necessary before
the full potential of satellites can be
realised. European PTI administrations
are attempting to provide such services
by using interactive access, via the
telephone, to large general-purpose
database hosts. It is already clear that
the general public find difficulties with
this approach, such as the uncertainties
in the cost. The answer for a public
general-purpose information service
could be to use full-channel broadcast
teletext with conditional access.
Conclusions
In general, low-power satellites will
provide services to business and highpower DBS satellites to homes, but the
dividing line is thin . The number of
satellite transponders available for small
terminal services in Europe will grow
from about 30 in 1986 to between 100
and 200 at the start of the next decade.
10% of this capacity will be DBS. The
majority will be provided by Intelsat and
Eutelsat, but private operators and
national administrations also have
ambitions. The supply of satellite capacity
by the late 1980s looks as if it will exceed
the demand, which will be mainly for TV
distribution, but a pool of idle
transponders could help the development
of new information services.
Demonstrations of these new applications
should certainly help. The Agency's
Olympus satellite can play its part.
•

esa's fi rst DRS experiment

ESA's First Data-Relay
Satellite Experiment
G. Oppenhauser, Communica tions Satellites Department,
ESA Directorate of Telecommun ications, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

Future satellites and orbital systems
will generate high volumes of data
which will have to be transmitted to
their destinations quickly, safely and,
as far as possible, at low cost. To
achieve this goal, ESA has started to
set-up its Data Relay Satellite (DRS)
system , which is described
elsewhere in this Bulletin. The
workings of such a system are
complex and the accumulation of
experimental experience will be of
great value for the later operational
DRS system.
The 'Inter-Orbit Communication '(IOC)
package is such an experiment,
which will attempt to achieve two
goals simultaneously: development of
the hardware that will be needed on
the user spacecraft , and the
gathering of operational experience,
including optimisation of link
parameters and operational
procedures.

The 10C system involves three
subsystems: the Olympus spacecraft in
geostationary orbit and its control centre,
the Eureca spacecraft in a 500 km high
orbit with its control centre, and the 10C
experimental payload on board Eureca
(Fig . 1) and the associated ground
segment. The Agency 's Olympus
spacecraft, to be launched in 1987, will
carry a 20/30 GHz payload equipped
with two independently steerable
antennas, one of which will be pointed
towards the Eureca spacecraft, the other
towards the 10C ground station at
Maspalomas, on Gran Canaria.
The system supports a two-di rectional
radio-frequency (RF) link: transmission of
telecommand or ranging signals from the
ground to the IOC experiment via
Olympus and transmission of telemetry,
test or ranging signals from the
experiment to the ground, again via
Olympus. The challenging problem of the
10C experiment is to provide accurate
pointing of the Olympus and IOC
antennas at all times.
A block diagram of the IOC payload is
shown on Figure 2. It contains a
steerable Cassegrain antenna with a
main reflector diameter of 55 cm , which
will be pointed towards Olympus. The
payload receives at 18.925 GHz and
transmits at 28.622 GHz. The received
signal is either unmodulated, or
modulated with telecommand signals at a
bit rate of 2 kbit/s or with ranging signals
according to the ESA tone-ranging
standard. The received signals are
demodulated in a standard S-band
transponder. The demodulated

telecommand signals are routed to the
Eureca telecommand system for
decod ing and further processing . The
demodulated ranging signals are then
remodulated and retransmitted.
The IOC experiment receives telemetry
signals from Eureca at a bit rate of
512 kbiUs, already convolutionally
encoded . The signals are modulated
(BRSK modulation) within the IOC
payload and , after frequency conversion
and power amplification (in a 10 W TWT) ,
are transmitted to Olympus. Instead of
the telemetry data, it is also possible to
transmit test data generated within the
IOC payload at bit rates of 256, 512,
1024 or 2048 kbiUs. These test data allow
bit-error-rate measurements to be
performed under both favourable and
unfavourable link conditions.
The Olympus antenna will be
commanded in real time from the
ground , using Eureca orbit data for the
generation of pointing commands. The
IOC antenna can be operated in a
similar way, i.e. by commanding it at a
pre-determined time into a direction
calculated taking into account Olympus'
position and Eureca's orbit. However, the
IOC payload also contains onboard data
storage, which allows storage of pointing
commands covering a 48 h operational
period. These commands will be
executed in a time-tagged manner. The
pointing tables can be uplinked to the
IOC experiment using the Olympus IOC
forward telecommand link or via the
Eureca S-band telecommand link.
The IOC payload also contains a radio-
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Figure 1 - The structure of the InterOrbit Communication (IOC) experiment
Figure 2 -

The IOC payload

frequency autotrack system. Classical
monopulse systems require heavy and
complicated hardware, i.e. additional
horns, special receivers and complicated
data processing. The IOC experiment, on
the other hand, uses a sequential lobing
technique. In an ordinary antenna, the
feed system generates electromagnetic
fields in carefully selected modes such

that the resulting overall field propagates
in the desired manner and generates the
desired antenna beam .
If one adds to the fundamental mode a
certain degree of higher order modes,
the wavefront will be distorted resulting in
a squinted beam. The degree of beam
squint depends on the ratio of

The beam squint is activated by means
of a PIN diode in front of the waveguide
short circuit. If the diode is not biased ,
the phase of the higher order modes is
such that the beam is undistorted; if it is
biased, the phase is such that the beam
is 'squinted '. The four waveguides with
switching diodes at convenient angles
around the circumference of the feed
horn allow the beam to be squinted in
four orthogonal directions. An additional
feature of this design is a filter in the
waveguide stubs that makes the mode
generation frequency-sensitive. In the IOC
package, only the receive beam is
'squinted ' and the transmit beam is
(nearly) unaffected.
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fundamental and higher order modes.
The higher order modes are generated
within the IOC antenna feed horn by
means of four short-circuited waveguide
stubs, which are coupled to the feed
system through slots, the coupling factor
of which determines the degree of higher
order modes.
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Figure 3 is a schematic of the IOC
antenna system , while Figure 4 shows
the antenna diagram , undistorted and
'squinted ' to the left and to the right. The
IOC radio-frequency tracking system uses
these antenna characteristics as follows:
the four diodes of the feed system are ,
switched in turn such that a beam squint
in four orthogonal directions is
generated . Each beam direction
corresponds to a radio-frequency receive
signal level , i.e. four different levels when
the antenna is mispointing. The level
information is extracted from the
automatic gain control signal in the
S-band transponder and transmitted to
the IOC Data Handling Unit (DHU) ,
which evaluates it and determines the
optimum direction for the antenna beam.
The DHU derives the optimum direction
and generates commands for the
Antenna Pointing System (APS) , which
then repoints the antenna.
The IOC experiment will demonstrate to
the users of low-orbiting satellites the
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feasibility and suitability of a DRS system
by providing many of the services
foreseen for an operational system:
ranging, data transmission to and data
reception from the user spacecraft, over
periods many times longer than those
during which data can be received
otherwise at a single location on the
Earth . In addition to the service
demonstration, an intensive test
programme will be executed, consisting
mainly of bit-error-rate measurements
under varying operational conditions.
Parameters that will influence the quality
of the link are the antenna-pointing
update, the communication performances
(pointing, gain setting) of the Olympus
satellite, the accuracy of Doppler
compensation, the bit rate of the test
signals generated on board by the lac
package, and the orbit prediction
accuracy.
The test programme will be executed
during the first six to eight weeks of
Eureca's period in orbit, the remainder of
the operational period being devoted to
the service demonstrations.
The lac payload is conceived as an
autonomous add-on package which will

rely on Eureca only for mechanical
support, electrical power and data
transfer lines. The data processing
associated with beam switching , antenna
pointing and status monitoring will be
performed within the lac payload.
Figure 5 shows an overall view of the
lac package. It weighs about 60 kg and
will consume 140 W when fully
operational. The ground station has been
kept as simple as possible. It will reuse
the telemetry/telecommand equipment of
the S-band Eureca ground station and,
as a novel feature, the pre-Iaunch test

and checkout equipment will be used for
the execution of the in-orbit test
programme.
The lac experiment is one of the ESAfunded payloads onboard Eureca-1. The
Agency has awarded the procurement
contract to CNES, which has
subcontracts with an industrial team of
companies in. France, the United
Kingdom, Italy, Belgium and Spain.
C
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Flight Results from the Biorack
Experiments on the Spacelab
0-1 Mission
D. Mesland, Special Projects Division, ESTEe, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

The Biorack experiments flown on
the German Spacelab 0-1 mission
have provided striking evidence of
the effects of gravity on bacteria,
unicellular organisms, white blood
cells and insect development. They
have shed new light on the
mechanisms of geotropism in plant
roots. Two major biological fields, cell
proliferation and cell differentiation ,
have emerged as being of particular
importance and meriting further
investigations.

Introduction
On the first German Spacelab Mission
0-1, launched from Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) on 30 October 1985,
fourteen cell- and developmental-biology
experiments were carried out in the
Biorack, a facility contributed by ESA.
The Biorack is a reusable, multi-user
facility consisting of a single Spacelab
rack equipped with a Cooler/Freezer unit,
two Incubators and a Glovebox (Fig. 1).
The Incubators and Cooler/Freezer
provide a temperature-controlled
environment and a fixed number of
positions for standard experiment
containers (Table 1). The Glovebox allows
the safe manipulation of toxic materials
such as chemical fixatives, as well as a
class-100 clean environment to minimise
the risk of experiment contamination'.
The conducting of biological experiments
in Spacelab in a way that would allow
unambiguous conclusions to be drawn
not only required the Biorack to function
according to specification, but also
required the provision and execution of a
programme at KSC for on-site
preparation of experiments, on-site
performance of ground control
experiments, data and voice
communication with the German Space
Operations Centre (GSO,G) in
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, and finally
on-site experiment receipt and postexperiment preparations.

• A detailed description of the Biorack units
and their mode of operation can be found in
ESA Bulletins No. 31, p. 46 and No. 36, p. 48.
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At least two control experiments are
required to rightfully assess the results of
a biological spaceflight experiment: one
performed in parallel in flight on a
gravity-simulating centrifuge to eliminate
all other environmental parameters but
gravity, the other performed at the same
time on Earth under near-identical
conditions to provide the real reference
database. The effects of gravity can then
be clearly distinguished from all other
imposed effects, such as launch and
landing-induced acceleration and
vibration levels, interference from
other instruments, centrifuge effects
and the effects of space radiation
(Table 2).
The Biorack Incubators were therefore
each provided with two 1 g control
centrifuges, and a second identical
Biorack (training model, as opposed to
the flight model) was installed in the LifeScience Support Facility (LSSF) at KSC
for conducting the ground control
experiments.
This article discusses the operational
framework established and reviews the
scientific results that have been harvested
from this first Biorack mission.

Biorack operations
Pre-m ission
Figure 2 shows the overall logistical flow
of the Biorack experiments. The trainingmodel Biorack had been installed in the
LSSF, together with its Ground Support
Equipment, approximately three months
before launch for flight-simulation, crew
refresher training, and ground control
experimentation.

biorack results from spacelab 0-1
Figure 1a - The Biorack configuration
photographed at ESTEC

Figure 2 -

Biorack mission operations

Figure 1b - Astronaut Bonnie Ounbar
working with the Biorack during the
Space/ab 0-1 flight
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Figure 3 -

Pre-mission experiment flow
USA

EUROPE
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A large vacuum pump station was also
installed to pump down and bake out
eight Passive Thermal Conditioning Units
(PTCUs) needed for temperaturecontrolled stowage of experiment
containers during the pre-Iaunch, launch,
landing and post-landing phases.

t...:.:~:,:;~::.rl-----;------- 2 EXPERIMENTS

The investigator teams arrived at
Kennedy anything from four weeks to
one week before launch to install their
dedicated equipment (Fig. 3). They had
to prepare two identical experiment sets:
one for flight and one for ground control.
In parallel, the Biorack Team prepared
the PTCUs, checked-in experiments,
loaded them, verified stowage
configurations and formally handed over
the hardware to NASA approximately
twelve hours before launch . These highly
critical , concerted operations involving
over forty people sharing one facility ran
without problems.

GROUND
CONTROL

....t----~------~ 3 EXPERIMENTS

The experiments, transported to the
launch pad in an air-conditioned van,

Table 1 -

Biorack unit temperatures and experiment container capacities
Max. number of
experiment containers

Unit

Temperature

Freezer
Cooler
Incubator A
Incubator B

-15 °C
+ 4°C
+ 22°C
+ 37°C

± a.soe
± a.soe

± a.soe
± a.soe

Type I (65 ml)

Type II (385 ml)

9 (12 possible)
18
24 + 16'
24 + 16'

a
4
3
3

• On two 1 g control centrifuges

Table 2 -

Experiment controls

Earth
1g

Spacelab
1g

Spacelab
p.g

a
a
a
a
a

a
a

a

a - Baseline result
1 - Different from baseline
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a
1
2

Meaning
No effect
Gravity effect
Effect of centrifuge
Environment, not gravity
Environment and gravity

2 - Different from baseline and 1

were loaded into four Shuttle Mid-deck
Lockers. The ground control experiment
set was similarly configured and stowed
at the appropriate temperatures in the
LSSF.
Mission
After the successful launch and activation
of Spacelab, the Biorack was switched
on and the loading of experiments from
the Shuttle Mid-deck into the Biorack
started . Thereafter, 57 scheduled crew
activities had to be executed for the
duration of the mission.
A Biorack team at GSOC was
responsible for the monitoring and
control of experiment flight operations. In
addition , since operation of the ground
control experiments by the Biorack Team
at the LSSF had to mirror the actual flight
operations as closely as possible, a
constant flow of data and Information was
maintained with the LSSF (Figs. 2 & 4).
The data distribution and communication

biorack results from spacelab 0-1
Figure 5 -

Figure 4 - Communication between the
German Space Operations Centre
(GSOC) and the Life-Science Support
Facility (LSSF) at Kennedy Space Center

to and from the investigator teams, the
operating team and GSOC was
controlled from the LSSF. Within this
system, 14 requests for re-planning or
operational changes were implemented
and 15 notes uplinked to the crew. By
the end of the mission , almost al l
planned or re-planned activities had
been performed successfully and on
time, both in flight and on the
ground.
Post-mission
The Shuttle 'Challenger', with Spacelab
0-1 aboard , landed at Edwards Air Force
Base 167V2 h after lift-off. Here the
experiments were transferred from the
Shuttle Mid-deck to a waiting ai rcraft,
which took off for KSC approximately 9 h
later. Sixteen hours after the landing of
the Shuttle, the experiments were
returned to the investigator teams,
including the ground control sets. Some
investigators had then to perform
immediate post-experiment preparations
or analysis on site at KSC ; others
prepared for a quick return to Europe
(Figs. 2 & 5).

Post-mission experiment flow

Experiment results
Figure 6 lists the Biorack experiments
flown on its first mission. The areas of
investigation indicated for the various
experiments relate to cell biological
areas, and thus cell structure, cell
proliferation, cell function, etc. The many
different organisms flown will be used as
a guideline here in presenting the results,
starting with the most simple life form ,
the bacterium , and progressing to the
most complicated life form in these
experiments, the insect.

experiments were performed in flight on
Spacelab 0-1 with a 1 g centrifuge. To
provide the correct reference data,
ground experiments were run
synchronously with those in flight , in an
identical fac.ility located at the launch site.
Thus, for the first time it was possible to
establi~h whether a particular reaction to
space conditions was due to microgravity
or to some other factor. This gives th'e
Spacelab 0-1 series of experiments a
scientific authoritativeness previously
lacking in space biology.

The 0-1 flight was not the first on which
biological experiments had been carried.
On a number of previous flights American, Russian and Eu ropean interesting reactions on the part of living
organisms to the space environment had
been observed. However, it had proved
impossible to establish which
characteristic of the space envi ronment
had caused these reactions: the
microgravity, the radiation, the vibration
of take-off, or some other factor.

The results have not yet been completely
analysed , and from some experiments no
conclusions can yet be drawn. In most
cases, however, the main features of the
results are already clear.

To achieve this delineation , control

KSC/LSSF

Experiments with bacteria
Bacteria, the simplest life form on Earth,
are single cells not much more than one
thousandth of a millimetre in length . Most
perform functions essential to the very
existence of life, though some can cause
disease in higher organisms. Under
favourable conditions they proliferate

GSOC
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t
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Figure 6 - Biorack experiments flown on
the Space lab 0 -1 mission

rapidly by repeated cell divisions. In such
circumstances disease-causing bacteria
can overcome the defence mechanisms
of the body and produce a fatal illness.
However, it is now generally possible to
counteract such overwhelming infections
with antibiotics.
Two Biorack experiments on bacteria, by
Ciferri and Mennigmann , confirmed a
finding that had been made on several
previous flights, namely that bacteria
proliferate more rapidly in space. The
Mennigmann on-board control
experiment failed , but Ciferri 's experiment
demonstrated unequivocally that the
increase was due to microgravity. This
finding is of interest not only scientifically,
but also because it suggests that in
space man may be exposed to greater
hazards from infectious disease. An
additional increase in risk is also
suggested by Tixador's experiment,
which demonstrated an increased
resistance of a very common pathogenic
organism , Escherischia coli , to
antibiotics.
Some bacteria show a primitive form of
sexual behaviour when two cells
exchange genetic material through a
physical bridge between them (Fig. 7). A
laboratory technique derived from this
phenomenon can be used to introduce
human genes for desirable products, for
example insulin, into bacteria, which then
have the ability to synthesise that
product.
In poor environmental conditions, many
bacteria become dormant by forming
spores, which are genetically identical to
the active form , but function quite
differently. Sporulation thus constitutes a
convenient simple model for studying cell
differentiation, the process by which
originally similar cells acquire different
capabilities. In higher organisms this
leads not only to the production of cells
as different as skin cells and nerve cells
from the same starting point, but also to
the production of cancer cells from
normal cells (Fig . 8).
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Figure 7 -

Bacterial conjugation
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Figure 8 - Highly schematic
representations of cell differentiation.
(a) A bacterial cell transforming into a
spore.
(b) An embryonic cell developing into an
organ cell, or nerve cell, or any other cell
type present in a multicellular body
(c) In cancer, functional cells transform

(a)

into cells that have lost their meaningful
function and enter endless proliferation.
Cell differentiation appears to be retarded
under microgravity conditions. In
contrast, cell proliferation appears to be
accelerated in bacteria and unicellular
organisms under microgravity

BACTERIUM

c:3:> ~

(b)

e

SPORE

Figure 9 - Highly schematic
representations of a typical prokaryotic
(bacteria/) cell (a) and an eukaryotic
unicellular organism (b)

Mennigmann's experiment on B-subtilus
showed a striking reduction in sporulation
and thus in differentiation. Unfortunately,
his control experiment on the 1 g
centrifuge failed to function , and so it is
not possible to conclude definitively that
the reduction was due to microgravity.

ORGAN CELL

EUKARYOTIC CELL

Q~

v~~

NERVE CELL

EMBRYONIC CELL

OR

Experiments on other unicellular
organisms
Many organisms other than bacteria
consist of single cells, but cells that are
much larger (tens or hundreds of times
the size of bacteria) and much more
complicated , possessing a variety of
internal structures which perform most of
the functions of the organs of higher
plants or animals (Fig. 9). They may be
either plants or animals, but like bacteria
they can proliferate simply through
repeated cell division.

(c)

The Biorack experiments of Planel and
Mergenhagen showed that in these other
unicellular organisms, as in bacteria,
microgravity increased the rate of
proliferation; in Planel's experiment the
increase was fourfold.

~FLAGELLUM

~WALL
RIBOSOMES

Both Mergenhagen's experiment,
studying the daily rhythm of a singlecelled plant, and Sobick's experiment,
studying the pulsating protoplasm
movements of the giant single cell of a
slime-mould , showed that the biological
periodicities of the organism were
unaffected by the spaceflight conditions.
Microgravity did, however, increase the
velocity of protoplasm in Sobick's
experiment.

DNA

(a)

PRODUCT EXCRETION
\

o

VACUOLE

MICROVILLI

(b)

UPTAKE

0

PLASMA
MEMBRANE

Experiments with human cells
In order to recognise and eliminate from
the body the foreign cells or materials
that might reduce its well-being , certain
white blood cells go through a process
called activation. They recognise the
foreign protein or interact with the foreign
cells, differentiate to enable them to
produce the appropriate antibody, and
finally proliferate to produce the antibody
in sufficient quantity. This extremely
complicated process can be carried out
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Figure 10 - Lentil roots grown in
microgravity (A) or on the centrifuge (B).
Roots grown in microgravity first (C) react
normally to a 1 g acceleration if put on
the centrifuge (0)

In a test tube, and was the subject of two
Biorack experiments carried out by
Cogoll to follow up observations made
on previous flights, both by himself and
others.
Cogoli 's experiments made it clear that
microgravity almost completely inhibits
the whole process of activation, whether
in cultures of white cells previously
prepared on the ground, or in blood
samples taken from the crew in flight.
The next step must be to discover which
stage of the process is affected. In any
case, the results already obtained
suggest a further Increased risk of
Infectious disease which , in conjunction
with the findings of increased proliferation
and antibiotic resistance in bacteria, must
be taken seriously In planning for future
spaceflights.
Experiments on development
Differentiation, besides being relevant to
sporulation and blood-cell activation, is
clearly of vital importance in the
development of the embryo (Fig. 8).
Three experiments related to this topic
were flown . One, on toad 's eggs, failed
for technical reasons. The second ,
carried out by Marco on the eggs of the
much-studied fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster, showed that microgravity
reduced the rate of development to only
10 % of the normal rate. From the third ,
Bucker's experiment on stick-insect eggs,
only prel iminary results are at present
available, but these too suggest a sim ilar
slowing of development.
It IS tempting , although perhaps
premature, to regard the inhibition of
bacterial sporulation and of white-bloodcell activation, together with this
retardation of insect development, as
strongly suggestive of a general inhibiting
effect of mlcrogravlty on cell
differentiation. At the very least, these
findings open up a promising new field
of space research .
Another Interesting finding from Marco's
experiment was that the lifespan of his
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centrifuge
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19 for 3h

male flies was reduced by approximately
one third . This unexpected result will also
have to be confirmed in a follow-up
experiment, and possibly related to the
general speeding up of vital processes
that were shown by unicellular
organisms.

living things and on evolution.
Furthermore, it can already be said that
two major phenomena in particular, cell
proliferation and cell differentiation
(Fig. 8) , seem to be particularly strongly
affected, and th iS could suggest many
experiments for the future.

Experiments on plant perception
Roots of all plants clearly have the
capacity to perceive gravity, since they
invariably grow downwards, but the
mechanism by which they do so is still a
matter of controversy. By germinating
lentil seeds in microgravity and on the
1 g centrifuge, Perbal was able not only
to confirm the long-standing observation
that in the absence of gravity roots lose
the ability to orient themselves, but also
to demonstrate that the ability was not
permanently lost, but was restored
immediately on transfer to the 1 g
centrifuge. Most interestingly, later study
of the cellular structure of the transferred
roots showed that one previously widely
held theory of the mechanism of
gravlperception is unlikely to be true.

In addition to the SCIentifiC Interest of the
results, they could prove to be of great
practical importance In pOinting out the
extra risk of infectiOUs disease to wh ich
the occupants of space vehicles are likely
to be subjected.

Conclusions
There is now no doubt that microgravity
produces demonstrable and often
measurable effects on biological cells,
and can thus be used to study at least
some of the innumerable effects of the
omnipresent force of gravity on individual
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Marecs

Telescope spatial

Marecs-B2, qui a pris la releve de
Marecs-A le 28 fevrier, en tant que
satellite principal d'INMARSAT au-dessus
de I'Ocean At/antique, continue cl assurer
un service exemplaire.

Activites de la NASA
Le calendrier des activites cl court terme
reste inchange cl la suite de la perte de
Challenger. Le Telescope spatial a subi
une pre-verification en vide-temperature
en avril 1986 et subit actuellement des
essais en vide-temperature qui dureront
un mois et demi. Jusqu'ici, aucun
probleme majeur n'a ete constate au
cours des essais.

Apres une manoeuvre de
repositionnement parfaite, cl un rythme
de derive de 3°/jour, Marecs-A a eM
place cl sa nouvelle longitude de service
de 178°f, au-dessus des lies Gilbert
dans I'Ocean Pacifique le 12 mai.
Depuis, il sert de satellite de secours cl
INMA RSAT sur l'Ocean Pacifique.

Aucune nouvelle date de lancement n'a
ete fixee, mais pour des raisons
budgMaires la NASA a retenu la date de
decembre 1987

\
"

\'

..

.

Generateur solaire
Les ai/es du modele de vol ont subi leur
programme de verification et ont ete
remises cl la NASA cl la mi-mai. flies
seront installees sur le Telescope spatial
cl I'achevement de ses essais en videtemperature.
Chambre pour objets faibles
Cette chambre continue cl fonctionner
sans probleme sur le Telescope spatial.

Hipparcos
Un certain nombre d'activites essentielles
ont ete menees cl bien depuis la
publication du dernier rapport
d'avancement. Les essais optiques et
mecaniques des modules separes
charge utile et vehicule spatial ont ete
executes avec succes, ce qui en a
permis I'integration pour realiser le
modele structurel du satellite. Le satellite
a ensuite Me expedie cl Intespace OU a
ete executee une serie d'essais statiques
et dynamiques aux niveaux qualification.
Ces essais se sont deroules sans
incident majeur, les performances
en regis trees pour le satellite se revelant
con formes aux previsions. A la suite
d'une revue detaillee des resultats
d'essais, le satellite a ete declare qualifie
pour la partie mecanique.
Les essais mecaniques ont ete suivis par
les preparatifs des essais en videtemperature. La charge utile a ete
extraite du modele structurel et le satellite
expedie chez Fokker (Pays-Bas),
contractant charge du sous-systeme de
regulation thermique. Le satellite y a rec;u
son equipement thermique avant d'etre
con fie cl IABG (Allemagne) en vue des
essais en vide-temperature prevus pour
juin.
Le modele d'identification du telescope a
ete envoye chez IAL (Belgique) ou les
performances optiques (erreur de front

Solar·array wings for the Space Telescope. delivered
to ESA/NASA by British Aerospace in mld·May
Les ailes du gfmerateur solaire du Telescope spatial
ont ete remises par BAe f'ESA pUIS a la NASA a la
mi-mai

a
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Marecs
Marecs-B2, since taking over from
Marecs-A on 28 February as
INMARSAT's prime spacecraft for the
Atlantic Ocean Region, has continued to
provide exemplary service.
After a completely nominal relocation
manoeuvre at a drift rate of 3°/day,
Marecs-A was halted at its new
operational longitude of 175°E, above the
Gilbert Islands in the Pacific Ocean
Region, on 12 May. Since then, it has
functioned as the spare INMARSAT
spaoecraft for this region.

Space Telescope
NASA activities
The near-term schedule of activities
remains unchanged despite the loss of
the 'Challenger'. The Space Telescope
completed pre-thermal-vacuum checkout
in April and a month and a half of
thermal vacuum testing is now under
way. No major problems have surfaced
so far during the test.
No new launch date has been set, but
for budgetary purposes NASA is using a
date of December 1987.
Solar array
The flight wings have completed their
verification programme and were
delivered to NASA in mid May. The
wings will be fitted to the Space
Telescope after completion of the ST
thermal-vacuum test.
Faint Object Camera
The Faint Object Camera continues to
operate without problems in the Space
Telescope.

Hipparcos
A number of major activities have been
accomplished since the last progress
statement was issued. Optical and
mechanical testing of the separate
payload and spacecraft modules has
been successfully achieved, permitting
their integration to form the satellite
structural model. The satellite was
subsequently shipped to Intespace,

where a series of static and dynamic
tests at qualification levels have been
performed. These tests were conducted
without major incident, with the satellite
measured performances proving to be in
accordance with predictions. Following a
detailed review of the test results, the
satellite has been declared mechanically
qualified.
The mechanical testing was followed by
preparations for thermal-vacuum testing.
The payload was removed from the
structural model and the spacecraft
shipped to Fokker (NL), the contractor
responsible for the thermal-control
subsystem. There, the spacecraft was
equipped with thermal hardware, before
being transferred to IABG (D) in
readiness for the thermal-vacuum testing
planned for June.
The engineering-model telescope
assembly was shipped to IAL (B), where
the optical performances (wave-front
error) were measured in the 'FOCAL.:
vacuum facility. Test results seem to be
acceptable, but further analysis has still
to be carried out.
Testing of the engineering-model Focal
Plane Assembly (FPA) has given
satisfactory results to date.
Electromagnetic-compatibility testing of
the Assembly has recently been
satisfactorily concluded.

review board is scheduled to convene in
mid June, when its findings will be
published.

Solar Terrestrial
Programme (STP)
At its meeting on 7 February, the Science
Programme Committee (SPC) approved
the Solar Terrestrial Programme (STP) as
the next scientific project, with a financial
ceiling of 400 MAU (1984 prices/1985
exchange rate), plus a contingency.
The STP was studied at Phase-A level in
the context of the Soho and Cluster
projects, but unfortunately the associated
cost estimates significantly exceed the
SPC's limit. Subsequent activities have
therefore been directed at reducing the
ESA funding requirements for STp, to
remain below the financial ceiling.
Discussions have taken place with both
NASA and IKI (USSR) to determine
possibilities for extensive collaboration
and the response has been encouraging:
both avenues will continue to be
pursued.
In addition, descoping studies have been
initiated and in this context an STP
Science Advisory Group has been
established, with members drawn from
within the scientific community.

Subsystem integration on the electrical
pre-integration model of the spacecraft is
well in hand at Aeritalia (I). Harness,
telecommunications, data-handling and
on-board software have been integrated
and are functioning well. Power and
AOCS subsystems are experiencing
some difficulties, and their anticipated
late deliveries are putting strains on the
integration schedule.

It is currently planned to establish the
degree of international cooperation by
the end of November 1986. This should
permit a Call for Experiment Proposals
(CEP) to be issued by the end of
February 1987.

Payload Proto-Flight Model (PFM)
activities are progressing at full speed.
The payload is phased somewhat in
advance of the corresponding PFM
spacecraft activities and many of the
PFM units have already been built and
delivered, permitting integration of the
Focal Plane Assembly to start. Integration
of the PFM Telescope Assembly is
scheduled to begin in June.

The Critical Design Review for the
20/30 GHz repeater payload was held in
April: this was the last of the four payload
critical design reviews. The solar-array
subsystem critical design review was held
in May.

The Critical Design Review is currently in
progress. The data pack for the review
was delivered in mid-May and is being
scrutinised by the review panels. The

Olympus

The planned series of activities with the
structural-model spacecraft has
successfully been completed. Detailed
examinations of the structure and its
elements have been made and the final
reports are being issued.
An appendage release test under
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Hlpparcos structural model spacecraft being readied
for thermal-vacuum testing at Intespace, Toulouse (F)
P((3paralifs pour les essa/s en vide-temperature du
mode/e de structure d'Hlpparcos chez Intespace
Toulouse

a

depassent nettement la limite fixee par le
comite. Les activites ulterieures ont donc
vise a reduire le financement de I'ESA
pour le programme STP afin de rester en
det;a du plafond financier fixe. Oes
discussions ont eu lieu avec la NASA et
I'IKI (URSS) pour etudier I'eventua/ite
d'une collaboration etendue et la
reponse est encourageante: les deux
voies seront poursuivies.
En outre, des etudes de reduction de
projet ont ete lancees, et dans ce
contexte a ete cree un groupe consultatif
dont les membres sont issus de la
communaute scientifique.
11 est prevu de determiner le degre de
cooperation internationale d'ici la fin
novembre. Ceci devrait permettre de
lancer un appel aux propositions
d'experiences d'ici la fin fevrier 1987
d'onde) ont ete mesurees dans
I'installation sous vide FOCAL. Si les
performances peuvent etre considerees
comme acceptables, une analyse
complementaire doit cependant etre
executee.
Les essais du modele d'identification de
I'ensemble au plan focal ont donne
jusqu'ici des resultats satisfaisants. Les
essais de compatibilite electromagnetique de cet ensemble ont
recemment pris fin avec des resultats
satisfaisants.

correspondantes relatives au satellite, et
de nombreuses unites destinees audit
modele ont deja ete rea/isees et livrees,
permettant ainsi d'entamer I'integration
de I'ensemble au plan focal. L'integration
de I'ensemble telescope devrait
commencer en juin.
La revue de conception critique est en
cours. Le dossier de la revue a ete
communique a la mi-mai et les
responsables sont en train de I'etudier.
Le comite de revue devrait se reunir a la
mi-juin, date a laquelle ses constatations
seront publiees.

L'integration du sous-systeme au modele
electrique de preintegration du satellite
est bien avancee chez Aerita/ia (Ita lie). La
distribution electrique, les
telecommunications, le traitement des
donnees et le logiciel de bord ont ete
integres et fonctionnent de fat;on
satisfaisante. Les sous-systemes
d'a/imentation et de commande d'attitude
et d'orbite soulevent quelques difficu!tes,
et le retard prevu pour leur livraison
risque de se repercuter sur le calendrier
d'integration.

Lors de sa reunion du 7 fevrier 1986, le
Comite des programmes scientifiques a
retenu le programme d'etude des
relations Soleil-Terre comme prochain
projet scientifique avec un plafond
financier de 400 MUC (prix 19841taux de
change 1985), plus une marge de
securite.

Les activites du prototype modele de vol
de la charge utile se deroulent a un
rythme soutenu. La charge utile est
prevue un peu en avance des activites

Le rapport STP a ete etudie au niveau
phase A dans le contexte des projets
Soho et Cluster, mais malheureusement
les estimations de couts correspondantes
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STP

Olympus
La revue de conception critique
concernant la charge utile du repeteur
20130 GHz s'est tenue en avril; il
s'agissait de la derniere des quatre
revues de conception critique de la
charge utile. La revue de conception
critique du sous-systeme de panneaux
s'est tenue en mai.

a

La serie d'essais concernant le modele
de structure s'est deroulee normalement.
On a procede a un examen detaille de la
structure et de ses elements et les
rapports finals ont ete etablis.
Un essai de liberation des appendices
sous vide thermique avec utilisation du
modele thermique du satellite a confirme
que les photopiles, les antennes
deployables et autres dispositifs de
maintien se libereront correctement dans
les conditions les plus defavorables.
L'essai a egalement permis de verifier la
technique d'un essai simi/aire qui sera
execute ulterieurement sur le modele de
vol du satellite.
Les modules d'intervention et de
communication du modele d'identification

programmes & operations
thermal vacuum using the reconfigured
thermal-model spacecraft has confirmed
that the solar array, deployable antennas
and other hold-down devices will release
successfully under predicted worst-case
environmental conditions in orbit. The test
also verified the technique for a similar
test to be made later on the flight-model
spacecraft.
Service and communication modules of
the engineering-model spacecraft have
been mechanically and electrically
integrated, each having completed its
own test programme. The spacecraft was
then installed at the beginning of April in
the anechoic chamber at Selenia, where
it has been undergoing baseline testing
as part of the overall payload test
programme.

proceeding close to plan. Many
subsystems are already bread boarded or
have been built as development models
and are being tested. The first
Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
(MGSE) items for satellite integration have
been delivered.
The Design Baseline Review for the
Kiruna station is scheduled to take place
on 26/27 June.
The second part of the C-band
scatterometer campaign over the
Mediterranean has been performed in
the Straits of Sicily. A very good data set
has been obtained with the airborne
scatterometer, with measurements of wind
speeds up to 30 m/so Preparations for the
Autumn Amazonian rain forest campaign
are proceeding according to schedule.

Meteosat
Pre-operational programme
The final phase of testing on the P2
satellite, which started at the beginning of
the year with integration of the Lasso
flight equipment, has proceeded
smoothly.
Performance tests were carried out after
the acoustic/vibration tests at Ariane-4
levels. No major anomalies were
detected. The satellite will now be stored
until launch.

Le satellite Meteosat P2

aJ'AerospatiaJe.

Cannes

Meteosat P2 spacecraft , photographed at
Aerospatiale in Cannes (F)

Integration of the flight equipment units
into the flight-model spacecraft has
continued at module level. The harness
and telemetry, tracking and command
subsystems have been installed on the
service module, the propellant tanks have
been fitted to the propulsion module, and
the four payload repeaters are being
assembled and tested with their
respective communication module
panels.
Construction of the in-orbit control station
and control room by Telespazio is
virtually complete and contracts are
being placed for the transportable
ground stations for the in-orbit testing of
the 20/30 GHz and television-broadcast
payloads.

ERS-1
Basic agreements have been reached
with industry on the overall contract,
together with the associated major
specifications and plans.
The successful launch and operation of
SPOT-1 have confirmed the platform
design to be used for ERS-1. ESA is
being kept closely informed by CNES of
the in-flight results and experience with
SPOT-1.
Manufacturing for the structural model is
advancing well. Static and dynamic
analyses have confirmed that
specifications are being met. Design and
development work on the payload is
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du satellite ont subi leur integration
mecanique et e/ectrique, chacun ayant
termine son propre programme d'essais.
Le satellite a ensuite ete installe, debut
avril, dans la chambre anechoi'que de
Selenia ou il a commence a subir les
essais de base dans le cadre du
programme d'essais global de la charge
utile.
L'integration des unites de vol dans le
modele de vol du satellite s'est poursuivie
au niveau des modules. Les soussystemes de cablage electrique et de
TMITCILOC ont Me installes dans le
module d 'intervention, les reservoirs
d 'ergols ont ete places sur le module
propulsif et les quatre repeteurs de la
charge utile sont en cours de montage et
d 'essais avec leurs panneaux respectifs
du module de telecommunications.
La construction, par Telespazio, de la
station de controle en orbite et de la
salle de controle est pratiquement
terminee et des contrats sont en cours
de passation pour des stations terriennes
mobiles destinees aux essais en orbite
des charges utiles a 20130 GHz et de
diffusion de programmes televises.

ERS-1
Des accords de base ont ete cone/us
avec I'industrie au sujet du contrat
d 'ensemble et des specifications et plans
principaux correspondants.
Le succes du lancement et de
I'exploitation de SPOT-1 a confirme la
conception de plate-forme a utiliser pour
ERS-1. L'ESA est tenue informee en detail
par le CNES des resultats obtenus et de
I'experience accumulee en vol sur
SPOT-1.
La fabrication du modele structurel
progresse correctement. Les resultats des
analyses statiques et dynamiques
confirment le respect des specifications.
Les travaux de conception et de
developpement de la charge utile se
deroulent conformement aux previsions.
De nombreux sous-systemes sont deja
au stade de maquette ou existent sous la
forme de modeles de developpement et
sont en cours d'essai. Les premiers
elements du materiel d 'assistance
mecanique au sol destines a !'integration
du satellite ont ete livres.
La revue des bases de reference de la
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conception de la station de Kiruna est
prevue pour les 26127 juin.

Espagne, a ete repoussee aux 1 7 et 18
septembre.

Le second volet de la campagne
'diffusiometre' en bande C sur la
Mediterranee a ete execute dans le
Detroit de Messine. Les donnees
recueillies par le diffusiometre embarque
sur avion sont tres interessantes et I'on a
mesure des vents de 30 mls. Les
preparatifs de la campagne sur la foret
tropicale amazonienne prevue pour
I'automne se deroulent selon le
calendrier.

Secteur spatial
La fabrication des sous-systemes du
premier satellite operationnel est en
cours, I'integration devant commencer en
septembre. La revue des bases de
reference de la production a eu lieu en
avril et le Conseil s 'est reuni a la mi-mai.

Meteosat
Programme preoperationnel
La phase finale des essais du satellite
P2, commencee au debut de i'annee
avec I'integration de I'equipement de vol
Lasso, se deroule normalement.
Des essais de performances ont ete
executes apres les essais acoustiques et
de vibrations aux niveaux Ariane-4.
Aucune anomalie majeure n 'a Me
decelee. Le satellite va etre entrepose
jusqu 'a son lancement.
Suite a i'echec d'Ariane V18 du 31 mai,
la campagne de lancement Meteosat P2
a ete reportee a une date ulterieure. Le
nouveau Manifeste Ariane devrait etre
connue debut juillet avec la nouvelle
date de lancement de P2.

Programme operationnel

La recommandation finale concernant le
feu vert pour i'integration attend la
communication de donnees
complementaires de la part du maltre
d'oeuvre et leur evaluation.

Secteur terrien
Le reamenagement du secteur terrien
s'est deroule selon le calendrier; tous les
elements essentiels seront prets pour le
lancement de P2 et celui de MOP1 .

Meteosat F2 a subi un incident les 29 et
30 avril, une forte interference ayant ete
constatee sur le canal de diffusion
WEFAX. L 'enquete a revele que celle-ci
Mait probablement due a une anomalie
temporelle au niveau du repeteur terrien
implante a Kourou. Ce repeteur, qui sert
a la mesure de la distance du satellite,
fonctionne correctement depuis plus de
huit ans. Le reste du systeme fonctionne
normalement. 11 reste suffisamment de
combustible pour exploiter le satellite F2
(commande en inclinaison) pendant 18
mois supplementaires.

Lasso
Apres la verification sur satellite, on a
teste la compatibilite de I'equipement
Lasso avec les autres sous-systemes.
Aucun probleme n 'a ete constate.

La mission de collecte de donnees est
toujours assuree par le satellite GOES-IV.
Cette operation se poursuivra jusqu 'au
lancement de Meteosat P2.

Le retrorefiecteur de vol a ete admls en
recette et place dans un conteneur
special. II sera installe sur le satellite a
i'achevement des operations
d'integration au centre de lancement,
pendant la campagne de
lancement.

Le secteur terrien a continue a donner
toute satisfaction. Les produits
mMeorologiques tires des images
recueillies ont ete elargis. Les vecteurs
de mouvement de nuages sont
desormals egalement fournis a 06.00
GMT

La proposition de Telespazio relative a la
creation et a I'exploitation du centre de
coordination Lasso a ete soumise
I'ESA. L 'evaluation de cette proposition
est terminee et des negociations sont en
cours.

Les preparatifs de lancement du satellite
P2 et de sa mise en service ulterieure
sont bien avances. Le simulateur de la
phase de lancement et de premiere
satellisation necessaire a la formation de
i'equipe de lancement, a ete livre et
contribue deja au soutien des preparatifs
de lancement.

a

La reunion des utilisateurs Lasso, prevue
pour les 3 et 4 juin a San Fernando,
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As a result of the failure of the Ariane
launcher on 31 May, the launch
campaign for P2 has been postponed.
The report on the launch failure, and
possible consequences on the launch
manifest, should be known in early July,
at which time the launch date for P2 can
be re-established .
Lasso
After checkout on the satellite, the Lasso
equipment was tested for compatibility
with the other subsystems and no
problems were found.
The fl ight retroreflector has been
accepted and placed in a special
container. It will be installed on the
satellite at the end of integration
operations at the launch centre, during
the launch campaign .
The Telespazio proposal for the setting
up and operation of the Lasso
coordination centre has been submitted
to ESA. Evaluation of the bid has been
completed and negotiations are now
underway. .
The Lasso users' meeting scheduled for
3- 4 June, at San Fernando in Spain,
has been postponed until 17-18
September.
Operational programme
Space segment
Manufacture of the subsystems for the
first operational satellite is well underway,
with integration due to start in September.
The production baseline review took
place in April , and the Board met in
mid-May.
Final recommendation for integration goahead awaits delivery and evaluation of
supplementary data from the prime
contractor.
Ground segment
The refurbishment of the ground
segment has progressed according to
schedule, i.e. all major elements will be
available to support both the P2 and
MOP1 launches.
The Meteosat F2 satellite suffered a
system anomaly on 29/30 April when
severe interference was observed on the
WEFAX dissemination channel.
Investigations showed that this
interference was probably caused by a
temporary anomaly in the Land-Based
Transponder located in Kourou. This

transponder is used for satellite ranging
and has operated successfully for over
eight years. The rest of the system has
been performing normally. There is
enough fuel left to operate the F2
spacecraft (inclination-controlled) for
another 1.5 years.
The data-collection mission is still being
supported by the Goes-IV satellite and
this will continue until the Meteosat P2
satellite is successfully launched.
The ground segment has continued to
perform extremely well. The
meteorological products extracted from
the imagery data have been extended.
Cloud-motion vectors are now also
produced at 06.00 GMT on an
experimental basis.
Preparations for the launch of the P2
satel lite and its subsequent
commissioning are well under way. The
Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP)
simulator, required for launch-team
training , has been delivered and is
already being used in support of the
preparatory launch activities.

outside specification at the data-bus
interface and for EMC. The EMC
problem has been confirmed ; a design
change affecting the qualification model
and the eight flight units is required and
is in preparation .
Additional tests are being performed on
the Remote Acquisition Units (RAUs)
procured for the Eureca programme, to
verify their performance under the more
severe environmental conditions affecting
this application.
Discussions with MBB/ERNO are under
way to close the Spacelab-C/D contract.
Follow-On Prod uction (FOP)
On the Spacelab side, ESA's involvement
has been limited to completion of
activities agreed to be dealt with by ESA
after the phase-over of responsibility to
NASA at the end of January 1986. The
last IPS items to be delivered to NASA
(actuators) have been delayed by a testchamber failure during acceptance
testing .

Eureca
Spacelab and IPS
Work is continuing on the remaining
open tasks for both Spacelab and the
Instrument Pointing System (IPS) .
For Spacelab, both formal completion of
system qualification and close-out of all
exceptions from the acceptance of the
Spacelab systems from the prime
contractor have been achieved. The
remaining work in progress is related to
hardware failures that have occurred
during the Spacelab missions.
ESA has been advised by the contractor
that IPS activities will extend into
September. A contractual change has
been negotiated with Dornier to include
financial coverage for the contractor's
support to the Spacelab-2 mission and
for several other post-delivery support
tasks.
The formal Qualification Review for the
Payload Interface Adaptor (PIA) has been
completed, with a joint
ESA/ERNO/Laben Board meeting in
March 1986. Review actions are still in
progress. Further testing has been
performed to investigate performance

The Eureca System Design Review has
been completed and major work is now
concentrated on possible failure modes
and their effects on critical operational
sequences, as well as flight hardware
and software interactions.
Manufacture and assembly of the Eureca
flight structure is well under way and its
delivery to BPD for further integration of
the Reaction Control (RCA) and Orbit
Transfer (OTA) Assemblies will start in
July.
Integration of the Overall Check-Out
Equipment (OCOE) is progressing well
and delivery is planned for the beginning
of August.
The thermal-vacuum test and the electromagnetic interference tests for the
qualification model of the Magnetic
Bubble Memory (MBM) have been
successfully completed , although the
vibration and power-interrupt tests have
to be repeated.
The final presentation of the study
addressing the development potential of
Eureca towards space-based SpaceStation-compatible platforms was held at
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Spacelab et IPS
Les travaux se paursuivent sur les taches
restantes de Spacelab et du Systeme de
Paintage d'lnstruments (IPS).
Paur Spacelab, I'achevement afficiel de la
qualificatian du systeme et la resalutian
de tautes les abjectians s'appasant a
I'acceptatian des systemes Spacelab
faurnis par le maitre d'aeuvre ant eu lieu.
Les autres travaux en caurs cancernent
les pannes de materiel qui se sant
produites pendant les missians Spacelab.
L'ESA a ete infarmee par le cantractant
que les activites IPS se pralangeront
jusqu 'en septembre. Une madificatian du
cantrat a ete negaciee avec Darnier paur
que I'assistance du cantractant paur la
missian Spacelab-2 et plusieurs autres
taches de sautien pasterieures a la
livraisan saient cauvertes financierement.
La revue de qualificatian afficielle
cancernant i'adaptateur d'interface de
charge utile est achevee, un camite
canjaint ESAlERNOILaben s'etant reuni
en mars. Des activites de revue sant
taujaurs en caurs. De nauveaux essais
ant ete executes paur analyser les
perfarmances ne respectant pas les
specificatians au niveau de !'interface
avec I'artere de dannees et en matiere
de campatibilite electromagnetique. Le
probleme pase par cette derniere s'est
trouve canfirme; la madificatian
necessaire, en caurs de preparatian,
interessera le madele de qualificatian et
les huit unites de val.
Des essais camplementaires sant en
caurs sur les unites d'acquisitian
decentralisee faurnies paur le
programme Eureca afin de verifier leurs
perfarmances dans les conditions
d'environnement les plus severes propres
a cette applicatian.
Des discussians avec MBBIERNO sont
en caurs paur la canclusian du cantrat
Spacelab-CID.

Production ulterieure
Cote Spacelab, la participatian de i'ESA
s'est limitee a I'achevement des activites
dant l'Agence avait accepte de se

Conceptual layout for a Eureca-based gamma-ray
telescope model payload
Modele d'arrangement de la plate-forme Eureca
equipee d'un telescope en rayons gamma
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charger apres le transfert de
respansabilite a la NASA a la fin janvier
1986. Les derniers elements du systeme
de paintage d'instruments devant etre
livres a la NASA (dispasitifs
d'actiannement) ant ete retardes par une
panne de la chambre d'essais pendant
les essais de recette.

Eureca
La revue de canceptian de systeme
Eureca est achevee; desarmais, les
travaux partent essentiellement sur les
mades de detaillances passibles et leurs
effets sur les sequences d'aperatians
critiques ainsi que sur les interactians
entre materiel et lagiciel de va!.
La fabricatian et i'assemblage de la
structure de val Eureca sant bien
avances et la livraisan de cette structure
a BPD en vue de i'integratian des
ensembles de pilatage par reactian et de
transfert .orbital debutera en juillet.
L'integratian des equipements de
verificatian generale pragresse et leur
livraisan est prevue paur debut aaut.
L'essai en vide-temperature et les essais
d'interference electromagnetique paur le
madele de qualificatian de la memaire a
bulles magnetiques ant ete executes
avec succes, bien que les essais de
vibratians et de caupure d'alimentatian
daivent etre repetes.
La presentatian finale de i'etude
cancernant le paten tiel qu 'affre Eureca
paur le develappement de plates-farmes
spatiales campatibles avec la future
statian spatiale s'est tenue a i'ESTEC le

30 mai. Cette etude a apparte des
dannees techniques et financieres
impartantes, tant paur I'adaptatian
lagique de la plate-farme en microgravite
actuelle aux missians de science spatiale
qu'en ce qui cancerne I'eventualite d'une
interventian limitee en arbite sur Eureca
camme plate-farme ca-arbitant avec la
Statian spatiale.
Une autre etude cancernant les
passibilites d'interventian d'Hermes sur
des plates-farmes du type Eureca,
cammencee en janvier, a deja faurni des
resultats interessants a mayen terme.
Le cantrat avec le DFVLR cancernant
i'utilisatian du Centre de sautien aux
utilisateurs de la microgravite (MUSC)de
Parz Wahn, Allemagne, paur les
installatians de base du premier val
Eureca a demarre le 13 mai. En relatian
avec ce cantrat, une reunian du groupe
de travail sur la charge utile s'est tenue
au DFVLR paur familiariser les
chercheurs avec le centre en questian et
avec les services afferts.
Le develappement des cinq installatians
multi-utilisateurs se deroule camme
prevu; leurs revues de canceptian
critiques devraient etre terminees d'ici a
septembre. L 'essai des installatians du
madele technalagique cammencera en
navembre. Le planning actuel du projet
Calumbus camprend desarmais
i'acquisitian, en aptian, d'une secande
plate-farme Eureca adaptee specialement
aux besains de la science spatiale paur
le systeme ca-arbitant avec la Statian
spatiale internatianale. Des discussians
sant en caurs avec la NASA et les
autarites japanaises en ce qui cancerne
i'utilisatian partagee des futurs va/s
Eureca.
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ESTEC on 30 May. This study provided
important technical and cost data for
both the logical adaptation of the present
Eureca microgravity platform for space
science missions and the potential
incorporation of limited in-orbit servicing
for Eureca as a co-orbiting Space-Station
platform.
A further study on the servicing of
Eureca-type platforms by Hermes started
in January and has already provided
interesting mid-term results, establishing
the feasibility in principle of using
Hermes for servicing of platforms in the
Eureca class.
The contract with DFVLR concerning the
use of the Microgravity User Support
Centre (MUSC) at Porz Wahn , Germany,
for the core facilities on the first Eureca
flight was initiated on 13 May. In
connection with this contract, a meeting
of the Payload Operation Working Group
was held at DFVLR (Porz Wahn) to
fam iliarise the investigators with the
MUSC and the services offered .
The development of the five multi-user
facilities is proceeding according to plan
and they should complete their Critical
Design Reviews by September. The
testing of the Engineering Model
Facilities will begin in November. The
current planning for the Columbus
Project now includes the optional
procurement of a second Eureca Carrier,
specifically adapted to space-science
needs for the co-orbiting system with the
International Space Station. Discussions
are in progress with NASA and the
Japanese authorities regarding the
shared use of future Eureca flights.

Space
Station/Columbus
Study Review 2 was held in February,
and concentrated mainly on technical
issues. One significant result was the
technical recommendation to delete the
Service Vehicle.
At the Columbus Programme Board in
April, it was decided that the following
elements will be included in Phase-B2
and preliminary design work:
A pressurised module for permanent
attachment to the NASA Space
Station, to be launched by the
Shuttle. This pressurised module will

be used primarily for material
sciences, fluid physics and life
sciences.
A Man-Tended Free Flyer (MTFF)
consisting of a pressurised module
and a resource module to be
designed and developed for launch
by Ariane-5. The MTFF is to be
used for material sciences, fluid
physics and life sciences.
A polar platform primarily dedicated
to Earth-observation user
requirements and designed for
launch by Ariane-5.
An enhanced Eureca carrier to be
deployed as a co-orbiting platform
dedicated to a wide range of
missions, in particular microgravity
and space sciences. Furthermore,
the early deployment of this carrier
would allow experiments to be flown
and operational concepts tested
prior to availability of the Space
Station.
The main criteria in selecting Columbus
candidate elements were:
compliance with the financial
envelope
responsiveness to European
utilisation needs
compatibility with NASA
requirements
enhancement of the overall SpaceStation capability
contribution to eventual European
autonomy (i.e. utilisation of Ariane-5
and later Hermes).

normal operation.
The commmands to the third-stage
igniter and turbopump starter were
delivered correctly. Operation of the
f.ormer was confirmed by the usual
signal from the vibration transducer
on the engine gimbal and that of
the latter by the turbine rotation
speed transducer.
Tank pressures were normal until
well after the nominal ignition time.
The gas generator did not take over
from the turbopomp starter because
of a lack of LH2 supply, resulting
from LH2 pump cavitation .
ESA and Arianespace have set up an
independent Failure Enquiry Board to
determine the cause of the V18 failure
and to propose remedial action . The first
report is to be available on 30 June
(see page 73 of this issue).
The full consequences of the failure will
be known only when the Board has
reported its findings and made
recommendations, and when the lalters'
implications have been assessed.
Ariane-4
Development and qualification
The development programme is
progressing according to plan ; the
material qualification reviews are being
completed with the final qualification tests
on the equipment bay structure and on
the SPELDA.
Due to the V18 failure, the launcher
qualification review has been resheduled .

Ariane
The Ariane V18 failure
Ariane V18, carrying an Intelsat V (F14)
as its payload, was launched from the
ELM pad at 00 h 53 mn GMT on 31
May.
The flight of the first and second stages
was nominal , and so was the
second/third-stage separation . The third
stage did not ignite, however, and it had
to be destroyed together with the
payload by the CSG range safety officer.
Evaluation of the first flight measurements
showed :
All commands for valve operation
during the third-stage ignition phase
were delivered by the onboard
computer at the correct times, and
valve status signals confirmed

Material for the first flight
The solid strap-on boosters have been
delivered, while the other elements of the
launcher, except the 3rd stage, are in the
final integration and test phase prior to
shipment from Le Havre to Kourou on 21
July. The 3rd stage is to be
transported, as in the past, by air.
Launch campaign
Prior to the V18 flight, the campaign was
scheduled to start in August to culminate
in a launch at the end of October 1986.
This plan is likely to be modified in the
light of the enquiry into the causes of the
V18 failure and the recommendations
~
made by the Board.
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Station
spatiale/Columbus
La deuxieme revue d'etude qui s'est
tenue en fevrier a porte essentiellement
sur les aspects techniques. Une de ses
consequences importantes est la
recommandation technique de supprimer
le vehicule d'intervention.
Lors du Conseil du programme
Columbus d'avril 1986, it a ete decide
que les elements suivants seraient inclus
dans la phase 82 et les travq.ux d'etude
preliminaire:
Module pressurise destine a etre
associe en permanence a la Station
spatiale de la NASA et qui sera
lance par la Navette. Ce module
sera utilise essentiellement pour les
sciences des materiaux, la physique
des fluides et les sciences de la vie.
Une plate-forme autonome (MTFF)
comprenant un module pressurise et
un module de ressources sera
conc;ue et realisee pour un
lancement par Ariane-S Elle sera
utilisee pour les sciences des
materiaux, la physique des flu ides et
les sciences de la vie.
Une plate-forme meridienne destinee
essentiellement a I'observation de la
Terre et conc;ue pour etre lancee par
Ariane-S
Une plate-forme Eureca amelioree
devant constituer une plate-forme
co-orbitale destinee a un vaste
eventail de missions, en particulier
dans le domaine de la microgravite
et de la science spatia le. De plus, le
developpement de cette plate-forme
permettra d'embarquer des
experiences et de tester des
concepts d'operations avant
/'avenement de la Station
spatiale.
Les principaux criteres de selection des
elements pressentis pour le programme
Columbus ont ete les suivants:
respect de I'enveloppe financiere
respect des besoins des utilisateurs
europeens
compatibilite avec les exigences de
la NASA
amelioration du potentiel global de
la Station spatiale
contribution a une autonomie
europeenne ulterieure (a savoir
utilisation d'Ariane-5 et
ulterieurement d'Hermes).
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Ariane
Echec du vol V18

Ariane V18, emportant le satellite Inte/sat
V F14, a ete lance de i'ensemble de
lancement ELA1 le 31 mai a 00 h 53 min
TU Le vol des deux premiers etages
s'est deroule comme prevu, de meme
que la separation 2eme/3eme etages.
Cependant i'allumage du moteur du
3eme etage n'ayant pas eu lieu, cet
etage avec sa charge utile ont ete
detruits en vol sur ordre Mlecommande
par le responsable de la sauvegarde du
CSG.
L'analyse des premiers resultats du vol a
montre que:
toutes les commandes envoyees aux
vannes moteur au cours de la
phase d'allumage du 3eme etage
ont ete effectuees par le calculateur
de bord aux moments prevus, et les
signaux de position des vannes ont
confirme que ces commandes
avaient Me correctement executees;
les commandes de i'allumeur du
3eme etage et du demarreur de la
turbopompe ont eM correctement
effectuees. Leur fonctionnement a
ete confirme pour le premier par le
signal habituel du transducteur de
vibrations installe sur le cardan du
moteur et, pour le second, par les
variations de la vitesse de rotation
de la turbine;
la press ion dans les reservoirs Mait
nominale pendant toute la duree
normale de I'allumage et meme
au-de/a,
le generateur de gaz n'a pas pris la
releve du demarreur en raison de
i'absence d'alimentation en
hydrogene liquide, due cl une
cavitation dans la pompe LH .
2

Une commission d'enquete independante

a Me mise sur pied par l'Agence et
Arianespace pour rechercher les causes
de cette detaillance et proposer les
remedes appropries. Un premier rapport
d'enquete devait etre soumis le 30 juin .
Les repurcussions de cet echec ne
seront evaluees qu'une fois connus les
resultats de i'enquete et les
recommandations de la commission.
Progres d'Ariane 4

Developpement/qualiiication
Le programme de developpement
avance normalement; les revues de
qualification des materie/s sont en voie

d'achevement, avec la realisation des
derniers essais de qualification qui sont
termines sur la structure de la CASE et
qui vont se terminer en juin sur SPELoA.
La Revue de qualification du lanceur est
retardee suite a /'echec V18, un nouveau
calendrier des reunions sera etabli.
Materiels pour le premier vol
Les propulseurs d'appoint cl poudre ont
deja livres: les autres parties du lanceur
sont en fin d'integration et d'essais et
etaient prevus d'etre embarques le 21
juillet sur le bateau au depart du Havre,
cl I'exception du troisieme etage dont
i'acheminement a Kourou devait etre
effectue, comme a i'accoutumee, par
avion.
Campagne de lancement
Avant I'echec du vol V18, la campagne
devait debuter courant aout, pour aboutir
a un lancement fin octobre 1986.
Ce plan sera tres vraisemblablement
remis en cause, suite aux investigations
sur les causes de la detaillance du
troisieme etage et a i'introduction des
remedes eventue/s resultant des
conclusions de i'enquete.
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ESA's Experience in Using
Incentives as a Management
Tool
W Thoma , Contracts Department, Directorate of
Administration, ESA, Paris

Incentive provisions are much more
widely applied in contracts in the
USA than in Europe, where ESA is
one of their main proponents, with
some twenty years of experience in
this domain. Incentive clauses are
used as a management tool in the
majority of ESA projects. A number
of the Agency's service contracts
also contain incentive clauses, tying
the profit margins applicable to the
quality of the services rendered.

An incentive contract is a contractual
agreement containing incentive provisions
which ensu re that the final price paid is
dictated by a combination of three main
parameters:
technical performance
the extent to which schedules are
met
total cost.

Why does ESA use incentive
provisions?
The reason is simple. One of ESA's main
tasks is to promote European space
technology. Almost all of the Agency's
projects are development prog rammes
which test the limits of existing
technology. There have been many
instances in the past where the similarly
ambitious programmes of other
organisations have run into problems and
mission requirements had to be
compromised or the cost overruns were
so excessive that the programme
became financially endangered. Incentive
provisions have therefore been adopted
by ESA as one of the few reliable
managerial tools available for promoting
good technical results within well·defined
cost and schedule constraints.
Classical contract management
embraces a number of provisions
designed to help to achieve the goals of
the contract: namely to obtain the
envisaged product on time for the price
foreseen. Such provisions include clear
specifications, a realistic price, payment
conditions based on a negotiated cost
development plan , including milestone
payments (for fixed prices), an efficient

modification procedure, etc. In addition ,
modern project·control methods, on
which there is an extensive literature,
provide us with procedures for controlling
technical , schedule and cost
performance. In spite of this, some wellknown technology development projects
have run into serious problems.
Moreover, most European space
companies are involved in publicexpenditure contracts - defence,
telecommunications, etc. - which very
often lack the competitive environment of
the nongovernmental market.
ESA is suffering from this same
phenomenon , and incentive provisions
are therefore considered a necessary
supplement to contractual clauses and
project control.

The provisions specific to ESA
The basic ESA incentive philosophy and
its implementation have been explained
in detail in a number of earlier Bulletin
articles". As noted above, three
parameters are of prime relevance:
technical performance, schedule, and
cost.

• - Le Contrat avec interessement comme
instrument de gestion, by G. Van Reeth ,
ELDO/ESRO Bulletin, October 1969.
- Le Systeme de Contrat avec interes;;ement:
I'exemple d 'ESRO-IV, J.F. Lafay & S. Laurentie,
ELDO/ESRO Bulletin , July 1974
- Partners in Risk - Cost Incentives in
Development Contracts, by S.G. Kahn , ESA
Bulletin No. 26, May 1981.
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Techn ical performance
In contract performance terms, all ESA
(and ESRO) programmes to date have
been extremely successful, there not
being a single ESA/ESRO spacecraft for
which European industry has not
received a performance fee close to the
maximum attainable. (This leaves aside
launcher development which is not
subject to incentive contracting, and
launch failures, which are beyond the
control of the spacecraft manufacturer).
This record stands as a testimony to the
high quality of European space products
over the years, but it also brings to mind
a number of associated questions:
Do performance incentives lead to
technical over-specification?
Do they provoke technical-change
requests from industry?
Does industry really need technicalperformance incentives to motivate it
to deliver a good product?
Let us first consider the question of
possible over-specification caused by
incentives. There are normally at least
four levels of specification for a project:
requirements specifications (ESA's
responsibility)
technical specifications (Prime
Contractor's responsibility)
technical subsystem specifications
(Prime Contractor's responsibility)
equipment specifications (Subsystem
Contractor's responsibility) .
It is true that ESA contractors often try to
involve the Agency in the establishment
of the technical system and subsystem
specifications for projects. This can be
seen as an attempt to create coresponsibility, but it has nothing to do
with the incentive scheme. On the
contrary, it is our experience that the
timely establishment of performance
incentive criteria can be a useful means
of putting clarity into specifications, as
the parties become more eager to
eliminate ambiguities.
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Incentive provisions - not only on
performance but also on schedu le and
cost - could be leading industry to
invoke the ESA contractual change
procedure. This, however, should also be
considered a positive result as changes
require the agreement of both parties
and the discussion of such changes
helps ESA's project managers to achieve
the required visibility. On such large
projects it is essential to discuss
problems in the open rather than to have
them swept under the carpet. Incentive
provisions help the Agency to achieve
this.
The space industry in general has a
vested interest in the high quality of its
space products and does not like to put
its reputation at stake. One might
therefore ask oneself whether the same
technical success rate could not be
achieved without performance incentives?
Admittedly, it is difficult to measure the
impact of performance incentives in
absolute terms, but it is certainly true that
they play an important psychological role.

Industrial project staff and company
managements are extremely keen to
score a high marking, and the effect of
this on the technical quality of the
product should not be underrated.
There is an important difference between
the practical approaches for scientific
and applications programmes. On most
ESA scientific projects, the experiments
are furnished by the scientists
themselves. The role of industry is then
confined to supplying the spacecraft and
integrating the payloads with it. It is
therefore difficult to establish meaningful
performance criteria that would invoke
the responsibility of industry. Performance
criteria therefore need to concentrate on
the quality of acceptance testing, where
failures or deficiencies tend to be a major
cost driver.
Applications satellites, on the other hand,
are normally built under the full
responsibility of the Prime Contractor,
and the Agency's prime interest, apart
from successful acceptance testing , is

incentives as a management tool

encourage contractors to remain costconscious. In ESA's experience, cost
performance (over- or under-spending)
cannot be treated in isolation and has to
be linked directly to technical and
schedule performance. Moreover, the
target costs have to be negotiated as
carefully as possible. The 'neutral zone',
which does not lead to cost sharing but
influences the profit margin , should
include provision for the technical risk.
Deviation from this principle and the
imposition of unrealistic targets and
neutral zones can lead to endless
discussions on modifications submitted
by the contractor in an attempt to recover
anticipated losses.

Conclusion
All in all, it can be said that ESA has
generally had a very successful projectmanagement record and that the
incentive provisions employed have
played a substantial role in this.

therefore the satellite's operational lifetime
and its performance throughout that
lifetime. Extended lifetime should
therefore be rewarded with an incentive
bonus for industry.
In summary, when performance
incentives are applied , they should be:
simple, to avoid lengthy calculations
and to provide continuous profitsituation visibility to industry
not too dispersed, to make the profit
inducement work
large enough, to impress not only
the success-driven project manager,
but also higher management
agreed at an early stage in the
project.

Schedule performance
The schedule incentive is growing in
importance for reasons that are fairly
obvious. Time is money' and space
development contracts are extremely
labour intensive. Any delay is therefore
extremely costly because of the added

labour costs alone. In addition ,
launching-authority charges for launch
slippages impact heavily on programme
budgets.
The increasing number of ESA, national
and commercial space programmes is
putting a heavy strain on the existing
resources of European space industry
and timely project execution has to
viewed in this light.
The growing importance of schedule
incentives therefore needs to be reflected
in a more flexible approach in applying
major awards tied to specific milestones
that are considered crucial to a
project.

The Agency's experience over the years
has shown that for incentive rules to be
effective, they must be:
simple and quickly accessible,
which is important for the industrial
management
quickly agreed (arrangements just
before or during a launch campaign
do not serve the purpose)
large enough in money terms to
provide the necessary motivation
not dispersed over too many criteria
involve the company's project team
where legally possible.
~

Cost performance
Cost incentives are only relevant for costreimbursement contracts. Fixed prices
can reasonably only be applied to
contracts with well-defined risks. For most
of ESA's main development contracts, this
is not the case, and the Agency therefore
employs cost-sharing formulae that
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The Crew Work-Station Test-'
Bed for Columbus
J. Howieson, Data Handling and Signal Processing
Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

W Ockels, Astronaut Office, ESA Space Station and
Platforms Directorate, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

A. Seibl, System Development Division, MBBIERNO Space
Systems Group, Bremen, Germany
G. Weijers, Columbus System and Projects Department,
ESA Space Station and Platforms Directorate, ESTEC,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Manned spaceflight involves both
man and machine. The interface
between them plays an essential role
in determining how the capabilities
and effectiveness of each can be
enhanced by working together.
Because of the importance of the
Man/Machine Interface (MMI) and its
susceptibility to rapid advances, ESA
is establishing a reference facility for
the assessment and validation of new
MMI technology for manned space
systems. It will initially be used as a
crew-work-station test-bed for the
Columbus Project.

What is the test-bed?
A Crew Work Station (CWS) in a space
laboratory provides the interface between
the astronaut and the complex system
with which he (or she) is required to
interact to carry out his work. Its role is
somewhat simi lar to that of the cockpit
information system of a modern
commercial aircraft such as the Airbus
A320, but designed to suit the specific
tasks and operating envi ronment of
man ned space missions. Types of CWS
range from a multi-purpose console (Fig.
1) with portable extensions, to dedicated
work stations for particular applications
such as tele-manipulation and extravehicular activity. In the interests of
commonality, CWS derivatives are also
foreseen on the ground for such
purposes as testing, training, mission
control, and payload operation.
So that ESA and industry can carry out
their respective responsibilities for CWS
specification and design on the basis of
proven technology, a CWS 'test-bed' is
being established at ESTEC. This facility
will serve as a technology reference tool
for the various MMI applications which
may requi re study during a project's life
cycle. Although primarily intended to
support the on board segment, the testbed will also be available to validate
concepts and designs fo r ground
facilities in other institutions and in
industry. The term 'technology' in this
context is not restricted to hardware and
software elements and techniques, but
also includes the more abstract aspects
of man/machine interaction; indeed the
application of human-factor engineering
to CWS design is of major technological
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interest. The test-bed will initially be used
for Columbus, to identify and advance
critical CWS technology during the
project-definition phases.
The test-bed is neither a simulation nor a
prototype of a particular CWS. Rather, it
is a generic applied research facility
suitable for:
exploring what is possible through
the man/machine combination
deriving a CWS architecture and
concepts that offer online
adaptability, independence from
advancing technology, and system
transparency to and system
penetration by the man
allowing early identification of critical
areas of CWS technology
advancing CWS technology through
repeated demonstration, evaluation ,
and upgrading
providing facilities for definition of
the User Interface Language (UIL),
investigation of software ergonomics,
and development of a flexible MMI
for a broad range of payload
operations and data presentation
providing facilities to support liaison
between ESA and its international
partners on common standards
fostering European MMI
developments for space
applications.
To achieve these objectives, use is being
made of ESA's Spacelab experience and
satellite-checkout expertise, office
automation technology, computer-aided
design and manufacturing technology,
aircraft cockpit technology, artificial
intelligence, internationally agreed and

crew work-station for columbus
Figure 1 - Artist's impression of a multipurpose console, highly integrated and
designed for zero-gravity body
positioning

commercially adopted standards, and the
experiences of those responsible for
managing large ships and aircraft.
The CWS operating environment
The starting point for CWS design must
be the man :
Why is he on board?
What are his roles and
responsibilities, and how can he
best exploit the vacuum and
weightlessness of space?
What are his objectives in doing his
work?
How best does he interact with
machines?

Past experience in manned spaceflight
has shown that system designers have
often had too much confidence in their
own ability to predict the future needs of
system users, and too little confidence in
the ability of future system users to deal
with the unforeseen. This has resulted in
systems that have tended to be
physically, electrically, and informatically
too closed for easy adaptation and repair.
Man's venture into space should be
perceived as the latest extension to his
terrestrial domain. The living and working
environment in space should therefore be
as close as possible to that he has

developed on the ground. Any other
approach risks loss of the huge
advantage of his being able to use what
he already knows and is familiar with .
Consequently, his role in a laboratory in
space should be seen as basically the
same as on the ground - that of
complementing the machine through
exploitation of his human intelligence and
skills. These are particularly useful for
dealing with unforeseen situations, not
only for overcoming problems, but also
for investigating new phenomena.
Spacelab missions have already
benefitted greatly in this respect, with
astronauts repairing the materials-science
furnaces, operating a partly failed Metric
Camera, and investigating free-floating
fluid zones exhibiting unexpected
behaviour (Marangoni effect). Moreover,
on a pure cost basis, it is more effective
for a man to carry out certain tasks than
to provide the equivalent machine-based
capability.
Various roles can be foreseen for man in
the laboratory:
As Mission Commander, holding
on board executive authority.
Responsible for liaison and
cooperation with his counterparts in
space and on the ground,
enforcement of mission rules and
agreements, planning and
scheduling, safety, security, and
crew well-being .
As Mission Scientist, operating and
supervising all of the scientific
experiments in his laboratory, liaising
and cooperating with principal
investigators on the ground and
pursuing their scientific objectives,
detecting correlations between
experiments, adapting experiments
for new science, and generally
sustaining and enhancing the
scientific return.
As Visiting Scientist, for carrying out
a particular major scientific
investigation, possibly only for a
relatively short duration, e.g. for
operation of an experiment cluster
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Astronaut Bonnie Ounbar, using one
hand to steady herself and unconcerned
about her 'vertical' orientation, reading a
telex from the ground to the rest of the
crew of Spacelab-01. Her thick socks are
excellent space footware, being warm yet
still allowing the feet to be used as nondamaging 'touch sensors'

for observation of a solar eclipse.
As Production Engineer, for
operation and management of
sponsored production facilities such
as those for the manufacture of
alloys and semiconductor materials.
As Flight Engineer/Servicing
Specialist, holding engineering
responsibility for systems,
subsystems, and payloads. This
includes overall system operation ,
logistics, provision of resources to
on board users, inflight integration
and test, maintenance and repair,
and laboratory 'housekeeping '.
In common with airline practice, these
roles can be seen as different 'hats'
rather than separate crew members, in
much the same way as the flight
engineer has disappeared from the
cockpits of many commercial aircraft.
Moreover, as the burden of systemoperation is progressively reduced by
automation, the expertise needed by the
crew will be driven more by payload than
by system requirements.
The crew's prime objectives are to carry
out their work productively and efficiently,
accurately and safely, without undue
stress or tedium , using a minimum of
on board resources and without
interfering with other activities. They must
also be able to cope with the
unexpected and unplanned, and must
protect the results of their work by
maintaining a log and by appropriate
storage or transmission of data and
products.
The tasks inherent to achieving these
objectives are diverse:
system and subsystem operation
and management
payload operation and
management, including 'policing' of
payload activity and usage of
general resources
support for tele-science and
adaptive research
mission planning and timelining
integration and checkout
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crisis management and taking over
from the machine
troubleshooting , maintenance, and
repair
liaison with other Space Station
elements and the ground
tele-manipulation and airlock
operation
extra-vehicular activity.
The CWS provides the crew member with
access to the 'system' in order to carry
out his work. It can be split functionally

into three elements. Closest to the man is
the visible part of the user interface, i.e.
the input/output devices and displays.
These should make best use of the
various human senses. Handling the
visible part are the processes to
recognise and authenticate messages
from the man and conversely to
formulate information for him, not only to
report on the results of his instructions
and the activity of the machine, but also
to give reassuring feedback to his inputs.
Behind these is the extensive set of

crew work-station for columbus
Figure 2 - Artist's impression of a
Window Work Station (WWS) at a module
end cone, enabling man/machine
interaction and at the same time allowing
the astronaut to view through the
window. A head-mounted display could
further enhance this capability

application processes carrying out work
for the man, in some cases selfcontained within the CWS, and in others
calling up processes elsewhere in the
system - initiating and controlling
subsystem and payload activity, retrieval
and processing of data, etc.
CWS design considerations
Much information from the past,
particularly from Spacelab, is available as
a guideline for the Columbus CWS
design. Some of the most important
aspects are addressed below. They are
individually rather diverse, but collectively
they provide good insight into the real
CWS requirements.
The crew will be working in a shirt-sleeve
environment and will operate in space in
much the same way as they would on
the ground in control stations and
laboratories. For payload operation, the
crewman will work as part of a
spacelground team , cooperating with the
payload user in his ground facility by
means of data, video, and audio links.

informed about what is going on and the
reasons why. There should always be the
possibility for the crew to break into a
pre-defined sequence by putting it on
hold, inspecting it, and executing it step
by step.
Much more information about the system
will be available at any given time than
can be continuously displayed or
monitored by the crew - current status
of subsystems and payloads, automated
activities in progress, flight plan, mission
scheduling , time, maps, consumables
usage, trend analysis of experiment data,

and so forth . Efficient and user-friendly
ways of informing the crew about what is
available, and how to access it, need to
be provided.
A range of facilities should be available
to support the generation of reports speech recognition combined with word
processing , access to ground-based
secretarial services, etc. The on board log
is still likely to be operated in a fairly
conventional laboratory manner, i.e. firstly
generated on paper and then put into
the on board database by the crew or via
ground services. The ground should also

I '"
I

The next generation of scientist
astronauts will not undertake years of
specialist training for their missions, but
will expect to be able to apply the same
working methods and use the same
fac ilities as in their ground laboratories.
For example, paper will certainly continue
to be used and will not be completely
replaced by computer-based techniques.
Moreover, experiments for space will be
developed in the same ground-based
research environment, re-inforcing the
need for commonality of approach
between space and ground .
Under nominal cond itions the major
controll ing and monitoring functions will
be performed automatically by the
machine, with low demands on the crew.
However, if the automatic systems prove
unable to handle a given situation , the
crew will have to take over control. The
transitionary phase from automatic to
manual is very critical , particularly as
regards keeping the crew continuously
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Figure 3 -

have write as well as read access to the
log.
The means to consult documentation
stored in the database should include the
equivalent of such procedures as quickly
flipping through a number of pages,
making notes in the margin, and
skipping a few pages by estimating the
document's thickness. Database content
need not be restricted to only text and
diagrams, but may also include
'videoclips' of critical or complex
operations. These would be accessed
interactively in much the same way as
the documentation.
The traditional sequence of requirements
specification, design and implementation,
and operation is not really applicable to
Columbus, since there will always be
parts of the system under development
or evolution. The user interface language
should accordingly incorporate tools to
support inflight checkout, rapid
prototyping of modifications, servicing ,
and repair. A natural language type of
syntax is preferred for system operation ,
in combination with facilities for adapting
the dialogue to the experience of the
user.
Because it is used continuously by the
crew whilst on duty, a good intercom
system is of prime importance. Not only
should it provide high-quality audio
communication and be convenient and
comfortable to use, but it should also
include options for general broadcast
conversation , for private conversation at
the discretion of the individual crewman,
and for 'quiet' conversation without
disturbing other crew members. The
effects of propagation delays on 'human'
conversations and the balance between
the operational and psychological needs
to listen to various audio channels
simultaneously requires careful attention.
A purpose-built Window Work Station
(WWS) is needed to exploit man's visual
capability (Fig. 2). To make optimum use
of the latter, operations at a WWS should
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Basic test-bed architecture

be possible with little need to look at the
controls, and it should be possible for
feedback and data to be presented on a
device such as a head-mounted display.
In order to maintain crew readiness and
expertise for infrequent operations during
long-duration missions, there should be
inflight facilities for crew training . The
scope of these is potentially very wide,
but the minimum requirement would be
for 'refresher courses' on system
operation.
The positioning of loose items and of the
crewman's body whilst working at a CWS
are major problems in zero-gravity due to
the three-dimensionality, lack of friction
and the need for a conscious effort to
adjust body position. General-purpose
retainers and energy-absorptive tethers
therefore need to be provided.

The test-bed approach
The test-bed approach is one of
discovery through practical experience.
The chosen procedure is to implement
an initial model by an early date, and
then to achieve technology advancement
through a series of hands-on evaluation
and upgrading cycles. This technique is

SIMULATION OF
CWS OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

--- -

...-

~CREWWORK

The basic architecture of the test-bed is
shown in Figure 3. The middle block is
the model of the CWS itself, but this
alone does not constitute a test-bed. Two
other blocks are required , one to
simulate the rest of the on board system
and the operational environment, and the
other for control and support facilities.

The ESTEC test-bed configuration
The test-bed will be based on the
existing ESA Checkout Reference
Facilities at ESTEC, including a

- SIMULATION OF DATA
MANAGEMENT AND OTHER
SUBSYSTEMS, PAYLOADS,
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT, ETC .

ANCILLARY CONTROL

STATION

OPERATING AND
EVALUATION
EQUIPMENT

considered to be particularly beneficial
where MMI technology and ergonomics
are of key interest, since it provides an
early means of demonstrating and
evaluating state-of-the-art technology and
investigating how man's unique
capabilities can best be exploited. Its
validity has already been well-proven in
the US for space applications and also in
Europe in the aircraft industry. Although
the general trend of project requirements
must of course be followed, a certain
measure of unsolicited exploration should
also be carried out, since this can result
in new knowledge beneficial to the
project, which can then be fed back to
update the requirements.

--- -

- CONTROL AND LOGG ING
COMPUTER, EVALUATION
CONSOLE, SOFTWARE SUPPORT
FACILITIES, ETC .

crew work-station for columbus
Astronaut Wubbo Ockels working with the
Fluid-Physics Module aboard Spacelab01. He is free-floating and, contrary to
mission intentions, has had to pull out
the Module for easier operation. All the
paper in view is related to the specific
task that he is performing

broad band local-area-network (LAN) for
test-bed interconnection. These will be
configured to provide both a simulation
of the CWS inflight operational
environment based on an evolved form
of the ESA Test Operations Language
(ETOL) , and also support facilities for
test-bed control, software development,
and assessment of a prototype expert
system. Part of a Spacelab functional
model will be used to provide a
representative mock-up of the Columbus
physical environment.
The additional equipment required to
represent the CWS itself will be provided
by an industrial consortium. The overall

configuration, shown in Figure 4, is
structured in such a way that current and
future MMI technology can be effectively
demonstrated and assessed.
The initial CWS model will be built
around a versatile prototyping computer
system to allow rapid development of
demonstration software. Connected to
this via the LAN will be the following sets
of equipment:
Intelligent terminals: two advanced
work stations, one dedicated to
office automation functions, and the
other designed as a generalpurpose console.
Personal computer with optical

storage: a popular personal
computer in combination with the
latest optical mass storage
technology, to be used for
documentation retrieval and
maintenance investigations.
Audio system: a versatile intercom
system in combination with wireless
headsets and speech-recognition
and synthesis devices.
Video system : a remotely controlled
camera and an interface to one of
the work stations for control and
input of video data.
Interface to the Data-Management
System (DMS) test-bed in ESTEC : a
data-communications interface,
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Figure 4 - The initial ESTEC test-bed
configuration

enabling validation of the CWS/DMS
connection and the end-to-end user
interaction via the DMS.

function keys, joystick, mouse,
and suchlike
•
use of virtual control panels
and data input through the
manipulation of icons.
A functional environment for all
these tests will be achieved by using
ETOL appl ications on a checkout
reference system, and by simple
simulations of Spacelab subsystems.
A portable terminal will be used to
demonstrate remote access to the
system.
Intelligent terminal features. Features
such as window management,

Initial experiments
A number of initial critical areas have
been identified which will be investigated
through experiments on the test-bed , with
the participation of ESA's astronauts:
User interfaces to on board systems
and payloads. Investigations will be
conducted on :
•
user interface languages
•
command language style, using
different menu techniques,
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graphical inpuUoutput, and offline
text processing will be demonstrated
on different work stations and
terminal prototypes.
Documentation retrieval and
maintenance. Investigations will be
carried out on documentation
retrieval and maintenance
techniques for material containing
both text and pictorial data. This will
use a relational database
implemented on a personal
computer with an optical disc. A
second experiment will be
performed to assess the suitability of
semantic networks and natural
language interfaces for
documentation consultation and
manipulation.
Audio system. This experiment will
show how speech recognition and
synthesis can be used in the space
environment for caution and warning
and for control (e.g . of a remote
camera). The use of wireless
headsets (using infrared andlor
radio-frequency transmission) will
also be demonstrated as part of an
integrated audio system.
Knowledge-based diagnostic system .
A demonstration of an expert system
for fault diagnosis will be conducted
to assess the use of this technology
to support the crew with failure
management.
Video system. Investigations will be
carried out on :
•
the display of video data in a
work-station screen window, for
example to support control of a
remote camera from a
robotics/tele-manipulation work
station
•
a high-resolution colour CCD
camera with digital video
enhancement
•
interactive video retrieval from
optical media.
Ergonomics. Investigations of CWS
equipment layout will be carried out
by constructing different work
stations in several locations of the
mock-Up. A window work station will

crew work-station for columbus
Figure 5 -

CWS test-bed planning
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Once established , the test-bed must
continue to evolve with the relentless tide
of new advances. To keep abreast of
these advances, it will be operated as an
open facility, offering a forum for
demonstration and assessment.
Companies who feel they can contribute
improvements will be invited to visit the
facility at ESTEC to present their ideas
and products on commercially neutral
ground.
~

RESULTS FOR COLUMBUS

be placed in one end of the mockup and single- and double-rack
work stations will also be installed
and assessed.
Investigations of these areas will
doubtless uncover additional topics to be
investigated in further rounds of
experiments.

Current status and future planning
Under the leadership of MBB/ERNO in
Bremen (Germany) , four subcontractors
are contributing to the setting-up of the
CWS test-bed:
Alcatel Espace (France)
Fokker (Netherlands)
Laben (Italy)
Marconi Space Systems (United
Kingdom) .
This industrial team combines a high
degree of experience in the field of
overall space systems engineering,
together with competence in particular
areas of CWS technology for the design ,
im plementation , and use of the testbed.
Establ ishment of the test-bed and its
initial use for Columbus is currently
planned in three phases (Fig. 5):
Phase 1: Analysis of requirements,

identification of critical CWS technology
for Columbus, design of the first model of
the test-bed , and supply of elements.
Phase 2: Integration of tQe test-bed ,
conduct of initial experiments, and testbed upgrading.
Phase 3: Subsequent technology
advancement cycles.

A preliminary design review was held at
the beginning of May 1986, at which the
results of the initial study work and the
design specifications were presented.
From this initial work has already
emerged the need for more detailed
study of certain aspects, e.g. of a spacequalified high-resolution colour display,
and a bi-directional multi-channel infrared data link to support the audio system
and portable terminals.
One of the most difficult problems facing
a project such as Columbus is how to
avoid technology obsolescence during
the lengthy development and
implementation phases. Columbus is
being designed to accommodate
progressive change, and work on the
CWS test-bed for the Project is expected
to continue beyond the current
commitment in order to facilitate the
ongoing assimilation of evolving
technology.
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• ELECTRICAL POWER:
1. Battery
2. Voltage limiter
3. Resistors
4. Solar.panels

ATIITUDE CONTROL:
11. Earth sensor
12. Control electronics
13. Nutation damper
14. Spin coil
15. Precession coil

TRACKING, TELEMETRY
AND COMMAND:
PROPULSION:
5. Antennas
16. Rocket motor
6. Transponder
17. Spin/ despin rockets
7. Decoder
• THERMAL:
8. Encoder
18. Louvers
9. Converter
10. Timer
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viking orbit determination by esa

Sweden's First Satellite
'Viking' and its Orbit
Determination by ESA
L. Bj6rn & B. Ei/ertsen , Swedish Space Corporation, So/na,
Sweden
K. Fredga , Swedish Board for Space Activities, So/na,
Sweden
.

S. Pallaschke, Orbit Attitude Division, ESA Directorate of
Operations, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

Viking , the first satellite to be
launched as part of the Swedish
national space programme, is
designed to investigate space plasma
phenomena associated with auroral
activity. It was launched, together
with the French remote-sensing
satellite SPOT, on an Ariane-1
launcher (V16) on the 22 February
1986. All satellite operations are
being performed in real time from the
Esrange satellite station at Kiruna in
northern Sweden , where the Viking
Scientific Centre has been set up.
Viking 's orbit determination, however,
is performed at ESA's Space
Operations Centre (ESOC) in
Darmstadt based on tracking data
from Esrange in Kiruna.

Viking 's mission
Study of the ionosphere and
magnetosphere traditionally holds a
strong position in Swedish research ,
partly due to Sweden's northerly
geographical location, with parts of the
country lying within the northern auroral
zone. It is therefore not surprising that the
first Swedish research satellite should be
aimed at studying ionospheric and
magnetospheric phenomena at high
latitudes.
Viking will , however, address a variety of
scientific problems, but with particular
emphasis on those related to auroral
processes (Fig. 1). Viking is currently
making simultaneous measurements of
electric and magnetic fields, the energy
and mass distributions of accelerated
particles, plasma-wave activity and
auroral ultraviolet emission.
The low-cost goal set for the project was
the key to the design, development and
test philosophy that was followed. One of
the first and major design drivers in the
project was the decision to accept the
offer from the French national space
agency, CNES, to launch Viking as a
piggyback passenger with the SPOT
(Satellite Probatoire d'Observation de la
Terre) satellite. In this way, a relatively
inexpensive launch was assured, the
penalty being loss of influence on the
launch date. The main dimensions of the
satellite were also set by the launch
mode:
the 52.5 cm in height available
between SPOT and the Ariane
adapter
the 550 kg mass limit

the dimensions permitted by the
available fairing volume.
As the mission requirements dictated that
a rather large orbit mai'loeuvre be made
to raise Viking 's apogee from 830 km to
14000 km , a sizeable portion of the
satellite launch mass had to be used for
propulsion. This led to another of the
major design decisions, namely the
choice between a redundant or a nonredundant platform. With the proposal of
a very ambitious payload weighing about
80 kg, the mass budget did not allow the
addition of redundant units for the
platform subsystems. Rather than reduce
the payload, it was decided to build a
non-redundant satel lite.
The Swedish Space Corporation (SSC)
was responsible for system design and
project management under contract to
the Swedish Board for Space Activities.
Saab Space was prime contractor to SSC
for the development and delivery of the
satellite.
A protoflight satellite concept was
adopted in which the flight structure was
subjected to qualification-level structural
tests (static load, acoustic vibration) with
equipment represented by mass
dummies. Following final assembly at
Saab's facilities in Link6ping , Sweden, a
comprehensive programme of
environmental acceptance tests and
performance tests was conducted over a
period of about a year. The majority of
these tests were performed at ESTEC in
Noordwijk.
The Viking operations are designed to
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Figure 2 - The Viking satellite's orbital
history for the first 8 h after its separation
from the Ariane-1 launcher

meet the scientific requirements of
flexibility in the commanding of the
satellite and the wish to make data
available in the shortest possible time.
Hence, changes in operational mode
requested by the scientists are normally
executed immediately, and the scientific
data are analysed , plotted , copied and
ready for distribution to the scientific
groups within one orbit of acquisition .
Viking is not equipped with an on-board
memory, so all satellite operations must
be performed in real time at the Viking
Operations Center (VOC) , which is also
located at Esrange in Kiruna.

The Viking launch
Viking was launched, together with the

French SPOT satellite, by an Ariane-1
launcher on 22 February 1986. Because
of orbit restrictions for SPOT, the launch
window was rather narrow, remaining
open for just 10 min. The launch took
place at the beginning of the launch
window at 01:45 GMT and after a 15 min
northward ascent phase, the two satellites
were separated and injected into a nearpolar Earth orbit. Whereas this was still a
transfer orbit for Viking , it was the final
orbit for SPOT. Viking remained in this
close Earth orbit for almost two complete
revolutions, lasting about 3 h. Then the
satellite was accelerated by its perigee
boost motor in order to reach the target
orbit , which is an eccentric near-polar
orbit with an apogee altitude (in the

northern hemisphere) of almost
14000 km .
Figure 2 shows the satellite's orbital
history for the first 8 h after its separation
from the Ariane launch vehicle.

Viking 's orbit determination
The determination of a satellite's orbit is
based on tracking measurements carried
out by various ground stations. The raw
tracking data are not directly suitable for
this purpose and must first be
preprocessed . To streamline the orbitdetermination process for Viking , the
Esrange ranging data are preprocessed
at the station and the smoothed
observations (range, range rate and
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viking orbit determination by esa
Figure 3 - Structure of ESOC's MultiSatellite Support System (MSSS) orbitdetermination program suite

pointing data) are transmitted by telex to
ESOC in Darmstadt.
ESOC 's MSSS* orbit-determination
program uses a weighted-least-squares
method to apply differential corrections to
an a priori estimate of orbital parameters
and to other parameters such as station
coordinates, measurement bias, etc.
(Fig . 3).
As Viking is tracked only from Esrange in
Kiruna , any systematic offset in the
Esrange ranging data, which it is difficult
to identify with single station tracking,
would degrade the orbit determination. It
was therefore found desirable to include
data from the Agency's Carnarvon
(Australia) tracking station during the first
two Viking passes as a further validation
of the Kiruna system.

Evolution of Viking 's orbit
Even though Viking's apogee altitude is
rather high, the orbit's perigee is still
comparatively close to the Earth , which
means that the latter's oblateness can be
expected to be the main contributor to
orbit perturbation. Further perturbations
caused by solar and lunar gravity result
in a sinusoidal-type variation in the
perigee and apogee altitudes.
Whereas the coverage from Esrange was
primarily within the first half of the orbit
(perigee towards apogee) at the end of
February 1986, it was symmetric around
apogee about four months later, in June
1986. After another four months (October

1986), the coverage area will have
moved towards the second half of the
orbit and then for the next couple of
months it will deteriorate as the
spacecraft's apogee moves into the
Southern Hemisphere.
With the apogee in the Northern
Hemisphere, sufficient tracking can be
obtained from the single station at
Esrange to maintain our knowledge of
Viking's orbit with the use of the ESOC
MSSS system to an accuracy of
± 10 m in semi-major axis
±0.003 0 in inclination, and
± 1 km in satellite position.

~

Although the pointing of Viking's onboard antenna was by no means ideal
for the Carnarvon station and some
measurements could not be used, the
correctness of the Esrange ranging data
could still be verified.
Prior to the Viking launch, the Esrange
tracking system had already been
verified by using ESA's Exosat satellite on
several occasions.
During the first 30 h after Ariane's lift-off,
a total of 39 ranging passes were taken
from Esrange. Each was about 2 min
long and represented 12 observations.
The 468 individual observations showed
a mean error (r.m.s.) of about 20 m.
As the number of observations increased
with time, the orbit-determination results
improved, as shown in Table 1. The
beginning of the observation arc for
these examples is always the perigee
motor firing time, and the first
measurement was carried out about
40 min after that event, at 05:47.

* Multi-Satell ite Support System

Table 1 -

Results of the ESA orbit determination for Viking

Orbit
number

End time of
observation arc

No. of measurements
Esrange
Carnarvon

ESA-determined orbit
Semi-major
Inclination
axis (km)
(deg)

2
2
3
3
4
7

86/02/22 06:49
07:51
11 :58

62
108
168
168
228
468

13548.1
13555.3
13559.5
13559.71
13559.67
13559.65

13:57
16:08
86/02/23 05 :18

15
15
27

' 99.10
9895
98.80
98.80
98.80
98.80
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Animated Computer Graphics
as a Tool for the Analysis of
Space Missions
M.A. de Lande Long & J. Rodriguez-Canabal, System and
Project Support Department, Directorate of Operations,
ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

For some years, simple computerproduced graphics have been used to
illustrate the orbits of spacecraft, and
motion has been suggested by
sequences of still pictures. The
perception of motion obtained,
however, depends very much on the
complexity of the technical problem
to be presented, on the selected
sequence of images, and on the
audience. Animated graphics provide
a more powerful tool than still
pictures, particularly for showing how
a spacecraft mission progresses with
time. Changes in the relative
positions of bodies and parts of the
spacecraft , and the influence of these
changes on instrument coverage,
ground-station visibility, and so on ,
can be presented to the viewer in a
form that is easy to understand.

The analysis of space missions requires
the investigation of such orbital and
attitude aspects as: orbit selection and
evolution ; launcher configuration and
injection procedure; manoeuvre
optimisation ; and instrument and
ground-station coverage. Several
iterations of each of these studies are
required in order to arrive at the optimal
solution satisfying the constraints
imposed by the different systems.
Specific technical problems, solutions
and performance analyses have to be
presented and made understandable to
engineers. space scientists and other
experts. Diagrams make technical
descriptions easier to understand. The
precision , quality, level and correctness
of detail of these diagrams may vary
from application to application , but in
almost every case there is a need to
illustrate motion .
Early last year, it was decided to extend
the existing capability at ESOC for
computer graphics to include animation ,
and the users' requirements were studied
to determine what new hardware and
software would be needed. Picture
quality, computing performance and
system architectures have greatly
improved in recent years. The range of
products in this area is very wide, varying
from the 'Space Invaders' type of
animation seen in many microcomputer
games, to the highly realistic displays of
real-time moving scenery in an aircraft
simulator.

Use of an intelligent graphics
terminal
An important question was how the
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workload should be distributed between
the existing mainframe computer and any
new graphics term inal . One option is to
use software in the mainframe to do all
the work for drawing a picture, and send
the result to an unintelligent graphics
display. The alternative is to employ an
intelligent terminal, which can obey a set
of graphics commands to produce
representations of three-dimensional
objects, with rotations, etc.
A graphics terminal with extensive local
intelligence was chosen for reasons of
speed and efficiency. These factors are
particularly important for animated
graphics, because of the very large
numbers of pictures that must be
produced. A rate of 20 to 30 frames per
second is needed to give an impression
of smooth motion. The European
PALlSECAM television standards, for
example, use 25 frames per second . At
this rate, even a short sequence lasting
60 s requires 1500 frames. Differences of
a couple of minutes in the time taken to
output one frame accumulate to hours or
days when one comes to output a
complete sequence.
The graphics terminal is faster than an
equivalent mainframe software package
for two reasons. One is the purpose-built
hardware, which can execute the highly
repetitive drawing algorithms more
efficiently than software on a generalpurpose mainframe. The other is the very
greatly reduced volume of data that has
to be transferred from the mainframe to
the graphics device. At a resolution of
640 by 512 points (pixels) , a single frame
contains more than 300 000 pixels; if the

computer graphics for space missions
Figure 1 -

Figure 2 -

The GiottolHalley encounter

mainframe draws the pictures, more than
300 000 pixel values must be sent for
every frame. When a frame is sent in the
form of graphics commands, the volume
of data depends on the complexity of
what is shown, but is typically in the
range of 200 to 2000 bytes per frame,
i.e. there is some 400 times less data to
be transmitted.

The software
Programs are needed in the mainframe
to send the commands to the graphics
terminal. To show an animation of the
orbits of the inner planets about the Sun,
for example, a program has to:
calculate the scaling factors so that
the ellipses representing the orbits
are the correct size on the screen
send the commands for drawing the
ellipses
calculate the positions of the planets
in each frame of the sequence
according to the time steps being
used
send the commands for drawing
each frame, and for drawing the
frames as a sequence.
A separate program could be written for

every animation, though it would involve
unnecessary duplication because of the
features which are common to many of
them: planets, orbits, spacecraft, the Sun
and the Earth, etc. A graphics-animation
software package for mission analysis
could avoid the duplication. Users would
specify their requirements via parameters
on an interactive interface, and additional
information such as the trajectories of
spacecraft would be input via data
files.
Before attempting to produce a general
software system of this nature, it was
necessary to gain experience in graphics
production for some sample cases.

Application to the Giotto mission
The Giotto mission was selected as the
subject of the sample graphics animation
programs. A series of programs was
developed to tryout a variety of ways of
representing objects, orbits, motion, and
the passage of time.
The first animation uses two-dimensional
graphics only. It shows the motions of
Venus, the Earth and Mars along their
orbits in the ecliptic, and the path of
Giotto from its departure from the Earth

Halley's orbital history

to its encounter with Halley (Fig. 1). The
sequence uses a date scale with a
moving pointer to indicate the passage of
time during the mission. A different
method of indicating the time is used in
a sequence to illustrate the orbit of
Comet Halley from shortly before its
perihelion passage of 1835 until the
present (Fig. 2). Here the time is shown
by the year number.
The orbit of the comet is inclined at
approximately 17° to the ecliptic and the
animation in Figures 3a,b attempts to use
simple three-dimensional graphics to
illustrate this feature. The orbits are
defined as lines in three-dimensonal
space, and the viewpoint is moved to
look at them from different angles. There
are problems with the result because the
viewer does not have enough information
to tell which parts of the orbits are
towards him and which are further away,
leading to an illusion of 'flipping' as the
sequence passes through certain viewing
angles. Ribbon-like bands instead of thin
lines to represent the orbits could provide
more depth information to the viewer and
might help to avoid this effect.
The graphics terminal has the ability to
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Figures 3a,b -

Figure 4 -

Hal/ey's orbit

The encounter geometry

draw a solid object so that the parts that
are closer to the viewer hide the parts
behind , as they do when looking
physically at an object. The object has to
be defined as a series of polygons which
make up its surfaces. A model of Giotto
has been defined in this way for the
three-dimensional graphics
sequences.
Figure 4 is taken from a sequence made
to explain the geometry of the encounter.
The angles are correct, but the relative
sizes of the objects and of the distances
between them are not. It is often
necessary to use false sizes because the
true sizes and distances differ by many
orders of magnitude. For example, the
comet coma diameter is more than
a million times the diameter of
Giotto.
Scaling problems are avoided in the
animation of the hours leading up to the
encounter by choosing a viewpoint close
to the spacecraft (Fig . 5) . The viewer has
the impression of fol19win9 along behind
Giotto, so that the spacecraft's size
remains constant. The comet gets larger
as it gets closer, until it fills the screen in
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the final stages. A moving background of
imaginary stars strengthens the illusion of
motion, and the passage of time is
indicated indirectly by a reducing count
of the remaining kilometres to the
encounter.
Figures 6 and 7 are frames taken from
sequences to illustrate the analysis of
possible post-encounter missions for

Giotto. The first shows the trajectory of
Giotto for an encounter with Comet
Schwassmann-Wachmann-3.
Th is mission was in fact rejected
because of a lack of recent observational
data on the comet's orbit. In the other,
the spacecraft is targetted for an Earth
flyby in 1990, and continues to an
encounter with Comet Grigg-Skjellerup in
1992.

computer graphics for space missions
Figures 5a-d - The GiottolHalley
approach sequence

Giotto manoeuvres for the Earth flyby
have in fact been executed, and the
spacecraft placed in hibernation mode,
with the Grigg-Skjellerup encounter as
one of the possible objectives.

(DRSs) will be launched in the 1990s and
positioned in geostationary orbit, from
where they will relay data between
spacecraft in low Earth orbits and the
ground segment.

Application to the Data-Relay Satellite
A system of two Data-Relay Satellites

The system-analysis and mission-profile
programs for the mission will involve
many variables: space, time, types of

communication, percentage loading of
communication capacities, etc. Animated
colour-graphics sequences can make
these results easier to understand and
are currently being produced to illustrate
the changing relative positions of the
spacecraft and the varying loads on the
transmission capacity of the relay
satellites.
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Figure 7 - Visualisation for the GriggSkjellerup mission

Figure 6 - Visualisation for the
Schwassmann-Wachmann mission

A general graphics program
Each of the programs described so far
was designed to illustrate some aspect of
a current ESA mission, and they served
to validate a variety of methods for
solving some typical problems of
computer-graphics animation applied to
the analysis of space missions. The
experience obtained has shown that
animated computer graphics is indeed a
very useful tool when attempting to
explain to a wide audience the various
aspects of complex dynamical
processes.
These project-dedicated programs cannot
be easily modified for the study of other
missions. The ideal tool for the analysis
of space missions would be a general
graphics animation package that would
allow the almost automatic production of
an animated film or video tape. Since
such a package was not available
commercially, one has been designed at
ESOC and is under development, with a
first stage supporting two-dimensional
graphics, and a later stage for three
dimensions.
The package interfaces with the user
through a conversational program and
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the user describes the 'script' for the
animated sequence, but without having
to specify all the data associated
with it.
The script forms a so-called 'High-Level
Description File' (HLDF). The HLDF is
used to drive a Frame Definition Program
that communicates with the available
mission-analysis software in order to
obtain the numerical data needed for the
spacecraft trajectory, ephemeris of other
bodies and auxiliary mission-analysis
data. The output is a detailed Frame
Description File. Th is file, together with
Surface Features and Spacecraft
Definition Files, will be processed by a
graphics program to produce an
animated sequence.
The animated sequence can then be
shown on a graphics terminal at ESOC,
or it can be recorded on film or video
tape to be shown elsewhere.

Conclusion
The high performances achieved by
graphics systems in the last few years
have greatly extended the domain of
application of computer-animated

graphics, as the several aspects of its
application to the analysis of space
missions that have been outlined here
serve to illustrate. The technique is
proving very useful for illustrating
complex dynamical problems to a wide
audience, and it will soon be a
standard tool in the analysis of space
missions.
~

esa's fracture-control technology programme

The Agency's Fracture-Control
Technology Programme

G. Reibaldi, Spacecraft Technology Department, ESTEC,
Noordwlj'k, The Netherlands

At the Ministerial Conference in Rome
in January 1985, the European
nations approved the European Space
Agency's long-term future planning.
The future programmes now foreseen
include the development of: the
Space Station/Columbus, Ariane-5,
and the reusable space plane
Hermes. All of these programmes are
manned and therefore the application
of fracture-control procedures in
designing the space hardware is
mandatory for crew safety. To cope
with these challenging programmes,
ESA has planned a cost-effective and
balanced Fracture-Control Technology
Programme which unifies all of the
fracture-related areas of the previous
programmes.

Fracture control has long been used in
the aircraft industry, but its application in
space has increased in importance only
in the last ten years with the coming of
the US Space Shuttle programme.
In general, all manned, reusable
spacecraft require the application of
fracture-control procedures to prevent
any inherent defects in the materials
used from generating catastrophic
failures, with consequent loss of the
vehicle and loss of life. All payloads
carried inside the cargo bay of the
Space Shuttle have to comply with
mandatory fracture-control procedures.
Spacelab (Fig. 1) was the first European
space programme to use fracture-control
procedures and since then many other
European payloads to be flown on the
Space Shuttle have done and will do the
same, e.g. the Instrument Pointing
System (Fig. 2).
There is currently a major problem,
however, in that a proliferation of fracturecontrol plans and interpretations of
fracture-control requirements exists in
different industries, as the original NASA
requirements were very general. The
result is a very confused situation at the
present time. A management scheme
designed to streamline and clarify this
whole issue for space applications has
therefore been conceived and forms part
of the ESA Fracture-Control Technology
Programme.
The fracture-control efforts for Columbus
(Fig. 3), Ariane-5 (Fig. 4), and Hermes
(Fig. 5) will involve considerable research

and development work. Maximum use
will therefore be made of common
technologies in order to minimise costs,
hopefully accompanied by the transfer of
knowhow from other industries, such
as the nuclear, offshore and civil
domains.
Fracture-control methodology
The safety and reliability of structures
and correct prediction of their overall
resistance to premature failure through
brittle fracture, fatigue or stress corrosion
is best assessed by applying a fracturecontrol plan in conjunction with fracturemechanics studies.
To be successful , a fracture-control
programme must be multi disciplinary,
since failure in a structure is often the
result of a complex interaction of
metallurgical, mechanical and chemical
parameters. Because so many disciplines
are involved, it is desirable to treat
fracture requirements from the outset of a
project in exactly the same manner as
other structural requirements. In this way
the cost impact of these requirements on
the programme will be minimal because
the necessary work can then be carried
out during the design phase, and not, as
has often been done in the past, solely
as a verification exercise.
Because of the increasing lifetimes
foreseen for future generations of
spacecraft and the substantial growth in
the dimensions of future space
structures, it will be increasingly
important to ensure maximum structural
lifetimes, for economic as well as safety
reasons.
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Figure 1 - The European Space lab
during integration
Figure 2 - The ESA Instrument Painting
System (IPS) payload
Figure 3 -

Model of Columbus

Figure 4 - Model of Europe's man-rated
Ariane-5 launcher
Figure 5 - Model of Hermes, the
proposed manned re-usable space
plane

4
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esa's fracture-control technology programme
Figure 6 - The overall management
scheme for ESA 's Fracture-Control Policy

Fracture-control management
To cope with the present proliferation of
fracture-control plans and to establish a
definitive fracture-control technology for
its future programmes, ESA has set up a
Fracture Control Board at ESTEC to act
as a focal point for all fracture-control
issues. The Agency's overall objectives
are to:

- establish fracture-control requirements
and guidelines, leading to cost-effective
application
- streamline and unify European
fracture-control policy
- create a European exchange of
information in the space domain on
fracture matters
-

standardise analytical tools

- give Europe substantial autonomy for
present and future programmes.
The need to apply fracture-control
procedures in order to avoid catastrophic
in-flight structural failures was first
highlighted by NASA in document NHB
1700.7A, titled 'Safety Policy and
Requirements for Payloads using the
STS'. The implementation of these
requirements is monitored in the US by
the NASA centre responsible for the
payload being developed, e.g. Marshall
Spaceflight Center for Spacelab, and
Goddard Spaceflight Center for Space
Telescope.

NASA NHB 1700.7A requirements will
thus be basically formulated in a Fracture
Control Requirements Document. To
facilitate compliance with these
requirements, a Fracture Control
Guideline Document will also be issued.
Both of these documents will be agreed
with NASA, in order to standardise the
approaches and the analytical tools
employed by the two agencies. With this
goal in mind , an Analytical Fracture
Control Technology Panel has been
established by NASA with ESA
participation. In addition, ESA/ESTEC has
been working very closely with
NASA/JSC on common analytical tools
for crack-growth analysis.
European industry is directly involved by
ESA through the medium of workshops
and technical meetings. A formal Industry
Advisory Group will eventually be created
in order to maintain regular and direct
contact with as many companies as
possible, and not just with those that
happen to be involved in a current
project. This improved industrial contact
will facilitate exchange of technical
information, lead to the creation of a
common European database, and
provide feedback concerning potential
problem areas to be investigated by ESA
via technology contracts.

The ESA Fracture Control Board will deal
directly with its NASA/JSC counterpart,
regardless of which NASA centre is
responsible for the particular payload
under development, in order to simplify
the interfacing process on fracture-control
matters. Figure 6 shows the overall
management scheme that will be
implemented . Blue boxes are valid only
for payloads using the US Shuttle
system.
For Ariane-5, which will be designed for
man-rated flights with the Hermes space
plane, only the ESA requirements will
apply, i.e. the blue boxes will no longer
apply. Detailed requirements have yet to
be formulated, but a number of areas in
which modifications with respect to the
NASA-oriented requirements may be
made have been identified. Compatibility
with NASA requirements is needed for
Hermes, given that it will dock with the
International Space Station.
Fracture-control technology
Although all of the Agency's new
programmes have basic features in
common , each has particular
characteristics of its own (Fig. 7):
-Columbus/Space Station: The long inorbit lifetime (30 years) foreseen for the
structures leads to a need for in-orbit

NASA's Johnson Space Center is
ultimately responsible for the complete
Space Shuttle Programme and carries
out the payload safety reviews, which
include the fracture-control
documentation. In general , there are two
NASA centres involved in any
development of European payloads to be
launched on the Space Shuttle.
ESA/ESTEC acts as the focal point for
Europe.
The ESA policy for complying with the
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Figure 7 - Overview of ESA 's Fracture
Control Technology Programme

inspection and maintenance, vis-a-vis
environmental materials degradation,
debris damage tolerance, etc.
Standardisation with the NASA Space
Station is also mandatory for in-orbit
compatibility.
- Ariane-5 : Even if the baseline
configuration of the launcher is not
reusable, its man-rating means that very
high reliability must be ensured.
All main engines and tanks need to be
designed and verified according to
fracture-control procedures. Residual
stresses in welds also need to be
studied. Low-cost acceptance procedures
and methodologies need to be
developed to cope-cost effectively with
the high production rate envisaged.
- Hermes: This manned, reusable
space plane will need some technologies
common to Columbus and Ariane, but
many of its needs will be different. In
particular, the following aspects must be
addressed:
(i) Fracture of composites. Many of the
materials proposed for use will be
derived from the aircraft industry. There
will therefore be a need to extend the
temperature ranges of application of
these materials and hence to reinvestigate their fracture methodology.
(ii) High-temperature fracturing needs to
be addressed also in connection with
engine components. The need for
frequent engine changes during the
Shuttle programme has indicated a
requirement for greater conservatism in
design.
(iii) Fatigue load spectra need to be
generated to simulate the mission profile.
In view of the large number of
measurements involved - wind direction ,
gusts during ascent, roughness of the
runaway, etc. - this will be a timeconsuming process.
(iv) Low-cost non-destructive inspection
and monitoring.
(v) Fracture control in composite tanks.
The current proof-test methodology is not
considered valid for composite tanks, and
special algorithms need to be developed
for their design and special test
procedures for their acceptance testing.
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A number of technological areas are
common to all three programmes
(Fig. 7):
(i) A computerised materials database is
in the process of being generated, with
the incorporation of all data generated in
Europe
(ii) Standard software will be used for the
evaluation of crack propagation,
including possible closure models. This
software, which will also include stress
intensity factors, is being developed
jointly with NASA
(iii) Probabilistic fracture mechanics. For
safety and cost reasons, it is important to
estimate the reliability of particular
components subject to cracking .
A planned structural laboratory at ESTEC
will be used to carry out materials
fracture tests (i .e. fracture toughness,
crack-growth propagation). This new
laboratory will be used to check new
materials and solve specific fracture
problems that arise during the current
and future programmes.
Interdisciplinary approach
Fracture control has been widely applied
in industries other than the aerospace
business for many years. Each of these
industries has developed expertise in a
particular field relevant to its own
activities. In the nuclearlenergy industry,
for example, sophisticated analysis
techniques have been developed for
deriving fracture criteria and in radiation
shielding . Extensive data exchange has
been taking place between the European
industries for many years. Probabilistic
fracture mechanics is also widely used.

In the offshore industry, load spectra
prediction techniques are well advanced ,

as are fast on-site non-destructive
inspection techniques. Corrosion
prevention and control is also mandatory
in such an industry.
In the transport industry, fracture-control
techniques are applied to reduce the
cost of automobile parts, and to increase
their reliability.
In view of the fact that these and many
other areas of technology that will be
needed for the Agency's future space
programmes are already used or are
under development in other industries,
closer interdisciplinary cooperation
should be exploited to reduce
development costs.
Conclusions
To cope with the increasing need for the
application of fracture-control techniques
in the Agency's future programmes, a
balanced and cost-effective Fracture
Control Technology Programme has been
conceived . Th is programme will attempt
to derive maximum benefit from the
common technology needs of the
different programmes and from the
experience available in industries working
in other than the aerospace domain, i.e.
nuclear, offshore and civil.

A management scheme has also been
developed to establish direct contact
between industry and ESA, and between
the latter and NASA for payloads to be
launched with the Space Shuttle. A
si milar scheme will be used within
Europe for the future European spacetransportation system based on Ariane-5
~
and Hermes.

in brief

The 'Hermes' Manned
Spaceplane to become an
ESA Programme

In Brief

At its 74th Meeting, on 25 to 27 June
1986, the ESA Council approved the
Europeanisation of Hermes, the French
manned spaceplane project, by adopting
an enabling Resolution for a Preparatory
Programme.
This decision responds positively to the
Recommendation made at the Ministerial
Council in Rome on January 1985 that
this programme be included, as soon as
feasible, in the optional programmes of
the Agency. During the intervening
eighteen-month period, France has
advanced its studies on Hermes and has
presented a detailed dossier on the
programme to ESA's Member States. ESA
too has progressed with its studies of the
various elements of the future European
space infrastructure (Columbus, Ariane-5,
and the Data-Relay Satellite), in which
Hermes will play a key role.
Council 's approval of the Resolution once
again confirms the political will of the
Agency's Member States to work towards
an autonomous European infrastructure
in space. During the coming weeks those
ESA Member States that wish to
participate will work out the details of the
Preparatory Programme, including in
particular the level of contribution of each
Member State and the technical content
of the programme. This information will

be laid down in a document known as
the Declaration. Once this Declaration
has been finalised and signed by a
sufficient number of States to put it into
force, the Hermes Preparatory
Programme will be undertaken by those
Participating States.
The schedule foresees that this
programme, designed to follow on from
the studies previously undertaken by
France (CNES) under bilateral
agreements, will cover the period from
Autumn 1986 until June 1987. The
Hermes Preparatory Programme will
include a series of industrial activities
aimed at the detailed definition of the
spaceplane and the requirements for the
ground segment, together with the
necessary basic-technology studies. Th is
initial phase will prepare the way for
ESA's Member States to take a decision
in mid-1987 on a Hermes development
programme, at the same time as they
decide on the execution of other
elements of the European space
infrastructure. Based on this schedule,
the first launch of Hermes could be
expected to take place in 1995/1996. ~
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COSPAR International
Cooperation Medal
awarded to the InterAgency Consultative
Group
COSPAR, the Committee on Space
Research established by the International
Council of SCientific Unions, has
presented the International Cooperation
Medal , awarded for distinguished
contributions to International cooperation
In the field of space SCiences, to the
Inter-Agency Consultative Group (IACG)
for ItS cooperative effort In the miSSions to
study Halley's Comet. The award was
presented on 30 June 1986 dUring the
Inauguration of the XXVI Plenary Meeting
of COSPAR in Toulouse (France) .
The IACG was set up In 1981 by ESA,
the Japanese Institute of Space and
Astronautlcal SCience (ISAS), the
Intercosmos of the USSR Academy of
SCiences and NASA to coordinate the
activities of the four Agencies associated
with their space missions to Comet
Halley.
The Group has held ItS meetings each
year alternately In Europe, Japan , the
USSR and the USA. It Will hold ItS next
meeting on 3 and 4 November 1986 In
Padua (Italy) , home of the frescoes
painted by GIOttO dl Bondone, after
whom ESA's mission to Halley's Comet
was named . The International Halley

Watch, responsible for coordinating all
ground-based observations of the Comet,
has also participated in the IACG
meetings.
Three Working Groups were set up within
the framework of the IACG : a Halley
Environment Working Group; a Plasma
Science Working Group; and a
Spacecraft Navigation and MISSion
Optimlsation Working Group later known
as the 'Pathfinder' Working Group. The
aim of the Pathfinder concept was to
improve the targettlng accuracy of GIOttO
to ensure that the European space probe
flew by the nucleus of the Comet at a
distance of about 500 km. This was done
by using data from the two Soviet
missions to Halley's Comet, Vega 1 and
2, and by tracking these spacecraft very
precisely with the NASA Deep-Space
Network. It was thanks to thiS concept
that Giotto achieved a final flyby distance
of 600 km from the nucleus, with a
residual uncertainty of only some 40 km .
This remarkable success was entirely due
to the excellent spirit of cooperation at all
levels between the four Agencies
participating in the IACG .

ESA once again, took advantage of
Hannover International Aerospace Show
(6-15 June 1986), one of the major
European aerospace forums, to make its
activities better known to the general and
specialised public alike.
This year, the Agency showed full-scale
models of: its space probe, Giotto which
encountered Halley's Comet in March; its
X-ray astronomy satellite Exosat, whose
mission terminated in May; and one of its
European Communications Satellites
(ECS-2), identical to the fourth flight unit
scheduled for launch this year. Also on
display was a 1:10 model of Ariane-5,
Europe's man-rated launcher for the
1990s.
There was also a continuous audio-visual
programme running on the ESA stand,
designed to illustrate the very wide range
of ESA's present and future activities in
all the various fields of space
endeavour.

The IACG provided a unique opportunity
for cooperation between the world 's four
main space agencies In the peaceful
exploration of space and ESA IS
extremely proud to have shared In the
COSPAR award with ItS partners In the
IACG.
(§

Appointment of ESA
Director of Space
Transportation Systems
At its 74th Meeting on 25-27 June 1986,
the Agency's Council has appointed Mr.
J6rg Feustel-Buechl (Federal Republic
of Germany) as the new Director of
Space Transportation Systems, to take
over from Mr. Michel Bignier, who is due
to retire on 1 November.
Born in Regensburg , Germany, on
6 September 1940, Mr. Feustel-Buechl
studied mechanical engineering at The
Technical University of Munich ,
graduating in 1967 (Dipl. Ing.).
He began his career with MAN Turbo as
a design engineer, where his
responsibilities included feasibility studies
of high-energy propulsion systems. In
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ESA at the Hannover
International Aerospace
Show (ILA)

1969, he joined MAN AG Advanced
Technology, where he was involved ,
among other things, in manufacturing the
Viking eng ine and In other Ariane-related
technologies.
Since 1984, Mr. Feustel-Buechl has been
Senior Vice-President and General
Manager of MAN Technology. In this
capacity, he IS responsible for the
development, production and quality
assurance of space projects, and the
management of projects In the newenergy-system , electronics and
composite-materials fields. He IS a
member of the Board of Arlanespace SA.
Mr Feustel-BUechl Will take up hiS
appointment with ESA In the Autumn .

(§

in brief

Ariane V18 Enquiry Board
Reports
The Board of Enqu iry set up by ESA and
Arianespace on 31 May 1986 following
the failure of the Ariane V18 launch
presented a prel iminary report to both
organisations on 2 July 1986.
No manufacturing fault in any item of
hardware of the engine or propulsion unit
came to light during the Enquiry. Several
factors led the Board to believe that a
first partial ignition occurred , but that
propagation of combustion did not take
place normally. A second ignition
occurred at an abnormally high pressure
0.12 s later, which caused a highpressure peak and extinction of the
engine.
The Board submitted fourteen
recommendations, mainly involving :
complementary studies on the
ignition conditions

re-definition and qualification of a
more powerful third-stage ignitor
a schedule of firing tests under
simulated flight conditions designed
to validate the new ignition
conditions and the engine for the
next flight (V19)
a review of the third-stage-engine
(HM7) acceptance process.
After concerting its position with ESA and
CNES, Arianespace will now request that
the propulsion manufacturer, Societe
Europeenne de Propulsion (SEP) , with
the support of Societe Nationale d'Etudes
et de Construction de Moteurs d 'Avions
(SNECMA), determine under what
conditions the 14 recommendations will
be fulfilled , and define a test programme.
Arianespace is now analysing the
consequences of these actions for the
launch schedule for the months to
come.

ESA Participates in
'Space Commerce 86'
The space business is now entering a
commercial era, with the market for
satellite communications and for
launchers already booming and the
commercial interest in information
provided by Earth-observation satellites
growing rapidly, not to mention the
potential opened up by recent
microgravity research (see article on
page 32 of this issue).
Although ESA remains essentially a
research and development organisation,
it is nevertheless following these new
trends closely. The need for this was
already clear in January 1985, when the
Ministers of the Agency's Member States
approved ESA's Long:rerm Plan of
activities, taking into account the future
commercial applications of space,
particularly in the Earth-observation field
and, even more, in the microgravity
sciences, with the decision to participate
in the International Space Station.
As another indication of ESA's intention to
encourage enterprises to benefit from the
possibilities offered by space, it has
recently set up an office for Space
Commercialisation, the major activity of
which is the promotion of the Agency's
services and products among potential
customers. This Office is also active in
creating the conditions that will facilitate
and stimulate the sale and the use of
space products and technologies by
space-oriented and non-space industries
on a profitable basis.
It was against this background that ESA
decided to endorse the first International
Conference and Exhibition on the
Commercial and Industrial Uses of Outer
Space, known as Space Commerce 86,
held in Montreux, Switzerland from 16 to
20 June 1986. The main aerospace firms
in Europe were also very closely
associated with both the Conference and
the accompanying Exhibition.
Pro!. Reimar LOst, ESA's Director
General, spoke at the opening Plenary
Session and several other ESA staff
presented papers at the Conference.
ESA also participated in the Exhibition in
the pavilion devoted to the European
space effort.
c.t
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Exhibition in Barcelona
The accompanying photograph shows
one corner of the ESA stand on the
opening day of the exhibition ASTRO
2000 in Barcelona, in Spain, on 7 April
1986. This exhibition, which lasted one
month, was staged by 'la Caixa de
Barcelona', a national banking chain , as
part of its cultural and social promotion
~
programme.

'Giotto Press Conference
at ESA Headquarters
The accompanying photographs were
taken on 15 May during a Press
Conference at the Agency's Paris
Headquarters, called to coincide with the
publication of a special issue of 'Nature',
the international weekly science journal,
and attended by some seventy
journalists. This issue (Volume 321,
Number 6067, 15-21 May 1986)
contains the first detailed and
comprehensive assessment of the
scientific results of the Giotto, Vega,
Suisei and Sakigake spacecraft
encounters with Comet Halley.
During the Press Conference, hosted by
ESA's Director General, Prof. Reimar
LOst, and the Director of Scientific
Programmes, Dr. Roger Bonnet, the
Giotto Principal Investigators and the
Giotto Project Scientist, Or. ROdeger
Reinhard , were on hand to provide the
assembled journalists with brief accounts
of the primary results from Giotto's eleven
scientific experiments and to respond to
questions.
~
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Giotto's Encounter with
Halley's Comet as
Envisaged by the Children
of Europe
In January, ESA invited children under
ten years of age to send in a drawing or
painting illustrating the encounter
between Giotto and Halley's Comet as
they imagined it, with a view to sharing
their vision of the event with them again
at the time of Halley's next apparition in
2061 . The response to thiS competition
was overwhelming , with 16483 entries in
all.
Choosing winners from so many colourful
and imaginative entries proved an
incredibly difficult task. It was finally
decided to reward 27 children for their
particularly outstanding pictures.
They were invited to Paris on Sunday
15 June to visit ESA Headquarters,
where they were welcomed by:
Prof. Reimar Lust , ESA's Director
General ; Dr. Roger Bonnet, ESA's
Director of Scientific Programmes; and
ESA Astronaut Dr. Wubbo Ockels. They
were presented with a diploma certifying
that they had participated in the ESA
competition and that their pictures have
been arch ived at the Agency 's European
Space Operations Centre in Darmstadt

The 27 prizewinners (in alphabetical order of their home countries) were:
Rainer PI6b
Isabel Schleining
Philippe Chateau
Edwin Boeckxstaens
Stephane Crommelynck
Charlotte Dreyer
Franck Drouin
Josef Marion
Nadine Breier
Tobias Salzmann
Natalie O'Shea
Lynne Kearns
Kyran Carroll
Luca Protetti
Sandra Gaudi
Martijn and Renate Tol
Ramon van der Kaap
Torbjorn Hergum
Susana Gutierrez
Inmaculada Murcia Serrano
Ester Sanchez Sanchez
Camilla Kacner
Ganymed Stanek
Serge Zaugg
Christopher Grove
Christopher Stonely

aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged
aged

6
8
5
7
10

9
7
9
7
8

9
9
10
6
10
4 & 8
7
8
7
8
10
8
6
10
6
7

Vienna, Austria
Vienna, Austria
Bierges, Belgium
Bonheiden , Belgium
Brussels, Belgium
Lyngby, Denmark
Evry Village, France
Fox-Amphou x, France
Wiesloch , Germany
Hannover, Germany
Tralee, Ireland
Strokestown , Ireland
Sandycove, Ireland
Settebagni , Italy
Caselle, Italy
Volendam , Netherlands
Zuidland , Netherlands
Ranheim , Norway
Suances, Spain
Alcala la Real , Spain
Salamanca, Spain
Sollentuna, Sweden
Arth , Switzerland
Bern , Switzerland
Marlborough , United Kingdom
Horsham, United Kingdom

(Germany) until Halley's Comet reappears
again in 2061 , when they will be put on
show again . The children were then
invited to lunch on a river boat on the
Seine, before receiving their prizes.
~
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New ESRIN Building
Officially Opened
Minister Luigi Granelli, Italian Minister for
Research and Technology, officially
opened a new building complex at the
Agency's establishment in Frascati, near
Rome, during an inauguration ceremony
on 24 July 1986. ESA's Director General ,
Prof. Reimar LOst, accompanied by other
members of the ESA Directorate and
senior Agency staff, welcomed Minister
Granelli and the other guests on their
arrival at the establishment.
The new building complex will provide
approximately 2000 square metres of
much needed additional office space for
the two Agency services currently
housed at ESRIN , namely the Earthnet
Programme Office and the Information
Retrieval Service. It will also allow ESRIN
to house new activities now under
consideration based on the
recommendations made at the ESA
Council Meeting at Ministerial Level, held
in Rome in January 1985.
~

Minister Luigi Grane/li touring the ESRIN
facilities

Minister Luigi Grane/li performing the
official opening, in the company of ESA's
Director General, Prof. Reimar Lust
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publications
ESA Journal

esaSP-1015

The following papers have been
published in ESA Jou rnal Vol. 10, No. 2:

Remote Sensing for
AN ATMOSPHERIC·CORRECTION SCHEME FOR
OPERATIONAL APPLICATION TO METEOSAT

Advanced Land Applications

INFRARED MEASUREMENTS
SCHMETZ J

Publications

THE NAVSAT SIMULATION SYSTEM
DE PAGTER P J & KLAASSE A A C
A NEW VIBRATION TEST FACILITY AT ESTEC

The documents listed have been issued
since the last publications annou ncement
in the Bulletin. Requests for copies
should be made in accordance with the
Table and using the Order Form inside
the back cover of this issue.

BONNOT P

ANALYSIS AND REDUCTION OF THE EFFECTS OF
VIBRATION IN THE MIRROR OF THE Glono
CAMERA
ANGRILLI F & FANTI G
THE ESA COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
MONITORING FACILITY
GARNER J T

CONCEPTION D 'UN CONVERTISSEUR CONTINUALTERNATIF A HAUTES PERFORMANCES
JALADE J, SENANAYAKE S & CAPEL A
EXPERIENCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
SCIENTIFIC DATA FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR USE WITH OPTICAL DISKS

ESA SP-261 11 262 PAGES
PROC 2ND ESA WORKSHOP ON MECHANICAL
TECHNOLOGY FOR ANTENNAS. ESTEC ,
NOORDWIJK, 20 - 22 MAY 1986 (AUG 1986)
ROLFE E J (ED)

JONES P M

ESA SP-1075 11123 PAGES
REMOTE SENSING FOR ADVANCED LAND
APPLICATIONS (JULY 1986)
BA TTRICK B & ROLFE E J (EDS)

Special Publications
ESA SP-242 11 305 PAGES
THE SOLID BODIES OF THE OUTER SOLAR
SYSTEM , PROC . CONF , VULCANO, ITALY , 9-13
SEPT 1985 (JUNE 1986)
LONG DON N (ED)
ESA SP-254 11 1680 PAGES (3 VOLUMES)
IGARSS '86 , REMOTE SENSING - TODAY 'S
SOLUTIONS FOR TOMORROW 'S INFORMATION
NEEDS, UNIV. ZUR ICH , SWITZERLAND, 8 -11
SEPT 1986 (AUG 1986)
GUYENNE T D & HUNT J (EDS)

ESA SP-1078 11 330 PAGES
REPORT PRESENTED BY THE EUROPEAN SPACE
AGENCY TO THE 26TH COSPAR MEETING ,
TOULOUSE . FRANCE , JUNE 1986 (JUNE 1986)
BURKE W R (ED)
ESA SP-1080 11128 PAGES
SESAME , SOLID EARTH SCIENCE & APPLICATION
MISSION FOR EUROPE , AN ESA WORKSHOP.
ISING AM CHIEMSEE , 4 - 6 MAR 1986 (APR 1986)
GUYENNE T D (ED)

esa

Proceedings of the

Second ESA Workshop on

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
FOR ANTENNAS

Mid ,t £STEC, HOOfClWIJk.
Tn. HiHh«!atlda

20 .. 21 Mly 1986
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Contractor Reports
ESA CR(P)-2180 11 533 PAGES
OFFSET UNFURLABLE ANTENNA - PHASE 1
FINAL REPORT (MAR 1984)
MBBIERNO, GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-2181 11115 PAGES
FIELD EMISSION ELECTRIC PROPULSION INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF EMITTER
MODULES - PHASE 1B FINAL REPORT (MAR
1982)
SEP, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-2182 11 108 PAGES
HIGH POWER SOLAR ARRAY STUDY - FINAL
REPORT (JUNE 1985)
FOKKER BV, NETHERLANDS
ESA CR(P)-2183 11171 PAGES
ASSEMBLY AND EVALUATION OF A LOW ORBIT
EARTH SENSOR UNIT - FINAL REPORT (OCT
1982)
OFFICINE GALILEO, ITALY
ESA CR(P)-2184 11 76 PAGES
COHERENT INFRARED DETECTION - FINAL
REPORT (AUG 1985)
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT WIEN, AUSTRIA
ESA CR(P)-2 185 11 76 PAGES
VULNERABILITY OF LOW REDUNDANCY IMAGE
DATA AND TEXT TRANSMISSION OVER
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION LINKS - FINAL
REPORT (JUL 1985)
NLR, NETHERLANDS
ESA CR(X)-2 186 11 226 PAGES
LASER TECHNOLOGY FOR OPTICAL RANGING VOLUME Ill: LASER DIODE RANGEFINDER
DEMONSTRATION MODEL - FINAL REPORT
(MAR 1985)
MBBIERNO, GERMANY
ESA CR(X)-2 187 11 66 PAGES 1 116 PAGES 171
PAGES
STUDY OF LOW COST SOLAR CELLS AND
MODULES - VOLUME 1: ASSESSMENT OF
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES - VOLU ME 2:
DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT - VOLUME 3:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT (MAR/JUN 1985)
AEG-TELEFUNKEN, GERMANY

ESA Technical Translations
ESA TT-900 11 142 PAGES
INFLUENCE OF CONSTANT-AMPLITUDE AND
VARIABLE-AMPLITUDE LOADING ON CRACK
INITIATION AND MICROCRACK PROPAGATION IN
A1 2024-T3 (NOV 1985)
FOTH J, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-91O 11 183 PAGES
MODEL FOR NORMAL AND EROSIVE BURNING
OF COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS (DEC 1985)
GODON J-C, ONERA, FRANCE
ESA TT-919 11 62 PAGES
IDENTIFICATION OF GUST INPUT AND GUST
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS FROM Do 28 TNT
FLIGHT TEST DATA (DEC 1985)
ROHLF D, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-925 11 80 PAGES
LA RECHERCHE AEROSPATIALE , BIMONTHLY
BULLETIN , 1985-2 (DEC 1985)
ONERA. FRANCE
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ESA TT-931 11133 PAGES
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESEARCH
ON OPEN RESONATORS (NOV 1985)

KEMPTNER E, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-934 11 45 PAGES
STEADY LIFTI NG SURFACE THEORY WITH A
FREE SURFAC E (NOV 1985)
LECLERC J & SALAUN P, ONERA, FRANCE
ESA TT-935 11 224 PAGES
SCATTERING OF AN ACOUSTIC FIELD BY A
NONHOMOGENEOUS, NON UNIFORM FLOW (NOV
1985)
GUEDEL A, ONERA, FRANCE
ESA TT-936 11 119 PAGES
USER 'S MANUAL FOR THE FALCON SYSTEM
(DEC 1985)
AMANN V ET AL, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-937 11 61 PAGES
LA RECHERCHE AEROSPATIALE , BIMONTHLY
BULLETIN , 1985-3 (DEC 1985)
ONERA, FRANCE

ESA TT-938 11 179 PAGES
CALIBRATION OF MSS SATELLITE DATA.
METHOD FOR CHANGE DETECTION OF
CONIFEROUS STOCKS (NOV 1985)
FEHLERT G-P, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-944 11 22 PAGES
SPEED OF WORK AND ERROR RATE : ANALYSIS
OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN A CHOICE
REACTION SERIES WITH A COGNITIVE
COMPONENT (DEC 1985)
GOETERS K-M, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-946 11 54 PAGES
SCATTERING BY COMPLICATED STRUCTURES:
CALCULATION OF THE RADAR PROPERTIES OF
METALLIC TARGETS BY MEANS OF PHYSICAL
OPTICS (JAN 1986)
KLEMENT D, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-947 11 159 PAGES
TENDENCIES OF LIBERALIZATION IN EUROPEAN
AIR TRANSPORT (DEC 1985)
HAUPT R J & WEBER P-J, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-948 11 66 PAGES
ON CONTROL CONCEPT FOR IN -FLIGHT
SIMULATION INCLUDING ACTUATOR
NONLlNEARITIES AND TI ME-DELAYS (NOV 1985)
HENSCHEL F, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-949 11 21 PAGES
EXPERI MENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PULSEPULSE INTERFERENCE IN HETERODYNE
DETECTION (DEC 1985)
MALOTA F, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-950 11173 PAGES
SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR CFRP
COMPOSITES (JAN 1986)
NIEDERSTADT G, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-951 11 108 PAGES
INVESTIGATIONS IN LANDING PROCESS OF
AIRCRAFT BY MEANS OF THE MONTE-CARLO
METHOD (DEC 1985)
PETERS H-J, DFVLR, GERMANY

ESA TT-953 11 143 PAGES
CALCULATION OF SEPARATED LAMINAR
SUPERSONIC FLOWS OVER BLUNT BODIES OF
REVOLUTION AT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEC
1985)
MUELLER B, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-954 11 201 PAGES
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION FROM
l..IGHTNING DURING THE PRELIMINARY PHASES
(JAN 1986)
MOREAU J P, ONERA. FRANCE
ESA TT-955 11 132 PAGES
TWO METHODS FOR CALCULATING ACOUSTIC
WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH AN INTERFACE
(JAN 1986)
CRANCE C, ONERA. FRANCE
ESA TT-957 11 43 PAGES
ON SOUND PROPAGATION IN CENTRIFUGAL
FAN CASTINGS (DEC 1985)
BERTENWERFER M & GIKADI T, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-959 11 51 PAGES
RESULTS OF WIND TUNNEL TESTS ON
EXTERNAL COMBUSTION (DEC 1985)
SCHAEFER B, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-960 11 65 PAGES
LA RECHERCHE AEROSPATIALE , BIMONTHLY
BULLETIN , 1985-4 (FEB 1986)
ONERA. FRANCE
ESA TT-961 11 41 PAGES
MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION INTENSITY AT
THE SOLAR TOWER PLANT SSPS/CRS OF THE
lEA IN SPAIN (JAN 1986)
BRINNER A. DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-963 11 68 PAGES
INFLUENCE OF GRAVITY ON STRUCTURE AND
BEHAVIOUR OF PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM (MAR
1986)
HEMMERSBACH R, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-965 11 207 PAGES
DESIGN OF A CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A
CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNEL BY PERFORMANCE
INDEX VECTOR OPTIMIZATION (FEB 1986)
STEINHAUSER R, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-966 11 71 PAGES
BALANCING OF A ROD USING A DIGITAL
CONTROLLED ROBOT (FEB 1986)
SONDERGELD K-P, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-967 11 75 PAGES
INVESTIGATION OF SIGNAL DEGRADATION BY
SCATTERING AND ITS SUPPRESSION IN NEARGROUND RADAR CROSS-SECTION
MEASUREMENTS (JAN 1986)
BETHE K-H, DFVLR, GERMANY
ESA TT-971 11 56 PAGES
LASER DOPPLER WIND PROFILE
MEASUREMENTS OVER SEA SURFACES (JAN
1986)
WERNER C ET AL, DFVLR, GERMANY
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advertisement

Your future in space.
Thirteen European countries are coopeTating. for peaceful
PJrposes. in developing ambitious projects in the fields
of space reseilrch and technology.
The European Space Agency. since its creation i11975. has carried out a number of important programmes : the
ARIANE launcher. the development of scientific and applications (for telecommunications and meteorology)
satellites as well as a Manned Space Llboratory (Spacelab).
In 1986. a number of ne.v projects are beginning.
Why shouldn't you be part of this European success story?

ESA is seeking Young Engineers for Its Establishments of ESTEC (The Netherlands) and of
ESOC (Germany) in the following fields:

COMPUTERS SCIENCE ENGINEERS
specialised in: • Softv.are Engineering: • Artificial Intelligence: • Data Handling: • Di!jtal Signal Processing:
• Applied Mathematics : • Software for real time Systems (Robotics. etc.).

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
specialised in : • Study Concept of Satellite Payload: ' Systems Design AspectsofTTC: ' Antennas :
• Microwaves: ' Data Transmission:' Di!jtal Communications.

THERMAL ENGINEERS
specialised in : • Life Support and Environmental Control : • Thermal Control: • Active Two·Phase Loop
Thermal Contra : • Cryogenic Technology.

PRODUCT ASSURANCE ENGINEERS
specialised in : • Quality: • Reliability: • Safety: • Manufacturng Flowcharts Review.; : • Quality Control Stan·
dards: • Electronic Components.

ELECTRIC/ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
specialised in : • Electranagnetics: • Solar Generators : ' Fuel Cells :' Power Systems: ' Electrical and Elec·
tronical Ground Equipments.

STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
specialised in: • Conception and DevelqJment of light weight structures of Satellites and Manned Stations:
• Space borne crew v.ork Stations : ' Robotic. Man·Machine Interfaces;' Aerodynamics ; ' Chemical
and Electronical Propulsion.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
specialised in : • Radars: • Telecomrrunications: • Optics: • Satellite Stabilization.

MATHEMATICIAN
specialised in: • Celestial Mechanics.

FIN.4NCIAL SPECIALISTS
CONTRACTS NEGOTIATORS
Agood kno.vledge of English or French is required; sorre knowledge of the other language desirable.
International working conditions. including expatriation and family allowances. social security
and pension scheme. Relocation expenses are paid.
Please send detailed curriculum vitae to the Head of Personnel. ESTEC. Keplerlaan 1.
23)1 AZ Noordwijk ZH (The Netherlands) referring to this advertisement.
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advertisement

ELB TRANSLATION SERVICES LIMITED
(Established 1961)
Head Office:

London Office:

Europa House
Gerrards Cross
Bucks SL9 8BQ, England

Chansitor House
37-38 Chancery Lane
London WC2A lEL, England

Tel: (0753) 887448
Telex: 848883
Fax (11 & Ill): (0753) 882031

Tel: (01) 242 9276
Telex: 28398
Fax (11 & Ill): (01) 405 7411

are proud to record that they are

TRANSLATORS
to

ESRIN, Frascati and
ESTEC, Noordwijk
for technical and scientific aerospace texts and related documents.
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YOU

have helped build

EUROPE'S PLACE in SPACE ...
. . . you are entitled to take
advantage of technological
know- how acquired through
years of research and
development!

YOU

have also helped build
EUROPE'S PLACE IN ONLlNE
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ...
. . . ESA-IRS, the European Space
Agency's own Information
Retrieval Service, was born some
15 years ago to provide Eu rope
with a service badly needed.
Due to its R&D orientation in
the context of the Agency's
mandate, ESA-I RS is al ready
operating in the future - where others
just reached the present!

TO BE A LEADER - USE A LEADER!
Write or call us for more information on
• our over 60 databases & databanks
• how to use you r PC to access ESA-I RS
• our electronic mail service
• how to create your own private file
• our DOWN LOAD facility
• how to order original documents online
• our software, our prices, and many other services

·esa

european space agency
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Via Galileo Gali lei
~ 00044 - FRASCATI(ITALY)
- . . _ Tel.(39/6)94011
-~ Twx. 610637 esrin i

Online Services

publications

Availability of ESA Publications

Publications

Series

Available as

Periodicals
ES A Bulletin
ESA Jo urnal

From

Ava ilable without charge as a regul ar issue
o r back numbers (as long as stocks last)

Specia l Publicati o ns
Broc hures
Tribology series

SP
BR
TRIB
SR. SN. SM
TR . TN . TM
STR
STM
PSS
CR
C R(P)
C R(X)
TT

Scientific Repo rts. No tes a nd Mem o randa
Technical Reports. No tes and Memo ra nda
Scientific and Technica l Report s
Scientific and Technica l Memoranda
Procedures. Standards a nd Specifications
Con tracto r Repo rt s

Technical Translations

ESA Publi cati o n, Divi sio n. ESTEC.
Noo rdwijk. Neth erland s

noo AG

Hard (printed) copy as lo ng as stocks last:
thereafter in mi crofiche or ph o toco py

M icrofiche o r ph o toco py on ly

Public relations material

General litera ture. posters.
pho tvg ra phs. films. etc.

ESA Public Rela ti ons Service
8- 10 rue M a rio-Nikis. 7573g Pari s 15.
France

Charges for printed documents
A$

BF

CD$

DKR

330

8

60

50

16

9

465

11

84

70

230

13

665

15

120

201-400

345

20

995

23

401-<300

460

27

1330

31

Currency:

AS

Pnce
code
EO

Number of
pages
1-50

115

8

El

51-100

160

E2

101-200

E3
E4

11:

NKR

LIT

DFL

6

10000

19

47

23

7

14000

26

100

33

11

20000

180

150

50

16

240

200

65

21

FF

DM

PTS

I:

SF

SKR

920

14

50

4

6

65

1300

19

70

6

8

37

95

1850

27

100

9

12

30000

55

140

2800

41

145

13

18

40000

73

186

3700

54

195

17

24

US$

1 Photocopies will be supplied If the onglnal document IS out of pnnt. unless microfiche IS specified
2 Pnces subject to change without pnor notice.
3 Postal charges (non Member States only) Australia A$ 8; Austria AS 90; Canada CD$ 9; Norway NKR 35: other countnes US$ 7.
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I

ORDER FORM FOR ESA PUBUCAnONS

I

I
I
I

TO: DISTRIBUTION OFRCE
ESA PUBLICATIONS DIVISION
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299, 2200 AG NOORDWlJK
THE NETHERLANDS

I
I
I

From: ...... .... .... ......... ... .......................... ... .... .... ... ............ ..................... ... ............. ..... .... .... ... ... ...... ... .. ............ ....... .... ....

I

I
l
Customer's Ref.: ........... ........ ......... .......................... ...... .... .... ....... .. .. ....... Signature: ..... ......... .... ............. .... ....... ..
No. of copies
MicroPrinted fiche

Photo
copy

ESA
Reference

IF OUT OF PRINT

Title

SUPPLY
DO NOT SUPPLY

Price
code

Date of
order

IN MICROFICHE

MAILING AND INVOICING ADDRESS (Print or type carefully)

Name or function .......... ... ...... ........... ... ... ....... .... ........ .. .................... .... ... ..... ....... ... .... ...... ......... ......... .. .............. ...... ..
Organisation .... ...... .......................... ................ ............ ...... .. ......... .... .. ..... ............... ......... .. ...... .... ...... ...... ....... ......... ...
Street address .. ..... ... ......................... ............. .... .... ...... .. ..... ................ ..................... ........ ...... ... ... .......... .... .... ........... .
Town , Province, Postal code ........ ... .......... ... ... ....... .... .. ..... .............. ..... ................ .. .... ...... ... ... ..... ............................ .
Country ..... .... .... .................... ............ ..... .. ...... ..... ...... .... ........... ...... ... .. ............. .. ........ .... .. ... .... .... .. ......................... .... .

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1.

Publications are available in printed form (as long as stocks last) . in microfiche and as photocopies.

2.

Publications in the ESA TT series are not available in printed form.

3.

Publications in the CR(X) series are not available from ESA as they have a very restricted distribution in printed form
to the States participating in the relevant programme.

4.

If a publication ordered in printed form is out of print. a microfiche copy will be supplied unless indicated otherwise on
the Order Form.

5.

Printed copies are despatched from ESTEC. and microfiche and photocopies from ESA Head Office.
They will arrive in different packages at different times.
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Under the terms of its Convention, ESA has an obligation to
'facilitate the exchange of scientific and technical information pertaining to the fields of space research and
technology and their space applications.'

The Bulletin is the Agency's quarterly magazine that helps to
fulfil this obligation, carrying information on ESA, its activities
and its programmes, on-going and future.

The ten or so articles that go to make up each issue
(approximately 100 pages) are drafted by professional
scientists and technologists. They are original and significant contributions on space technology, space science,
space missions and space systems management and
operations. The goal is to bring the results of ESA's space
research and development activities to the notice of
professionals concerned with the exploration and exploitation of space, many of whom are senior politicians and
those responsible for government contracts.

Every Bulletin also carries some 16 pages of 'progress
information' that comprehensively describe the last three
months' developments in all the major European space
programmes (telecommunications, meteorology, earth observation, and scientific satellites, the Spacelab/Space
Shuttle programme and the Ariane launch-vehicle programme). Newsworthy events, conferences, symposia and
exhibitions associated with the European space programme
are also featured in every issue.

The Readership
Through the nature of its content and the role that the
Agency plays in shaping Europe's space research and
development activities, the Bulletin has come to have a fastgrowing (currently 10500 copies per issue) but select
distribution among 'decision makers' in space matters not
only in Europe but around the World. The Bulletin is now
distributed in more than 100 countries. It is read by
managers and senior staff in space-oriented organisations
- both national and international - in ministries, in industry,
and in research institutes. It forms a fUndamental part of the
continual dialogue between ESA and its national counterparts and between ESA and the industrial firms to whom the
contracts and subcontracts are awarded that account for
the major part of the Agency's $950 million per year budget
(contract awards on a geographical-return basis linked
directly to the financial contributions of the individual E:SA
Member States).

Advertising Potential
The Bulletin therefore offers the commercial company large or small - which already provides space-related
products and/or services or which wishes to develop its
markets in that direction, a direct entree to a very speCial
readership with a much higher than average rating as far as
market potential is concerned. This commercial market
potential is growing steadily each year with a constantly
increasing percentage of readers being faced with a need to
apply in their own environments the technologies that ESA,
the national agencies, and industry have been developing
to meet European needs.
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